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Abstract
This study focuses on the process of a Mi'kmaq comrnunity-based development
project entitled the Beur River Mi 'kmuq Npisiinewmvfi~(Medicine Trail) Project. The
project is community-based and is focused on the cultural revitalization of traditional
Mi'krnaq plant knowledge through the medium of an interpretive hiking trail. The main
objective of this research was to document the conception and development of the aail
project as a case study that illustrates the process of culture-based Mi'kmaq comrnunity
development. This includes documenting and outlining the trail project sequence of
events, exmining community members' participation and perceptions with respect to the
project, and reflecting upon the participatory process and my role as project facilitator. A
second objective was to examine community members' perceptions concerning their
traditional Mi'kmaq plant knowledge, their thoughts on revitalization of the knowledge,
and the trail project's potential for holistic Mi'kmaq community-dvelopment (e.g.
physical, spiritual. mental and emotionai development). The project is being conducted by
the trail committee (a core-group of community volunteen) who. with my help as
facilitator and the Fint Nations Forestry Association in Nova Scotia. were involved in
assessing, planning, implementing, and achieving trail objectives. LMethodologyincluded
a case study approach using interviews. content analysis and Participatory Action
Research.
In contrast to the framework frequently discussrd in CBD literature, it was found
that success of the project did not lie in strict adhcrence CO systematic plans and linear
deadlines but in the trail cornmittee's cornmitment to 'yetting things done' in their own
way and at their own pace. Project achievements occurred when committee membea
were spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically prepared. ln the future. increased
recognition and responsibility for the trail will lead to increased participation fiom the
broader comrnunity. This will work to strengthen and sustain project momentum.
Elders' participation is important because they bring guidance. balance and consensus to
the project process. Youth are also important because thry will rnsure the sustainability
of the trail by being its future keepers. Key in the success of the project is adherence to
Mi'krnaq values of democracy. consensus. respect. sharing, integrity and honesty. These
values, combined with the trail committec's participatory learning cxperiences, will
provide a strong base for continued community-based management of the &ailproject.
This study also found that participants from the irail committee and the bmader
comrnunity were interested in building on their knowledge of traditional Mi'krnaq uses of
edible and medicinal plants. They stated that the trail project could not only revive the
knowledge, but also foster traditional Mi'kmaq values. education about the ancestors,
offer a recreational opportunity, and an opportunity for community spiritual
strengthening and emotional pride. Al1 of these elements are supponed by CBD literature
as being the successhl underpinnings for ho listic cul ture-based community development.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
Since time immemonal, ~ i ' k r n a communities
~'
have maintained an intimate

relationship with plant life and forests. Much of the physical and spiritual development

of the Mi'kmaq Nation depended heavily on the medicinal, edible and spiritual potential
of plants. This connection to, and use of, plants allowed the Mi'kmaq to develop

extensive knowledge conceming their edible and medicinal uses. In addition, forests
have helped the Mi'kmaq to sustain healthy communities2and traditional hunting and
gathering economies. Mi'krnaq believed that the wealth of a person or community was
rneasured in terms of four components; spintual, physical, mental and emotional health

(Lickers 1992). of which forests were an integral part. Mi'kmaq traditional knowledge

and their connection to the forests is crucial to tribal identity (Marshall 1996). Sadly. this
intimate c o ~ e c t i o nto plant life and fulfillment of the four holistic cornponents has been
severely eroded through centuries of European contact, acculturation, assimilation. land
dispossession and poor land management (Wein 1986; Brascoupe 1991; Bombay 1996).
Under such eroding pressures, the Nation has suffered severely in retaining its traditional
knowledge3, language, customs, practices, ~ e l ~ e s t e eand
m tribal identity. These

'

nie Mi'kmaq are a north-eastem Algonquian-speaking Nation who, dong with
the Passamaquody, Maliseet, Penobscot, Wowenock and Abenaki Nations form the
Wabanaki Confederacy of the eastern seaboard of North America (Union of Nova Scotia
Indians 1976; Robertson 1969 in Bemeshawi 1998: 117).
Mi'kmaq traditionally occupied temtory they called Mi'krna'ki. Mi'krna'ki temtory
extends over five Canadian provinces from the Gaspé Peninsula of Quebec, dong
northem New Brunswick, to al1 of present day Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia,
portions of Newfoundland and into the State of Maine (Native CounciI of Nova Scotia
1993: 52.
The word "community" in this thesis refers to a band or tribe whether it be
stationary or nomadic (Napoleon 1992: 3). A broader definition is given in Chapter II.
Traditional or indigenous knowledge is the culmination of generations of
experience and insight passed down through oral tradition. This knowledge was holistic
in nature incorporating spiritual, ecological, human and social experiences into one
understanding of the Mi'kmaq place in the universe. Although this is ancestral
1

devastating losses proved to be catalytic agents for Mi'kmaq communities to redefine
strategies towards self-determination4. In this quest, Mi'kmaq are presently redefining
community-based initiatives that foster existing traditional knowledge and revitalize
repressed or lost knowledge. In working towards a new era of community-based
development (CBD),Mi'kmaq comrnunities have recognized the potential of combining
forest-based opportunities with culture-based development. Such initiatives are helping

to rebuild tribal econornies while simultaneously fostering Mi'kmaq cultural values and
customs.

This research is focused on one such initiative. The Bear River Mi'kmaq First
Nation, with the help of First Nations Forestry in Nova Scotia (FNF), has embarked upon
a cornmunity-based, restorative approach to forest management. More specifically. this

approach promotes restoration of forest biodiversity, revival of traditional Mi'kmaq
knowledge and viable opportunities for traditional forest-based activities. Some of these

activities include restoration of Black Ash for traditional Mi'kmaq basket-making, the
creation of interpretive trails for educational purposes, and the gathering of plants for

medicinal and edible purposes. Based on this approach and the community's perceived
need for the revival of traditional plant knowledge, the Director of the FNF suggested the
idea of a medicine trail project to the Bear River Band Council (McKay pers. comm.
1999). In addition, community interest in the issue of Mi'kmaq medicinal plants had

been brewing since 1994 (Proulx pers. comm. 1999). This interest eventually led to an

embracing of the idea. Workshops and an adult education course focusing on plant
identification and traditional Mi'kmaq plant use were held as community events leading
up to the project to ascertain the comrnunity's interest level and people's comrnitment to

conducting the project.
The project has corne to be known as the Bear River Mi 'kmaqNpisiinewawli'j
('Good Medicine ')

Trail ~rojecr'.whose aim has been to educate Mi'kmaq community

knowledge, it is by no means static as it changes with the landscape and the societies
which rely on it (Hoare et al. 1993: 48; Bemeshawi 1998: 123).

members about traditional Mi'kmaq plant knowledge through the medium of an
interpretive hiking trail. The aail and educational project focuses on identifjing and
interpreting plants that were traditionaily used by Mi'kmaq peoples for edible and
medicinal purposes. The aim is to nurture existing knowledge and revitalize disappearing
knowledge conceming the Mi'kmaq traditional use of plants. The project is being
conducted at the cornmunity level by a core group of volunteers who, with my help
as facilitator and the FNF as an extemal advisor, were involved in assessing, planning,

implementing and achieving trail objectives. This research documents the conception
and development of the trail project.

1.2

Research Objectives

The objectives of this research were:
1.

..

11.

To document the conception and development of the Bear River Mi'krnaq
Npisunewawti'j Trail Project as a case study that illustrates the process of
culture-based Mi'kmaq community development.
O
To document and outline the trail project sequence of events.
To reflect upon cornmunity membea' participation and
perceptions with respect to project planning, action and
achievements.
O
To reflect upon the participatory process and my role as
project facilitator.

To examine community members' perceptions concerning their traditional
Mi'kmaq plant knowledge, their thoughts on revitalization of the
knowledge, and the trail project's potential for holistic Mi'kmaq
cornrnunity-development.

4

Self4etermination is the right of a people to determine their own political status
and to pursue their own econornic, social and cultural development (Leavitt 1995: 3 18).
The Bear River Mi'kmaq Npisunewawti'j Trail Project will be referred to as the
'trail project' throughout the remainder of this thesis.

1.3

Sipifieance of Research
This research highlights the significance of culture in MCBD. Traditional

Canadian models of CBD mostly focus on economic and physical elements. Although
these elements are important, failed efforts in Mi'kmaq communities have proven these

models to be too rigid and unaccommodating of Mi'kmaq values. Many Mi'kmaq have
attributed this failure to a lack of initiative to include spiritual and cultural strengthening
in community development projects. This research highlights the importance of
redefining 'development' in Mi'kmaq communities to include cultural. spiritual, mental
and emotional values. In addition, it is s h o w that forest-based opportunities such as

interpretive trails and medicinal plants have much potential to contribute to restorative,
educational and sustainable approaches to community-based forest management.
This research also outlines the trail project' s participatory process within the context of

planning, action and accomplishrnents. The potential of Mi'kmaq communities to define.
conduct and benefit fiom comrnunity development projects is great. The trail project has
provided a participatory and expericntial base for comrnunity responsibility, ownership
and management of the trail project. Reflections on the role of facilitators (in particular

outside facilitators), researchers and extemal agencies in the community development
process are provided. This research highlights the difference between simply helping
communities to achieve an end-result and enabling them to thoroughly experience, iearn
and benefit fiom both the process and product. Retlections and recommendations are

made for the Bear River Mi'krnaq First Nation and other Mi'kmaq comrnunities involved
in community-based projects. Overall this research contnbutes to a growing body of
knowledge with respect to cultural revi tdization. participatory research and CBD in
Mi'krnaq communities.

1.4

Definition of Terms

1.

The Bear River Mi 'kmaq Npisirnewowti j' Trrd Project (BRMVTP) : A

community-based project focused on the revitalization of traditional Mi'kmaq knowledge
of edible and medicinal plants through the medium of an interpretive hiking trail. The
aim of the trail as defined by the community is to help heal the minds. bodies and souls of

the Bear River Mi'kmaq people (Trail Cornmittee 1999).
7

,

Action Learning: 1s a means by which people leam with and frorn each other by

attempting to identiS, and then implement. solutions to their problems. issues and
opponunities (McGill et al. 1989).

3.

Cure group: 1s a group of interested and committed community members,

organized to work on a CBD project. They assess. dafine. plan. achieve consensus and
take action towards project objectives.
4.

Culfural Revitalizatian: 1s an attempt by native communities to ensure that

traditional values are understood. strengthened and made central to tribal life (Elias 1991;

Newhouse 1993). Examples of cultural revitalization include language preservation and
revival, revival and maintenance of traditional ecological knowledge. revival of
traditional values and customs. In the context of this thesis. cultural revitalization refers
to education focused on the traditional Mi'kmaq knowledge associated with edible and
medicinal plants. In addition, the community hopes that the traditional Mi'kmaq
worldview and values will be revived both for their children and themselves.
5.

Experiential Learning: 1s learning that is rooted in peoples' livcd experiences

(Weil and McGill 1989).

development is a problem-solving process that enabies community members to identify
their own problems, needs and desires (MacDonald 1965; Lee 19%; Napoleon 1992). It

enables them to work together in findiiig solutions that are appropriate for them

(MacDonaid 1965; Lee 1992; Napoleon 1992). For Mi'kmaq ho listic development to
occur, the CBD process and enci-tesuit must encompass the mental, physicaî, spiritual

and emotional components of individual anci community development.
7.

Medicine Wheel: The medicine wheel represents the circle of al1 Life and ail that is

known or lmowable (Hartz 19%). It is linked together in a whole with no begianuig and
no end. It can metaphorically illushate, invoke and reinspire derstanding of Ancestral

beliefi in the contemporary world (Graveline 1998). Through the wheel people are
taught to acknowledge the intercomectedaess of ali things (Graveiine 1998). The
medicine wheel is associated rnaialy with the First Nat iom of the plains, such as the
Cree, Blackfoot, Dakota and othets (RCAP 1996). Yet, it has been adopted by m

y

First Nations, iacluding Mi'kmaq as a teaching tool. nie medicine wheel is used in the

t r d project both as a metaphor for development and a guide to the project pmcess.

6

Mi'kmaq CBD is a concept that has not been documenteci extensively. Most
literature written on community-based development and First Nations communities has
been referred to as 'Aborigiaal Community-Basxi Development'. One of my resoime
persons has adviseci me that this thesis research specifidy a d distinctively iîlustrates
'Mi'kmaq community-besed development' mt 'Aboriginal community-based
development'. Community-devebpmnt worken view the term 'Aboriginal' with
trepidation (McKay pers. comm. 2000). Although the t m is used in the Canadian
Const&ion d to represent the 'rights' of Fkst Nation peopleq many Native
commwilties and fiont-line conmiunîty workers feel it is a tam wined by the Canadian
federal goverment to hunp and homogenize aii Native communities into one, in an
attempt to assimilate them into Canadian society. Since iittle has been written on
Mi'kmaq CBD 1attempt in this thesis to apply broad based literature oflen r e f e to
'Aboriginal communities' to the specific t s l i context of the Mi'kmaqNation. Many
First Nations lüce the Mi'kmaq have begun to incorporate the pmtices of other First

8.

Participalory Action Research (PAR): 1s an integrated approach involving the

participation of community members to çtudy and understand their social reality, and
build local skills and capacity for the purpose of increasing community autonomy and
empowennent (Hall 1981;Tandon 1988).
8.

Project Facilitutor: A person who helps to facilitate the core community group in

its planning and action towards project and community-development objectives. Many
times a facilitator acts as a middle person between extemal agencies and community
groups. A facilitator listens to cornmunit. concerns and provides ideas, tools, resources

and options for community rnembers to make their own decisions conceming project
objectives (Napoleon 1992: 25).
10.

Resource Persons: Are people who are well infonned as to their community

surroundings, and whose input and opinions can aid in providing explanations as to what
has or is happening in the community (Patton 1987).
1.5

Thesis Organuation

This thesis consists of nine chapters. Chapter Two provides context and
background to the research. The focus of the case study is the Bear River Mi'krnaq First
Nation and a history of the community is provided along with contemporary challenges,
initiatives and projects the community is working on. A synopsis is given of the bail
project, as well as my rationale for considering the project to be a CBD initiative.
Chapter Three reviews approaches and components of MCBD that provide the anaiflical
context to the research.

The nature of CBD is outlined to provide a stark contrast to the

following section on the Canadian government's past approaches. The detrimental
effects of these past development efforts serve as a reminder of the mistakes of past
Nations (e.g. Medicine Wheel, Seventh Generation, Taiking Cucle) into their
development projects.

development and as motivator for Mi'kmaq-defined approaches to CBD. The following
section outlines contemporary approaches to CBD,focusing primarily on spiritual
renewal and cultural revitalization. The final section describes the Medicine Wheel and

its four holistic components (physical, mental, emotional and spirituai) of Mi'krnaq

development. The medicine wheel serves as a metaphor and an anaiyticai tool for what
Mi'kmaq comrnunity members' believe the trail project should encompass. Chapter Four
draws from the experiences of other Native communities involved in community
development planning to form a conceptual mode1 for the Bear River Mi'kmaq
Npisunewawti'j trail project. It specifically focuses on planning, action and
accornplishment in community development projects. In addition, the implernentation of
participatory research in First Nations communities and the concept of experiential
leming are reviewed.
Chapter Five outlines the research design and highlights methods, tools and
analysis used in the research process. Ethical considerations and research limitations are
also considered. Chapter Six discusses focus group and workshop findings
and reflects on the trail project process with respect to project planning, action and

accomplishment. Chapter Seven presents an analysis and discussion of interview
findings. Participants responses are sumrnarized with respect to categories of interview
questions. In addition, community members' responses and perceptions are recorded to
honour the voices of Mi'krnaq community members and add illustrative depth to the
results. Chapter Seven concludes with a sumrnary of the links between the research
findings and relevant literature. The final chapter consists of reflections.
recomrnendations and conclusions drawn from the discussion, and suggests areas for
M e r research.

CHAPTER II: BACKGROUND: THE BEAR RIVER (MUIN SIPU)
MI'KMAQ FIRST NATION, THE NPISUNEWAWTI'J MEDICINE
TRAIL PROJECT AND COMMUNITY-BASED DEVELOPMENT
2.1

The Bear River (Muin Sipu) Mi9krnaqFirst Nation

The Bear River (Muin Sipu) Mi'kmaq community is located in southwestem
Nova Scotia (see Figures 1 and 2). The area is presently known as Digby and Annapolis
County. The Bear River Reserve, also known in Mi'kmaq as L 'sitkuk', has a population
of approxirnately a hundred people and is situated on 698 hectares of land (Department of

Indian Affairs 1999). It is thought that the reserve has the largest land base per capita in
Nova Scotia. The Mi'kmaq occupied this area of Nova Scotia long before European

contact and settlement and have resided there for thousands of years (Ricker 1997).
Historically, this part of the province and lands to the south and West were known to the
Mi'kmaq as Kespukwitk (where the Land ends), which was one of the seven sociopolitical districts of Mi ' k m 'kik or the Mi'kmaq temtory (Ricker 1997; Pictou 1996;
1955). In addition, the Bear River area is of special note because it was once

Hoff-

the seat or the meeting place of the Mi'kmaq Grand Council (Mi'kmaq socio-political
body) and the Wabanaki Confederacy.

Mi'kmaq economic life changed with the seasons as the people moved between
the Coast and interior to fish, hunt and gather various resources (McMillan 1988). Most

documents pertaining to the traditional customs and lifestyle of the Mi'kmaq have been
written by European people8.
7

Darlene Ricker has recently published a book entitled 'L'sitkuk: The Story of
the Bear River Mi'kmaw Cornmunity' (1997). She States that the word L'sitkuk is the
original Mi'kmaw word for Bear River. It means "flowing dong by high rocks" (Ricker
1997; vi).
For information about the traditional lifestyle and customs of the Mi'kmaq
peoples and the history of Mi'kmaq and non-Native relations see R.G. Thwaites. 16101791. Jesuif Relations and Allied Docwnents, ed., 73 vols. Cleveland: Burrow Brothers;
P.A. Maillard. 1758. An Account of the Custorns and Mamers of the Mickmacks and
Maricheets. Savage Nations. Now Dependent on the Governntent of Cape Breton
London: S. Hooper and A. Morley; S.T. Rand. 1850. A Short Statement of Facts
Relating to the History, Mamers, Customs, Laquage and Literature of the Micmac
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Figure 1.

Map of Nova Scotia Showing Location of Bear River Mi'kmaq First
Nation (Leavitt 1995: xviii)

Principal Reserves in the Maritime Region
(Narnes of Bands)

London: S. Hooper and A. Morley; S.T. Rand. 1850. A Short Stutement of Facts
Relating to the History, Mamers, Customs, Language and Literatirrr of rhe Micmac
Tribe of lndians, in Nova Scotia and P.E. Island. Haiifax: James Bowes and Sons; F.G.
Speck. 1922. Beothuck and Micmac. Indian Notes and Monogruphs, No. 22. New York:
Heye Foundation, Museum of the Arnerican Indian; E.C.Parsons. 1926. Micmac notes.
Journal of American Folklore 39: 460485; B.G. H o h a n . 1955. "The Historical
Ethnography of the Micmac of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries." Ph. D. thesis,
University of California, Berkely; W.D.Wallis, and R.S.Wallis. 1955. The Micmac
indians of Eastern Canada. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press; V.P. Miller.
1976. Mi'krnaq Micmac population: A review of the evidence. Ethnohisrory 23: 1 17-27;
L .F.S. Upton. 1979. Micmacs and Colonists: Indian-White Relations in the Maritimes.
1 7 13- 1867. Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press.; R. Holmes-Whitehead
and H. McGee. 1983. The Micmac: How Their Ancestors Lived Five h'undred Years
Ago. Halifax: Nimbus Publishing Ltd.; H.F. McGee. 1983. The Native Peoples of
Atlantic Canada: A History of Indian-European Relations. Eds. Ottawa: Carleton
University Press; R. Holmes-Whitehead. 1991. The Old Man Told Us. Halifax: Nimbus
Publishing Ltd.; S. Davis. 1997. Peoples ofthe Maritimes: Mi 'kmaq. Halifax: Nimbus
Publishing Ltd.; Y.S. Henderson. 1997. The Mi ' h a q Concordat. Halifax: Femwood
Publishing.

Figure 2.

Map of Southwestern Nova Scotia Showing Bear River
Mi'kmag First Nation (Ricker 1997: Book Cover)

In 1801, the colonial govemrnent designated Bear River as land reserved for
Indians, yet the reserve itself was not established until 1830 (Canadian Forest Service
1999; Ricker 1997). Mi'kmaq who had not yet succurnbed to disease, starvation and

poverty were pressured by governrnent and church officiais to live on this land (Ricker
1997). Farming was encouraged, yet the soi1 was nutrient-poor and rocky. In addition to
hunting, fishing and gathering, the porpoise hunt became a lucrative part of the reserve
economy in the 1830s (CFS 1999). The community ate the meat while oil was rendered

and bottled to be used as machine lubncant. Eventually petroleum products replaced

porpoise oil and the porpoise hunt was not sustained and the people becme poverty
stnick (Ricker 1997; Wood pers. cornm. 1998). The permanent effects of European

settlers, missionaries and fur traders deeply affected the people. Land was appropnated
and fish and garne became severely depleted. Ricker (1997:19) States that the Bear River

Mi'kmaq were among the first to be exposed to European disease, technology and
Christianity. The descendants of those who survived developed a great resilience while
still maintaining a distinct and proud identity (Ricker 1997). Important Mi'kmaq values
and customs were adaptive even in times of poverty.

Presently, the community's governrnent is a product of the Indian AC? (Ricker
1997). As a member of the Assembly of First Nations and the Confederacy of Mainland
Mi'kmaq, the cornmunity is presently stnving towards self-determination (Meuse and
Pictou pers. cornrn. 1998). In this quest, various projects including silviculture, fisheries,
housing and the arts are being pursued (Ricker 1997). Currently, an important initiative
of the Bear River Mi'kmaq is their participation in restorative forestry practices (McKay

pers. comm. 1998). The forests of the Bear River watershed have been exploited as a
result of many years with little forest management or regulations (Parson 1996). This has
resulted in the breakdown of the forest-based economy and has lefi the forest in a
severely degraded state (Parson 1996). A restorative forest management approach was
needed to bnng back the natural diversity and ecological integrity of the forest ecosystem
(McKay pers. comm. 1998). The FNF has facilitated initiation of this approach. With its

help, band memben have been active in the development of trail systems, silviculture
treatments, maintaining wildlife habitat, brook enhancement and education (Meuse pers.
comm. In Panon 1996). The goal of the FNF is to develop, deliver, control, and be

The Indian Act was onginally passed in 1876 under Parliament's constitutional
responsibility for lndians and Indian lands. It is based on policies developed in the
nineteenth century and has come d o m through years in roughly the same fomi (RCAP
1996a). It consists of d e s and regulations that cover a wide spectrum of the affairs of
Indians (Brown 1991) thus giving the federai govemment almost complete assimilative
control over the customs, practices and every day living of 'Indians'. The Act has come
to signify a symbol of govemment discrimination and racist legislation (Weaver 198 la:
19). Ambiguity surrounding the act is ongoing and centers on First Nation's resentrnent

accouotable for a program of community-besed sustainable forest management

(Confederacy of Maidand Mi'lunaq First Nat+

Forrstry 1999:1). Key in this

approacb is the impkmentation of forest-based initiatives ihat eacompass the priorities of

biodiversity, ecological integrity, Mi'kmaq culture, community conhol a d surtainable
economic development (McKay pers. comm. 1998). The FNF promotes and supports
forest management projects tbat place Mi'kmaq values at its core. These values are

manifested through forest-based opportunhies such as tnedicinai plants, basket making,
guiding and tourism. An hoiistic approach to forest management has set the backdrop for

the community' s enthusiastic initiation of the haü project.
The initial idea for the medicine trail project came from the FNF. They saw the
trail as an important

educational tool for

Phte 1. Bear River Wuba (Wekome): Sign at
the Rtserve Entrance

sustainable cornmunity

forest management
(McKay pers. comm.
1999). Interest in the
topic of rnedicinal plants

had been brewing

among community
members for some the

(Proulx pers. comm
1999). This interest

combined with the
Chief-and-Council's

enthusiasm led to an

Photo: Li~~diwe
MacDonrpGd, îktokr 1999

introductory worksbop. Rior to this workshop, the FNF suggested the topic to me aiid

asked XI wouid be interesteci in fxilitatirig research focused on traditionid Mi'kmaq uses
towards t s coostramts and dependence on it for recognition ofspecial rights (Paul 1993;
Weaver 1993b;Waver 1981a).

of plants. They stressed the initial focus of the research to be educating the comrnunity
about traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants (Bear River Band Council
pers. comm. 1998). They hoped the project would revitalize their traditional knowledge
and contribute to mental, physical, emotional and spiritual development (Meuse and

Pictou pers. comm. 1998).
Community interest in the trail project was assessed based on an introductory
workshop in January, 1999 focused on the 'Traditional Mi 'kmaq Uses ofPlanrs and
Plant Identifcation '. The community's strong interest in this workshop set the backdrop

to my introduction into the community and community members' future participation in
the trail project.
2.2

A Synopsis of the Bear River Mi'kmaq Npisunewawti'j ('Good Medicine')
Trail Project

This thesis research is focused on Phase I of tmil project planning and
accomplishments. Presently, Phase I plans have been defined and implemented with the
main accomplishrnent being the generation of a trail map in August 1999. Other
accomplishments to date include the formation of a trail vision, identification of 7 1 plants
on the trail, allocation of special places, completion of the cutting, and implementation of

trail structures (e.g. sawdust flooring, bridges and boardwalks). These accomplishments

are discussed in Chapter Six. The following information gives a general synopsis of the
trail vision and characteristics of Phase I accomplishments.
A trail vision was decided upon in September 1999, and is as follows:

To create an educational bail whicli fosters a better sense of respect for edible and
medicinal plants given to us by our mother earth and to help with our
development of a spiritual, physical, mental and environmental approach to life.
(Bear River Mi'kmaq Npisunewawti'j Trail Cornmittee 1999).

In addition, the winner of the 'Name the Trail Contest' was announceci in October
at a comrnunity trail gathering (see Chapter Six, Plate 19). The winning name was
chosen by an Elder of the community and was submitted as follows:

Npisunewawti'j (knee-buii-si&-ow-di) Medicine Trail. This is a good name for
the trail because not only will we leam more about the use of these plants, but the
beauty of the trail will be that it is 'good medicine' for our minds and souls.
Displaying the name of the trail in both Mi'kmaw and English will help the
community recognize our language and keep it dive (Community Member 1999).

The trail is located on the southwestem portion of the Bear River reserve. The
trail is approximately one kilometer in length and was designed in a loop configuration
(see Figure 6). It has been designed for ease of access and use, and with the highest

consideration for ecological impact. Depending on the Pace at which the trail is walked.
it can take anywhere fiom
70 to 45 minutes (without

Plate 2. The New Commuaity Health Center

stopping to read

The entrance to the trail is located in the wooded area behind
and to the right of the health center.

interpretive material).

1

Entry points for the bail are

located behind the new
Health Centre and the trail
building (see Plate 2). It is

hoped the trail vision will

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, October 1999

be tied in with the new

I

medical and cultural centres. The parking lot for the trail will be located east of the
medical centre and is guite large, as there is talk of tour buses and multiple usen.
Trails have existed in this particular area for centuries and within the past one
hundred years Mi'kmaq used these tdls for hunting and for gathenng bemes, medicines
and ash. In addition, they were used for oxen hauling in the logging industry and as paths
to traditional eel fishing spots.

Trails have always been a source of physical and spiritual sustenance for the
people. They have also a spatial medium for communicating with plant and animal
spirits. Some community members' remember as children walking through this now

over-grown trail with grandparents and Elders. Many of the old trails in this area simply
needed clearing, cleaning, maintenance and, fkom an ecological standpoint minimal

disruption needed to occur. The cornmittee has also chosen not to use chemically treated
wood for bridges (in fear of cumulative impacts on plants and people), and will be using
the trees cut from clearing various parts of the trail. From a spiritual standpoint,

cornmunity membea working on the trail have felt a spiritual connection to both the plant
spirits and the ancestors who once used these trails. It is hoped a community member

will conduct research on which families specifically lived in this area.

Within the past one huncùed years, much of the reserve land has been cleared and
used for farming. Much of that fmland now consists of secondary growth comprised of

mixed hardwoods and s o ~ o o d s .In some spots where clearing was extensive, the
predominant tree is beech (northwest portion of the trail) and in others that were left more
untouched, older majestic hemlocks prevail (southwest portion of the trail). Ecologically

the trail encompasses mixedwoods, swarnps, coniferous (softwood), and hardwood
habitats (see Plates 12,L3, 14 and 15). A botanist with the help of a core group
participant has identified approximately 71 plants on the bail loop (see Appendix 9). She
has stated that the greatest portion of plants are native to Nova Scotia, with oniy eight

introduced species10in areas where people lived (Proulx pers. comm. 1999).
The plants are scattered throughout the trail with many of them occurring in
wetter areas surrounding the swamp drainage. The main divisions of vascular plants are

represented (e.g. fems, conifers and flowering plants with the latter including herbaceous
plants, woody shmbs and trees) (Proulx pers. comrn. 1999). Medicinal and edible values

from these plants are present in the imer and outer barks, saps and resins, nuts, fleshy
miits, roots, bulbs, tubers and greens (Proulx pers. comm. 1999). These plants offer
medicinal potential in terms of their vitarnin and mineral contents and their use as tonics,
antiseptics, anti-intlarnmatories, emetics and in blood detoxification. Ailments generally
treated by the plants found on the trail include indigestion, infections, flues, high blood
pressure, arthntis, diabetes, tubercuiosis, cancer and prevention of sickness for overall
-

-

-

-

-

The eight introduced species are Apple, Mullein, Broadleaf Plantain, Waxberry
(Snowberry), Cornmon Speedwell, St. John's Wort, Yarrow and Colts-foot (Roland and
Io

general health. Research on the traditional Mi'krnaq uses of these plants is being
conducted by me and core group participants. Information gathered fiom interviews and

oral histones of community participants, workshops and content analysis of published
documents is being compiled. This information will be submitted in a separate report to
the Band Council, and permission to read it must be granted. This research will
consequently be transferred into interpretative material for bail purposes. In addition to
the edible and medicinal plants, other special trail features include an old foundation, a

standing camp, a well and the reserve line which is marked by a Iine of cleared trees.
Open areas abound where animals once may have grazed or where cornmunity members
have picnicked. There are spectacular rocks and trees covering the landscape that stand
out fiom the rest and comprise of some of the 'special places' on the trail.
As part of Phase II objectives (summer 2000), the cornmittee has decided that

plants will have small nurnber signs beside them, so that a prospective hiker would
simply need to refer to a corresponding pamphlet, to find the matching number and

interpretative write-up. Larger interpretive signs will be placed in special places and
where numerous plants are clumped together. It is dso hoped that multiple loops (similar

to a figure eight) will be added, once the main loop is completed.

2.3

The Roles of Project Facilitator and First Nations Forestry in Nova Scotia
The FNF has been the external agent for the Bear River trail project. It has

provided valuable financial, moral and technical support. Without its support it is
doubtful the idea for the project would have becarne a reality so quickiy. The FNF saw

great potential for the community and helped in fostering the cornmunity to see that
potential for themselves. This organization, espouses Mi'kmaq values and helps to
promote forest-based projects that foster Mi'kmaq communities to become self-sufficient.

The trail project is an example.
Smith 1983). Al1 of these plants are known to have nutritional and medicinal values that
may have sternmed from French Acadian descent.

Based on extensive experience in these kinds of projects, the FNF helped to guide
my facilitation of the cornittee. Together we found the balance between when to step in
and help the core group. and when to back ofK In addition, it helped maintain the core

group's momentum when I became engaged in writing this thesis. This relationship will
be discussed furdier in Chapter Six.

My role was as a project facilitator and a middle person between the core group
and the FNF. Much of the initial undertaking of the project remained in my hands, with
the help of a CO-facilitatorcomrnunity member. At that point I was essentially one step

removed from the grassroots and fkorn the participatory process (Erasrnus 1993). In other

words, I was mostly working 'for' and guided by the Chief-and-Council as well as the
FNF. I organized the workshop discussed above and helped to obtain resource books and
linkages for the Adult Education Course on plant identification. I also maintained the
budget, submitted proposals for future funding and began the research process. It was
not until the formation of the 'core group', later known as the 'Trail Cornmittee', that 1

truly began working in a participatory fashion 'with' the community.

The role of outside facilitators in ~ i ' k r n a ~CBD
' ' is directly relevant to rny

experience as a nonoNative facilitator in the trail project. With respect to CBD.I define

Leavitt (1995) notes that a number of words are used to refer to the Native
people of Northem Amenca -Mi'kmaq, First Nation (s), Indian, lndigenous and Native.
Many of these ternis are interchangeable but it is helpful to know their meanings with
respect to the research. Leavitt (1995) defines the following:
Mi ' h a q (adjective) refers especially to the conditions, nghts, and way of life that existed
before contact with Europeans, and to any aspect of these which still exist todayMi'kmaq rights, Mi'krnaq govemment, Mi'kmaq people.
Firsr Nation (s) (adjective or noun) refers in particular to governrnents or communities of
Native Peoples- Fint Nations leaders, representatives of the Assembly of First Nations.
Indian (aaective or noun) refers to land or people in relation to the Indian Act, other
legislation, or federal or provincial govemment policy - Indian reserves, status Indians.
indigenous (adjective) 1s essentially the same as Mi'kmaq, but with emphasis on being
the original inhabitants of a place, or "belonging to" the land.
Native (adjective or noun) refers to the original inhabitants of North Amenca at any point
in history, p s t , present or fiiture (Leavitt 1995: x).
"

outsiders as people who are not community members; they may be ~ a t i v eor
' ~nonNative and in relation to development usually take on the roles of community
development workers, liaisons. organizers, facilitators and consultants
(Erasmus 1991). Key in the CBD process is the understanding that facilitators are not

working "for" the community, but "with" it. Cornmunities must always be the ultimate
authorities on decision-making and ownership. A facilitator can help in offering
expertise, resources and guidance and help community members to make their own

decisions (Erasmus 1991). Their role must dways remain at an arm's length fkom
community ownenhip and responsibility. Sometimes communities rely too heavily on
facilitators with the impending fear that if the facilitator ieft, the project would crumble.
Other times a facilitator can inadvertently disempower the community by making

decisions for them in the spirit of thinking they know better. My facilitative experience
with balancing this role is relayed in Chapter Six.
2.4

Understanding Mi'kmaq Values in CBD

In addition to being an empathetic and supportive adviser, a facilitator must have
a good understanding of the values, views and custorns of the communities they are
working in. This understanding will help the facilitator to help the community root the
project in community values.
Hartz ( t 996: 72) States:
When First Nations utilize processes that are based upon their own views within
their own communities, then the people detemine their own destinies.
Individuais working fiom the Euro-Canadian perspective can become part of this
process. But these individuals must first recognize the importance that to fully
comprehend a peoples' life requires an understanding of their ways of thinking,
experiences, and behaviors. From this point, cornmunity workers can
l2 1 was told by two Mi'krnaq community development workers that although they were
Native. when they worked with communities other then their own they considered
themselves, and were perceived by the community, as outsiders (Labrador and Sark pers.
comm. 1999). However, Mi'krnaq communities perceptions of Native outsiders may be
quite different then their perception of non-Native outsiders.

acknowledge First Nation's perspectives, values, views, and practices. They can
support First Nation's people by implementing programs and practices that are
reflective of First Nation's worlbviews.
In addition to my attempts towards understanding Mi'krnaq values and custorns in
the context of the project process, 1 was also told to understand and adhere to the
following principles; kindness, honesty, sharing, strength, bravery, wisdom and humility
which are central to the Mi'kmaq way13. I was told that if 1 genuinely adhered to these
principles, my work and research with the community would be productive. In al1 my
thoughts and actions pertaining to the project process, I attempted to incorporate these
principles into the research process. Al1 developrnent workers in Mi'kmaq communities
need to work with these principles in mind not only to gain the trust of the comrnunity,

but to facilitate a process which places Mi'kmaq principles at its core.
At Elders' conferences, cross-cultural educational workshops and health

conferences, the First Nations are continually reminded that the retrieval of their
teachings, traditions, languages, and culture will promote self-identity and healing (White
1996; 108). First Nations people have identified how important it is to develop programs

which respect the Native worldview and culture. In regards to Mi'krnaq communities.
community development workers must help community members to assess and plan their

own culturally appropriate development. Community-development workers must have
an in-depth and empathetic understanding of the following Mi'kmaq values and ways:

1.

Mi 'kmuq Woridview - Mi'kmaq worldview encompasses al1 living things.

Knowing that al1 animate and inanimate beings are alive and embraced with spirit, they
are obligated to respect and honour them (Mi'kmaq Fisheries 1993: 5).

In order to survive and exist in h m o n y with the universe, we believe that it is
essential to have an dl-encompassing relationship with the universe and our
undrntanding and respect for dl living things. Since tirne irnmemonal our
" This is not to Say that nonNative community workers try to become Mi'kmaq, as I was
told by a few community members that the reason they spoke with me was because they
didn't see me as a "want-to-be Mi'kmaq" of whom they would be skeptical.

understandmg of the relatiomhip with the environment is demonstratecl in songs,
stories, dances art, rituals and practices. They show the respect we have for our
surroutldings (Mi'kmaq Fisheries 1993: 6).

Mi'kmaq wisdorn teaches that relationships found with nature are inherently
circular, interconnected and ail-inclusive (see Figure 3). Spintuality was the essence of
every aspect of king Mi'kmaq. It served as the foundation or fisunework on which aiI

other aspects of life were buil. Spiritual life was everywhere and everything they

deemed animate or inanllaate had spiritual dimensions (Hohnes-Whitehead 1988).

Henderson (1997: 15) states that "since al things have a cornmon origin in the sparks of
life, every life-form and every object bas to be respecte&'. Similai to a p e m n who has a
1ife force (munitu),so too does a plant, rock or a h a l (Henderson 1997).

AU of creation

was seen to be sacred and deserving of respect anci homur (Bemashawi 1998; Henderson

1 997). Henderson states (1 997: I 5):
Figure 3.

Mi9kmnq Worldview of Interconnectedne~s
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(from & Sund Tm. p. 28.)

(Bopp et al. 1989: 28)

This respect requires people to develop a special consciousness that discourages
careless treatrnent of things. Thus, a person gathering roots. leaves or bark for
medicinal purposes pleases the life-force of each plant by placing a small offenng
of tobacco at its base, believing that without the cooperation of the manitu the
mere form of the plant cannot work its cures.
Mi'kmaq neither apologized nor felt shamehl for their needs, but accepted the
interdependence of al1 things (Marshall 1997; Labrador 1999). The spiritual relationship
with the land was and is vital for keeping a close relationship with nature and the Creator
(Berneshawi 1998: 120). Erdoes (1989 in Bemeshawi 1998: 120) states that:
[the] relationship to the Earth, the winds, and the animals is intimate and intensely
personal, closely related to their sacred beliefs. This relationship arises out of
their environment... It arises out of the nature-related language and out of age-old
oral traditions passed on fiom generation to generation.
Mi'kmaq modes of thinking are reflected in their intimate connections with nature and
the environment which in turn are essential parts of the culture (Leavitt 1995). Mi'kmaq

peoples identifj traditional knowledge associated with these intercomected relationships
as a crucial link to their cultural past, present and funire (Hoare et al. 1993).

ii.

Mi ' h a q Concepts of Land, Time and Space:

Mi'kmaq have forever known the

land has Life (Leavitt 1995: 52). Mi'kmaq language is verb-based, and 'land' is described

in terms of people's experiences in relation to it (Leavitt 1995). Doyle-Bedwell and
Cohen (1 999: 33) state "the Mi'kmaq worldview of the land reflects a spatial

consciousness rather than a material consciousness." They quote Henderson's
description (Bedwell-Doyle and Cohen 1999: 33 in Henderson 1991) of 'spatial
consciousness' :
Generally, Algonquin People and their linguistic worldview do not have a defined
concept of temtory or land. Instead, they had a concept of space. Their vision of
the concept is different reaims enfolded into sacred space. Their earth is a series
of ecological spaces, each filled with n a d resources, sights, sounds and
mernories. The relationship between the earth and their ancestors informs their
spirituality and religion.

In gened, the landscape is d e s m i i in tenns of how each ecobgical fe8ture relates to
another. Land is not marked by artincial bouadarvs, such as hectares or degrres.
Mi'kmaq groups used the naturai watersheds to d e h e th& socio-politid territories.
Leavitt (1995: 52) States that Mi'kmaq see "the land" as a unitary concept, not "piecesof
land" that can be divided or sou. ûne comrnunity member told me that "the people are
the land". The unitary concept of Land is extended to humans as well as animate and

inanimate beings.
iii.

Ner~KuIimk: The Mi'kmawey concept of 'Netukulunk' includes the sharing of

the natural bounty provided by the Creator for selfkupport and weli-king of the
individual and the Nation (Native C o u d of Nova Scotia 1993). Nenikuümk is the
Mi'kmaq way of harvesting resoutces without jeopardizing the integrity9diversity or
productivity of the environment (Mi'bnaq Fisbenes 1993: 8; Bernashawi 1998). The

lanâ, her resources and the doctrine of Netukulimk art idmiteci fmm Mi'lunag
forefathers and are p

d d o m throughout the generations by Elders a d parents. The

land and its tenure are the custodiaî responsibility of the community and is held 'in trust'

for fùture generations (McKay pers. cornm. 1999b). It enabks the present generation to
suvive without threatening future gerieiations. W i u t access to natural resources, the
inherent right to SurYival of fùture generations is endangerrd (Bemashawi 1998).
Essentially, when Mi'kmaqpeople make a decision, they must think about its impact on
fiiture generations. As toucbed in this chapter, the t
dcornmittee has incorpora~edthe
concept of NenikulimL in trail planning a
d iniplemntatioa It is king constructed with
the highest regard for ecobgid impact and with the hope that tht plants and the trail

project will be sustaiwd for theu fiihire generations.
iv.

Cooperation und mi@:These concepts are iike a sacreû circle that mut be kept

intact at ail costs. W h E the Mi'kmaq community, everyone was to be treated as a

relative whethei she was a blood relative or mt (

M .
1997). In terms of the traii
project, it was found that cooperation anci unity were essential elewnts in achieving trail

objectives. As will be discussed later, swaying from these values early on led to project
difficulties.
v.

Democrag and consensus: Most Mi'kmaq have maintained their ancestrail

practice of decisions by consensus and delegating the comrnunity voice to those who
represent them (Berneshawi 1998: 135). Bemeshawi states (1 998: 135):
Reaching consensus and seeking advice ftom Elders are fundamental processes of
decision-making within most Mi'kmaq communities. This obvious cultural
difference towards decision making does not conform to the impatient Western
approach, and therefore presents a delay to the process. Time is not of the
essence: it is speaking with the assurance of the support community.
Lt was generally believed that power was manifested in the people as a whole (Napolean

1992; 5). While consensus in the trail project was sometimes hard to attain, it was

realized that without it project momentum would be detrimentally affected.
vi.

Family. Children. Elders and Mi ' h a w Teaching: The value of family is strong

arnongçt Mi'kmaq people. Extended families were well-organized systems that allowed

for extra support and cooperation in the sharing of roles and responsibilities, ranging

from parenting and training to providing food (Marshall 1997). If an individual was
adopted by an extended family, he or she would have the sarne statu and respect as

someone related through bloodlines. Strong families meant strong communities
(Napleon 1992). Special respect is s h o w towards Elders and children, as it was believed
that the Elders were the grandparents of al1 and the young people were the future of the

tribe (Napolean 1992). Elders are essentially the keepers of the pst, and the road to the
future. Marshall (199754) states that Mi'kmaq must respect Elders because:

[they]... not only hold the knowledge of our ancestors, they have the language
through which the knowledge must be imparted to youth. Their years of
searching, listening, expenencing and understanding al1 that is bodily,
emotionally and spiritually possible, gants them the wisdom and strength needed
by our youth to become good Mi'kmaq. Eldeïs are the keepers of the sacred
Iessons of tribal and global harmony for al1 living things within the environment.

Elders were also respected for their abilities to unite families and offer spiritual
guidance and advise in appointing leaders (Clarkson et al. 1992). They were often the
traditional healers and spirit leaders of the comunity (Hart 1996). Traditional healers
were predominantly concemed with balancing emotional, physical, mental and spintual
aspects of their people, the environment and the spirit world (Malloch 1991 in Hart
1996).

The following quote by Owen Bear Orechia ( 1995 In Leavitt 1995: 1 16) parallels
well the role Elders should play in the trail project:

Elders know how to keep the balance. As they get older, they are so in tune with
what the circle is. the nght path, that they recognize when you are veering from it.
Instead of telling you, "Hey, you're heading the wrong way." They'll tell a story.
They don't want to impose their will on someone else. They tell about somebody
who started going the way you're going. They're not telling you that you're
wrong, just, "1'11 give you an example of what happens." They give you a choice:
are you going to keep up that way or change?
The second part of Orechias's quote pertains to the Mi'krnaw teaching concept of non-

interference. This Mi'kmaq way of teaching allows people to l e m through their own
sxperience. They must corne to the realization themselves. By Elders giving advice or

telling stories that are similar to the person's problem or situation, people listen, watch
and think about everything they hear. Orechia (1 995) states they are then lefi to make up

their own minds. without people telling them what to do. This way of teaching is very
similax to the concept of experiential learning, which is an essential element of the
participatory process. Comrnunity members felt they had learned extensively from their
experiences, mistakes and successes. Interview findings of the broader community also

found that the majority of community members expressed they learned best through
hands-on experiences. The community hopes that the trail will not only revive their
traditional knowledge but also the concept of learning through hands-on experience.
vii.

Indian Time and 'The Notion T h t the Time Must be Right ? Leavitt (1995) states

that non-Natives and even Natives themselves often joke about the concept of 'Indian

Tirne' and the Native attitude towards time and schedules. This concept often leads to

misunderstood stereotypes and Fnistration by people who do not understand the Mi'krnaq
culture. Mi'kmaq never used numbers to tell t h e ; they did not rneasure time (Leavitt
1995: 55). They felt time could not be thought about in units or blocks, or divided into a

schedule. They focused on the ordering of events and activities, as opposed to how long
each one took (Leavitt 1995: 55). In his book Dancing Wifha Ghost: Explorhg Indian

Reality, Rupert Ross (1992: 38) explains the notion of the "time being right". He states:

It involves not only taking the time to walk through possible courses of action in
advance but also preparing one's self emotionaily, and spiritually, for the course
chosen. It also requires not acting until there is a conviction that the task can be
perfomied successfully.. ..Successful activity, then, required waiting until al1 the
physical variables promised optimum opportunity, al1 the preparatory thought
promised optimum performance and, just as importantly, al1 the preparatory
spiritual dedication promised optimal cooperation fkom the spirit world. Only
then could it be said that the time was right for acting with the greatest chance of
success.
It is a concept that I had difficulty grasping, but based on my experience with COFacilitating the trail project, I am beginning to understand. What is crucial is the concept
that things get done, when they 'need' or are 'meant' to be done. With respect to the trail

there were problems with consensus and various participants wanting things to be done at

different paces. Being amined to the non-Native world of deadlines. 1 oAen
recommended that the committee adhere to a time frame. For instance, 1 would ask
committee members when they hoped to have an objective started and when they
anticipated it would be completed. 1 was flexible in this, as 1 knew that non-Native
concepts of planning, schedules and deadlines are often too rigid to work well, even in
nonNative contexts. Yet sometime objectives would be attained before they were
expected to occur, and at other times they happened long after they were planned.
Occasionally Mi'kniaq community members admitted that some of their people misused
the concept of 'Indian time'. Checks and balances would have prevented such abuses

historically, especially when things had to be done (e.g. hunting, fishing, gathering, and
travelling) in time for the need to be met. The concept of Indian time and cornrnunity

development pmjects is an important concept for facilitators to understand and will be
discussed in relation to the trail project in Chapta Six.
viii

The Circle: The concept of belence is criticai inthe lives of hili'kmaq people

personally and in k i r conmidies. Orechia (in Leavitt 1995: 22 sic) m e s :
The first tirne 1 looked ai the medicine wheel everythingjust fit right in; 1 couid
place myself in it. I kit that I was rediscoverhg something in myself. This is
why I thuik the circle was used here too- just the way people took care of one
another and thought collectively. We still do tbat m many ways- except for
politics, which used to be a circle, but no longer is.
She goes on to speak about the concept of responsibility w i t h this ckcle. She States that
you take responsibility for your own choices even if you do not consciously thmk of it.

An Indian has a responsibility to be balanced and by taking on this responsibility, there is
potential to develop self-esteem and balairce in the community (Orechia in Leavitt 1995:
22).

The concept of the circle is very important for the core gcoup (traii cornmittee).
Balance in temu of the cornmittee helps the committee to be productive. One potentially
usehl mode1 is the 'taking circle', a Native mcthod of coaducting a meeting w

b

everyow in turn bas the opportmity to speak, gokg mund the c k l e one or more tirnes
(Leavitt 1995: 23). No one else is allowed to talc while the person holding the f ê a k (or

another object) is speaking. In this way no one p m o n Qminates the meeting (Leavitt
1995: 23). This practice has mt been used to date but could be very usefid to the trail
comfnitfee in the fuhire. In addition, comrnunity members participating in project d e s

that are new to them hes much potential for increasing self-esteemand seEconfidence.
Some community rnembers have corne to dentanci more clearly wbre th& strengths

are in relation to the project. In turn, each person's streqgths are king pooled to
cuituraiiy invigonite the community.
ir.

Olal Tradition: Mi'kmaq culnm is baseci on oral tradition. It is a means of

identity and education to those of Whnaq ancestry (Bewshawi 1998). The oral

tradition is vital for a seme of homur and place. Stories, legends, songs, chants a d
dances are the ûaâitionai firms of education (Hohnes-Whitehead 1988). From these oral

traditions, one can view the world through the window of t n i i consciousmss (Marshall
1997). The importance of the oral tradition is in its guidance; its effectiveaess ks in the

carefid and gentle mannet t
h Eiâers teLi the stories ami sing the songs of tbeir ancestors

These "oral traditions" are the foundations of our tn'bal consciousness. It is the
feeding ground of tribai epistemology. It is the beginning and the enà of
Mi'kmaq Me. W i i u t these sets of d e s we would not be any diffetent fiom aU
other hurnan beings and we would lose that uniqueness of being Mi'kmaq.
In recent times some Mi'kmaq stories anci songs are being recordeci as some Elders feel
that their oral stories are not behg passed on and are becoming lost (Bemashawi 1998;

Marshail 1997). The concept of recordhg oral traditions on paper is important to
consider in this researcb. 1 questioned wbether it was appropriate to record biowledge
pertaining to Mi'kmaq medicinal and edible uses of plants for interpretive trail material.

My main fear was that it would be dificult on paper, to capnue the essence of this
knowledge. When knowledge is passed down t h u g h such means, the learning is

rnultidimensional; and encompasses much more than just the physical uses of plants.
Respect, spirituality, honour and interconnecteâness were important elements permeating
oral stories. In a sense, writing down words in a one dimensional way through focusing

on the plants' medicinal and edible properties, undermines the authenticity of the
knowledge as well as the traditionai pmcess used to pass it on. By this 1 do not mean
authenticity in ternis of amounts and doses, but in term of relaying the holistic way in
which plants were used by Mi'krnaq. The medicind and nutritionai properties were just

one part of a much larger healing process. AIthough the spirituality associated with

Mi'kmaq worldview wiii be elsborated upcm in trail Uaerptetation material, it does not
have the same effect as iived eltpenences relayed through oral traditions. One option of
partly (but not totaiiy) r e d y i n g this problem would be to record the hiowledge on an
audio cassette. This could be included as part of the trail interpretive materid

Mer seekhg guidance h m an Elder and other community members, it was
deemed critical to have this iafi,mtion recordeci for fùture genaations. in r e b n c e to
the Bear River First Nation Ricker (1997: 4)
sitates tbat " p d g the mmry of the
elders is most important because it seems to be ody one generation away h m
extinction". Many community members revealed that their kmwledge was limiteci and
identified a large biowleâge gap between themselves and their parents' (or

grandparena') generation. York (1990 in Berneshawi 1998: 140) States that:
When this Weline is severeù, the younger geaenition's lrnowledge of their cultural
traditions and the relatioriship with the land, which sustains them, is lost and the
fbture of the Nation is jeopardiaed

This phenornenon is occurring in the community and many community members
the urgent need to have this education for their children and fbture generations.
2.5

Inteliectual Pmperty Rights, Indigeoous Knowkdge and the Tmil Project
1 have spoken to the community's tribai govermnent (Chief-and-Councii) about

this issue of intellectual property rights and the plant Lnowledge that will be publicized

on the trail. IPRs are best dehed as rights to the produas of the mind (Shiva 1997:7).
Much of the debate conceming IPRs has focused on irdigemus kmwledge of plants and
their usehl properties (Pinel and Evans 1994). With respect to the M
i'-

cube,

traditional knowledge of edible and in particulas medicinai plants have corne to the fore
with respect to the IPR issue. This issw is complex and hes m definitive legal solutioa

Cunently IPR law is heavily cnticized for its inabüity to deal with issues fàcing

indigenous peoples (Shiva 1997). Due to these limitations, tn'bal governments are taking
steps toward piotecting theu rights to control the use of cultural infOrmation by building

on their own sovereign right to owning and controlling thek knowledge (Pinel and Evans
1994). 1have implementeâ Pinel and Evans (1994: 53) advice with respect to tribal

sovereignty and the trail pmject. They state that researchers involved in any type of work
with tribal members on laad controiied by the t n i govemment must be granteci

permission and authorization by the tribal govemment representatives (Pinel and Evans

1994: 53). They add that in doing so, the culturd group can feel confdeat it has some
control over its cultural knowledge. Key in this approach is the following:
It is to the advantage of both the outside professional and to the culhiml group if
the reports of information are limited to that which the group feels is appropriate
for a given situation. In this way, uncontrolled broadcasting of information that
can be used by others for private gain is limited and the people whose knowledge is
being documented retain the maximum leverage to benefit frorn its future uses.
(Pinel and Evans 1994: 53).

The BRFN has specified that it wants the plant knowledge to be shared with al1
people and decided 'what' knowledge will be made accessible (Band Council pers.

cornm. 1999). Great care has been taken in this process to ensure cultural integrity. 1
have faith in the fact that knowledge which has not yet been abused will most likely
remain within the secretive realms of Mi'kmaq families. In reference to the hail project,
the knuwledge will be displayed in literature form for any community member or

prospective hikers to absorb. This community decision is not one that 1 as a researcher
have a right to be opposed to. Much of the knowledge collected for trail interpretation

has aiready been published and that which is not, the community participants have
verbally expressed they are willing to share. 1 am compiling a separate report on the
traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants for the community, based on
some of the questions asked in my interview guide (see Appendix 7). Permission to read
this report must be granted fiom the Bear River Band Council.
The plant workshop sumrnary, the categories of plants on the trail, and
information concerning the depth of knowledge in the comrnunity is al1 that will be
reveaied in this thesis. The focus of this research is not to describe the plant knowledge

per se, but to examine how its revival can contribute to holistic CBD.

In my view the IPR issue must be addressed in terms of its relevance to
cornmunity members, since they have the most to lose. Although extensive damage has
occurred in the past, rnany comrnunities are now choosing to share knowledge in a

culturally appropriate way. The Chief-and-Council as well as other community members

did not understand why 1 had to deal with this issue as they felt it could stifle the project
more than develop it (Band Council pers. comm. 1998). This is why 1 agree with Pinel

and Evans' (1994) mordistic as opposed to legalistic approach. They state:

Rather than providing legal models for patents, copyrights, or trademarks, the
examples discussed in this paper illustrate the more fundamentai rights of
indigenous peoples to define the appropriate use of their cultural knowledge and
to participate in decisions as to its dissemination (Pinel and Evans 199453).

By allowing the community fieedom to decide on what knowledge becomes
public, accessible or published allows it the fieedom of choice. Until law forums become
more accomrnodating of indigenous IPRs, researchers need to help communities by
waming them of problems and recornmending that they only share knowledge as they
deem appropriate.

CHAPTER In: APPROACHES TO MI'KMAQ COMMUNITYBASED DEVELOPMENT
Introduction

3.1

This chapter explores approaches to Mi'krnaq cotnmunity-based development.
Some researchers argue that because MCBD is action oriented, it lacks theory. There
may be good reason for this, since many times action was seen to be more important

(Jackson 1993). Yet, theory in this area can be important for making sense of the process
and end results of MCBD. Beaudry (1975: 15 in Lamoureux et al. 1989) States that
"theoretical knowledge enables us to order and systematize the data gathered through
perceptual knowledge. It is also used to discover causes in order to give the data broader,

more universal meaning." In addition to principles and practices of MCBD.theories of
'cultural revitalization' as applied to Native communities, Medicine Wheel teachings,

Experiential Leaming and Participatory Action Research are explored.

This chapter begins with a bnef synopsis of the nature of CBD. Its fundamental
premise of community participation and ownership of the development process provides
a sharp contrast to the Canadian federal government's past approaches to C B D ' ~in First

Nations cornmunities. Research has shown that top-down. narrowly defined CBD
approaches have served mostly to develop a state of government dependency and

disempowerment arnongst First Nations communities.
Light is then shed on contemporary approaches, principles and practices of

MCBD. These approaches include the merging of Mi'kmaq values with CBD principles
and of'ten are based on 'cultural revitalization'. Although cultural revitalization is

sometimes met with mixed emotions by Fint Nations cornmunities, overall it has become

an approach that many communities view to be key in their development and increased
self-reliance.

p

p
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Assimilative recipes for development were based on healthy French and
English communities, and economies. The federd government gave no recognition of
cultural uniqueness or attempt to have indigenous peoples defme development for
themselves (see Elias 1991;Brascoupe 1993a; Weaver 1993b).
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Three major approaches to culture-based development initiatives as proposed by
Douglas Elias (1991) are reviewed. The final section is devoted to the medicine wheel

teachings as they pertain to the trail project. These teachings add clarity of purpose to the
process and product of Mi'kmaq development.

3.2

What is Community-Based Development?

Community development offers leaders and community members a way to take
matten into their own hands and move ahead, knowing where they want to go;
how to develop the skills to get there; and how to tap into existing skills
(Napolean 1992: 5).
A community consists of people who (in most cases) live together in a particular

locality and who have on-going political, socio-cultural and economic relationships with
each other (Bopp et al. l982a: 4). Lee (1992) contends that a community is a living
organism which is constantly changing, and ~ v a m sthat this changing process must be
taken into consideration when facilitating the learning process.

Cornmunity development (CD) is a problem-solving process that enables

community members to identifi their own problems, needs and desires and work together
in finding the solutions that are appropriate for them (MacDonald 1965; Lee 1992;
Napolean 1992). Helping a community to become productive in hilfilling its full
potential is the essence of CD (Bopp et al. 1982a: 4). A premise fundamental to CD is
the firrn belief that community members are informed and involved in decisions that

affect them (Bopp et al. l982a; Elias 1991; Erasmus 1991;Napoleon 1992: 15).
Motivation to implement CD strategies are based on the following assumptions:
1.

Al1 people have a desire to better themselves; they al1 have personal and
communal needs; suffenng exists as a result of these needs not being met.

2.

Al1 groups can do something to help themselves when given an
oppomuiity to do so on their own ternis.

3.

Dificulties in fulfilling personal and group needs oflen exceed community
resources. However, given the appropnate oppominities and the

necessary resources, the people would do something about meeting theu
needs.
4.

There are enough capacities for leadership in al1 communities, regardleu
of their social status, to make possible the development of effective selfhelp programs.

5.

People are competent to participate in decision-making (Napoleon 1992:
15).

Strategies of community development have become some of the most significant social
forces in the process of planned change (Chekki 1979). In essence, community
development will manifest its meaning in the extent to which changing patterns are
translated into real change in the ability of people to live fùller lives and to retain power
over their destinies (Sreagelding 1994).
Cornmunity development is neither a method of selling or promoting
preconceived plans and progras, nor is it an elitist approach dealing only with the Chief
and Council or members who are most educated and vocal (Erasmus 1991; Napolean
1992). I t is a grassroots's, bottom-up approach that involves any community member
who is interested in participating (Bopp et al. 1982; Erasmus 1991;Lauer 1993;

Campfens 1997). The government-dependent mode that many comrnunities are often
caught in is impossible to change over night; hence the development process can be
frustrating and slow. Campfens (1997: 25) states:
Those who have had a long experience in CD practices know dl too well that
hstration and pain accompany the process, and that success is never certain. But
they also know how challenging, liberating, empowering, and exhilarating CD
can be for the participants.

Grassroots cornmunity membea are not members of the formal leadership
(government) of the community. Erasmus (1993) states that tme comrnunity ownership
cm only occur if membea fiom the grassroots are actively involved. He argues that the
leadership of the community (in this case Chief and Council) is one step removed from
the grassroots and their participation and ownership alone would not constitute grounds
for community ownership.
l5

Ryan and Robinson (1990: 61) argue that part of this slow process is allowing

people to make mistakes, and to leam fiom those mistakes.
This process takes time and integrity to put in place; the danger lies in preempting
the decision-making process in the interest of eficiency. Additionally, the
consensual process sometimes results in decisions, which may not work because
they are made in the absence of direct experience or knowledge of group
membea. However, another basic premise is that people have the nght to extend
their own experiences and knowledge by making mistakes and then addressing
the outcornes.
In addition, calls for mobilization of communities to address issues of economic,
social, culturd or spintual development have often been based on an idealized notion of
the community as a 'unitary' concept (Campfens 1997). Campfens (1997: 2 1) States that

"there is an assurnption that democrative consensus will somehow overcome difference
and bring the various segments in the community together to form a united front of

communig actions". He recomrnends that within the context of intergroup conflict and
competing interests, community development theory and practice may choose to focus on
intergoup relations and mediation to achieve a fair and balanced state of development
(Campfens 1997).
Past approaches to CD focused primarily on community physical needs such as
water, roads, housing and sewage treatment (McKay pers. cornm. 2000d). Although these

are critical elements, this research seeks to expand the conventional definitions of CBD to
include cultural needs (see Chapter One, Sec. 1.4, #5). Mi'kmaq leaders argue that
cultural needs such as spiritual strengthening, emotionai healing, revitalization of
traditional practices and mental development must become central to CD projects. Core
Mi'kmaq values and knowledge must be cennal to the CBD process for successful

development to occur. As two forestry workers state with respect to Mi'kmaq
cornrnunities: "the trees are like the tools to achieve spiritual, mental, emotional and

physicai development" (McKay and Hudson pers. comm. 2000). Many Mi'krnaq leaders
believe that culture-based development is the only recipe for fostering self-nifficient
communities. The trail project is prernised on cultural attributes and places Mi'kmaq
values at its core. For these reasons 1 believe the trail project is a strong CBD initiative.

3.3

A Brief Histoy of the Canadian Governieeit%Appmach to Community
Devebpment in Fiiat Nations Commmnities

Historically, CD in C d i a n First Nations communities took the form of rigid
govemmentally dehed-initiatives (Bopp et ai. 1989b; Eiias 1991;Erasmus 1991;
Ponting 1997). Often initiatives were implemented or imposed with ends that may or
may not have contributed to the interests of Indian people (Wein 1986; Bopp et al. 1989b;

Elias 199 1;Erasmus 199 1;Napoleon 1992). Extemai policies conceming development
focused on 'top down' approacks that were lmaccommodating of t n i values and

customs (Napoleon 1992). In 1977, the National Indien Brotherhood (1 5) stated:
What is beyoad dispute is that over the pas one hundred years of domination by
the Euro-Cdian govemments, soch-economic systerns have îàiled to identify
the needs of the Iidian people. The last 10 to 20 years of major 'development'
effort by government bas been totally ineffective, as evidenced by cornparisons
with Canadian norms in education, Wh,justice and economic weli-being.

The 1969 Whire Poper entitled Statement of the Govenment of Cma& on Indiun
Policy sought to end the f e d d govemment's special reîationship with Indian peoples
(Royal Commission on Mi'krnaq Peoples IRCAP] 1996).

The White Papa argued that 'equality,' or 'nondiscrimination' as it was ofien
phrased, was the key hgredient in a solution to the probkrns of Indians, and that
special rights had been the major cause of their problerns (DIAND 1969 in
Weaver 198la: 4).
Among other things, the mite Puper included p h to elimmate protection for reserve

lands, to end legd status of Indian peoples, aad to tramfer delivery of services h m the
federal to the p r o h i a l govemment (Prins 19%; RCAP 1996). The paper Uustrated
succinctly the federal govemment's stance conamhg how to improve the bleak

economic situations of Mian commudties (Jarnieson 1995). The White Papr rejected
the Mians' insistence tbet k y were cuhurally unique peoples within Canada and that
any attempt to deviate problerns through community development would have to do so
wÎth tribal culture and values in mind (Elias1991;Prim 1996). The govemment instead

took the position that there were no cultural issues involved, only issues of economic

class (Wein 1986; Elias 1991). In addition, the papa piaced a 1i'betalempliasis on the

individual anci the d e of govenunent relative to iadividuals. It rejected any hcus on
communities or etbnic groupings ( E h 1991). Jamieson (1995) argues the White Paper

rea&med the ongohg assimilative policy of converthg r e m into municipiilities.
Weaver (198 1a: 5) staîes:

Indians wanted the* special rights honoured and their historical grievances,
particularly over lands and tnaties, recognized and deah with in an quitable
fashioa Equaiîy important, tbey wanted direct and meaniagfhl participetion in
the rnaLiog of policies that atkted their fiiture.
An angry attack ofthe White Paper by First Nations cairsed it to be rejected (Ponthg
1997).

The wake of the White Puper left a legacy of bittemess and mounting suspicion

that implementation of its propos& would graduaily occur (Wwtver 198la; RCAP 19%;
Ponting 1997). Nonetheless, the serious implications of the White Poper served as a

catalytic motivator in uniting Indian peoples' political efforts (RCAP 19%). In Nova
Scotia, Mi'kmaq bends joined forces with other Indian Nations. First came the
establishment of provincial organizations across Canada ami these unions then partnered
to form the National Indian Brotherhood (Prins 1996). Through the voice of the NIB,

Indian peoples together contded that ail development initiatives h m that point on
would be premwd as much on historic a d culturai uniqueness as tbey would on

economic aeeds (MB 1977). Across Crmcoda Indian peoples recognized it was their t h e
to resist domination, to p t e s t repressioa and to d o the damage of past policies (Rias
1996). In 1970, the MB presenteâ the Canadian government wah the Red Paper

dernadhg recognition of natives rights, treaty rights, Aboriginal title and seK

determination (Prins 19%). Mirroring the same issues t
k Mi'kmaq Nation replied with
the 'Brown Paper' (Chute pers. comm. 2000).

Mer the 19709, a new era was epitomized by Indian spokespersoriswho

aniculated their views of th& fuhne within a comprehensive development âamwork

(Elias 1991;Pnns 1996; Ponting 1997). The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood's 1971
response to the White Paper, entitled Wahbung: Our Tornorrows was a landmark in the
evolution of a native approach to development (Elias 1991). In the Brotherhood's view,
beneficial change leading to increased economic suficiency had to be directed and
evaluated by Indian peoples, taking into account both individual and communal interests

(Elias 1991). Beneficial change had to involve the revitalization of tribal traditions
within the environment of Canadian institutions, laws, and ways of doing things. On the
one hand, beneficial change would corne when Canadian govenunents relinquished

political power to Indian peoples. On the other hand, beneficial change also required
Indian people to merge elements of Canadian and local culture (Elias 1991;Newhouse
1993). Most important, it was felt that development could not proceed selectively in bits
and pieces. Development had to be launched fiom a sound ecological, cultural, and

economic base with a full awareness of historic realities (Copet 1990).
The Wahbung 's ingredients have proved essential to most native approaches to
development from the 1970's onwards. Important documents preceding the Wmbung
were A Strategy for the Socio-econornic Developrnent of lndian People and the Berger

Report (1977). The Berger Report (1977) concluded that Euro-Canadian domination and

imposition of alien institutions on comrnunities was rooted in a completely erroneous
understanding of indigenous cultures, and especially their economies (Elias 199 1).
Although the report did not offer a specific approach to development. it (1977) did

construct a mode1 of change based on specific history, cultures, and environment of the
regions. Berger's (1977) approach. consistent with the NB's strategy, recommended that
ideas be built fiom the grassroots up, supported by expert opinion, and forming strategies
usefùl to a local situation (Elias 1991).

By the late 1970s, Indian people had been working towards an integrated
development approach, which included a crucial role for social and cultural models. Yet,
the task of accommodating these various strategies entailed substantial resources and

becarne ovemhelming. The need for increased government funding lefi the First Nations
vulnerable to opposing govemment policy, and by the 1980s the social development

approach had given way to a greater re-empbasis on ecommic development. Mer

several decades of w e l h , unempbyme~t,d e - w o r k projects, and extensive

govemment depeedence, the question of how long-term ecommic development and fidi
and rewarding employment could be achieved stiii remaiwd (Wein 1986).

Presently the federal government is receiving heavy criticism for its inability to
show an increased awaireness of the importance of individual and community healing
(Ponthg 1997). Even in response to the recommendations of RCAP,the f e d d

govemment stiU avoids making a more concertai policy tbnist to address the w i d e s p d
and profound need for heaîing within community developrnent initiatives (Ponting 1997).

Development strategies that do not eacompass t r i i traditions, values and customs,
which form the heart of Indian cultures, wül only perpetuate the assimilative mal-

development of past decades. Like other First Nations, Mi'kmaq communities are
presently defining CBD approacbes tbat are mted in culture, spntuality and their tribal
economy.
3.4

Contemporiy Approicbes to Mi'iunaq Coamunity-Bad Devebpment

It is umealistic to think that Aboriginal people can simply go back to ways of
living that existed decades or centuries ago. If we think of cuiture as a piece of
fine furniture,we can imagine the essential structure surviving centuries of
neglect and abuse and then king revitalwd at the hands of a skilled artisan. The
word 'restore' suggests tbat an der1ying cuhural order, as maintainmi by
language, values and beliefs, c m be sustained, and thaî traditionsami practices
c m be rediscovered and improved so that tbey cm meet the chdenges of a
constantly cbanging world (RCAP 1996a: 67).
Indigenous peoples in Caiiada are presently engaged in a process of cultural
rediscovery and are eager to rebuild theh communities' foudations (Friesan 1997).

They have set a rapidly accelerating Pace for economic, political and cuihnal

development, and are now very biowledgeable of how the Caiiladian institutionai system
works ( E h 1991;Friesan 1997b). Determinationto achieve aad mainiainthis pace

towards development has been supported by Section 35(1) of the Constitution

and

by the reaffirmation of ~ b o r i ~ i n aand
l ' ~Treaty ~ i ~ h t s ' 'It. is beyond the scope of this

thesis to delve in-depth into the implications of certain court cases, but generally cases

such as Calder v. British ~ o l u &id9,
m
Guerin v. the ~ueen'', R. v. ~ ~ a r r o w 'R.' , v.

ilpasclssinz2. Delgamuukw W. British ~olumbih.'and most recently R. v. ~ a r s h a i l ~ ~
recognize and reaffirm that: Aboriginal rights cannot be extinguished by regulation;
Aboriginal rights to hunt, fish, trap and gather, take precedence over other uses; and the
Crown has a fiduciary obligation to protect Aboriginal interests (Bombay 1996b: 4).

More specifically, in the Calder decision it was agreed that "Aboriginal title exists as a
legal right derived from historic occupation and possession of tribal lands, where not
Section 35 (1) of the 1982, Constitution Act in part States, that "existing
Aboriginal and Treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized
and afirmed."
" Aboriginal rights can be defined as "rights based on traditional Aboriginal uses
and pursuits of organized Abonginai society that predate colonization, where they have
not been extinguished, as such by treaty or statute." (Paul 1995: 23).
l8 Treaty rights are rights set out in treaties or comprehensive land claims
agreements (Paul 1995: 23). There a various forms of treaties, which include the peace
and fnendship treaties of the Maritime Provinces, cession of land right treaties and
treaties that contain hunting and fishing rights (Paul 1995).
l 9 Calder v. British Columbia (A.G.), [1973] S.C.R.313, [1973] 4 W.W.R. 1.34
D.L.R. (3d) 145, afinning 73 W.W.R. 481, 13 D.L.R. (3d) 64 (B.C.)
Guerin v.R., [1984] 2 S.C.R.335, [1984] 6 W.W.R. 481,36 R.P.R. 1,20 E.T.R.
6. 13 D.L.R. (4'h)321. [1985] 1 C.N.L.R. 120,55 N.R. 161, reversing [1983] 2.F.C. 656.
[1983] 2.W.W.R. 686, 13 E.T.R.245, 143 D.L.R. (3d) 416, [1983] 1 C.N.L.R. 20.45
N.R. 181.
2' R. v. Sparrow, [1990] 3 C.N.L.R., [1990] 1 S.C.R.1075,56 C.C.C. (3d) 263,46
B.C.L.R (2d) 1, [1990] 4 W.W.R.410,70 D.L.R. (4') 385, 11 N.R. 241, cited to
C.N.L.R.
22 Apasassin v. Canada (Department oflndians Affairs di Northern Development),
[1993] 2 C.N.L.R. 20 (Fed. C.A.)
23 Degalmaaukw v. British Columbia [1997] 3 S.C.R.10 10, cited in SCR.
R. v. Marshall, unreleased decision File No. 26014,
http://~v.droit.montreal.ca/doc/scs-scc/erecml/mshall2.en.htmas found on the
website noted. Appeal fiom a judgement of the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal(1997), 159
N.S.R. (2d) 186,468 A.P.R. 186, 146 D.L.R. (4') 257, [1997] 3 V.N.L.R.209, [1997]
N.S.J. No. 131 (QL), afErming [1996] N.S.J. No 246 (QL).
l6

extinguished by appropriate legislation" (Bombay 1W6b: 4). In the Guerin decision,
Aboriginal title was referred to as unique. Abonginal peoples were found to have rights

of occupancy, possession and use of land (Bombay 1996b: 4). In Marshall, the
govemment's obligation to reaffiirm and honour a covenant chain of 240 year old
Mi'kmaq treaties was upheld (specifically the 1760-61 Treaty which ratifies a chah of

pior peace and fnendship treaties starting with the Treaty of 1752), respecting the
Mi'kmaq right to hunt, fish and sell "skins, feathers, fowl, fish or any other thing that
they shall have to sell, where they shall have liberty to dispose thereof to the best
advantage" (Treaty of 1752) to earn a moderate living (in Sunday Daily News, Donham
1999: 15). The Court held that Mi'kmaq people had not lost their right to trade and sell

their goods because of the demise of 'truckhouses' (those trading places specified in the

treaty) (Doyle-Bedwell and Cohen 1999: 20). These landmark accomplishments are
catalytic to the beginning of a new era of development in First Nations communities.
Mi'kmaq are presently reflecting on current problems and issues and exploring
development approaches that involve a new vision, and a replacement of outdated
conceptual models (Lacasse 1995). They are defining their own objectives, goals and
visions which merge to create alternative approaches to development. Yet, in this

transition fiom being wards of a paternalistic state to becoming masters of their own
destinies, some Mi'kmaq communities are floundering. They are struggling with the
pressure to respect tradition, while simultaneously moving into a productive sustainable
future (Jette 1995).
Many First Nation leaders believe that for a community initiative to succeed, a
prerequisite to economic development must be spintual and cultural s~ngthening

(Friesen 1997b;Ponting 1997). When community development is exarnined holistically,
it is not difficult to see how spiritual, social, cultural, political and economic development

are interrelated. Most Native communities must undergo a process of healing and dealing
with social ills before they cm be tmly productive (Napoleon 1992: viii). Robertson

(1 993: 75) relays his research revelations conceming the Mi'kmaq Escasoni reservation:

1 was easily persuaded of the importance of Mi'kmaq spiritual revival; I had long
ago realized that the solutions to the problems of Mi'kmaq communities are to be
found in spiritual and psychological change. My hosts in Eskasoni had talked
almost entirely about cultural, spintual and psychological matters, and 1 felt that
through them 1 had touched the essence of what was happening in the village.
When 1 talked to the administrators. they too acknowledged that spiritual revival
was the key to creation of a renewed Mi'kmaq society.

Recent developments in Mi'kmaq communities have been attributed to spiritual
revival (Friesen 1997; Robertson 1993). Healing of social ills has been identified as one
of the greatest needs and "basic challenges" of First Nation communities (Ponting
1993a). With respect to Northem Native communities, Wany (1998: 2 12) States:
When asked the one thing that is central to community healing, people often reply
that they must 'know their culture' or utilize traditional values, such as honesty,
respect, caring, and sharing, in their everyday lives. And when pressed about the
autlienticity of ceremonies, people ofien suggest that there is no right or wrong
way of conducting a specific ceremony so long as the ritual is done with good
intention or a 'good heart'.

One contemporary community development approach that aims to heal and deal is that of
'cultural revitalization' (Newhouse 1993). There are great atternpts underway in First
Nations comrnunities to ensure that traditiona1 values are understood and are made
central to tribal life again, a process which sociologists cal1 'cultuni1 revitalization'.

Integral to this concept of revitalization is a broad definition of culture. The üNESCO
definition of culture emerged out of the World Conference on Cultural Policies (1982 in
Serageldin 1992:18):
Culture may now be said to be the whole complex of distinctive spiritual,
material. intellectual and emotional features that characterize a society or social
group. It includes not only arts and letters, but also modes of life, the
fundamental rights of the human being, value systerns, traditions and beliefs.
With this definition in rnind, it is evident that cultural revitalization can take

many forms, including language preservation, revival of traditional knowledge, values
and customs, or traditional resource management techniques (Kleymeyer 1994). Ponting
( 1997: 140) argues that development in these areas can reconnect First Nations in several

ways:

1.

..

11.

iii.

with their p s t ;
with the tribal spiritudity fiom which many had been alienated by their
exposure to Christianity ;and
with their language.

He goes on to state that these are al1 stable foundations that help ground the
individual in the reality that he or she experiences (Ponting 1997). Lack of a stable
foundation contributes to alienation and disorientation. The presence and development of
these foundational elements help to contribute to a source of empowerment and stability

(Ponting 1997). This process of releaming and reinterpreting traditional values is at the
heart of successfbl CBD (Newhouse 1993: 95). Newhouse (1 993: 99) states that:
The question, then, as 1 see it, is not one of preserving Mi'kmaq worldviews and
values but finding ways to assist in the creative interpretation of these worldviews
and values in the contemporary reality, a process that is already undenvay.

Douglas Elias outlines three approaches to cultural revitalization within a CBD
fiarnework. The first approach aims at revitalizing tradition (Elias 1991: 137). The

second adopts innovations to cornplement tradition and the third aims at healing
pathologies lefi when traditions are lost (Elias 1991: 137).

The first approach maintains that Indian people hold a living culture, continuous
with ancient traditions that must be sustained if they are to peaist as distinct peoples

(Elias 1991: 137). It holds that traditions serve useful purposes and are not just rernnants

of a lost culture. Cultural development is supported from the perspective that indigenous
ways are entirely valid on their own. Key in this approach is the re-examination of local
tradition to find new ways for tradition to serve in contemporary constructions of Indian

life (Elias 1991: 137).

In the second approach, there is an implicit recognition that the realities of
Canadian life demand skills, knowledge, and ways of doing things beyond those which

can be found in local traditions (Elias 1991: 138). Here, the objective is to ailow enough
innovation to better equip Indian people for achieving econornic self-reliance and selfgovemment without M e r threatening tradition (Elias 1991: 138). These initiatives

examine skills and knowledge available fiom non-native sources with the objective of

merging innovation and aadiiion in new coDstnrtons thet serve Mi'kmaq people in the

realities of the Canadian context ( E h 1991: 138).
The third approach de& with what happens when tradition coilapses. Prominent

-

in this approach are intense concerns with social pathologies substance abuse, chiid
abuse, wife abuse, Elder abuse, violence, hmüy brrakdowns, corruption, suicide, and
dependency (Elias 1991: 139). Native people betieve these pathologies were non-existent
in pre-contact times and are the coiwquences of relations between Nat ive people and
~anaciians~'
(Eîias 1991;RCAP 19%). Pathologies are iadicators of serious damage to
the core of tribal culture; vahies aad behaviour that once sustained the people have been

replaced with alien values and behaviour ( E h 1991: 139). In this context, cuhinal
development would revitaiize eaditions and enable people to manage the causes and
comequences of these detrimental pathologies. These initiatives a h at healing social üIs
so that local Life will be stabilized ewugh to retain revitalizeâ traditions a

d non-native

innovations ( E h1991: 139).
1 would add that the cesurgence of Mi'kmaq values is as important as the

revitalization of knowledge and customs. Mi'kmaq values such as those o u t W in
Chapter Two are as integral to cultural revitalkation as the rituais through which culture

is manifested. For same Mi'kmaq communities that have lost many of thek customs and
practices, theu values have allowed them to remain distinct h m non-Native c u h e

(Meuse pers. comm 2000). RCAP (19%) mites:

When Aborigiasl people talc about returnhg to their traditioas, the response of
non-native peoples is o h i n d u b u s , because they associate First Nations,
huit aod Metis cultures with buckskin, igloos, and bunab. It is not well known
tbat being Aborigmal is a matter of mind, that the stories thet teach Abonginal
-

2s

-

For evidence supporthg these views see H.F.McGee. 1983. Tho Natiw Peoples of
Atlantic Canada: A History of Indian-Ewopean Relations. Eds. ûtîawa: Carleton
University Press.; J.H. Bodley. 1990. Victim of Progress. Califoniia: Mayfïeld
Publishing Company; 1. Knockwood. 1992. ûut of the Depths: The Erperiences of
Mi 'Kmaw Children at the Iitdim Residential Schoul ut Shbemcadie, Nova Scotia.
Lockeportm NS: Roseway Publishing; B. Richardsort 1993. People of T e m Nullius.
Vancouver: Douglas & Mc-;
D. PauL 1993. We Were Not the h a g e s . m.
Nimbus Publishing.

people how to live with each other and with creation (how to be fûlly human) are
loaded with symbols that tmnscend time and the particular circumstances in
which they originated.
Culture-based development allows Mi'kmaq peoples to seek and retain their
special cultural strengths while enabling them to achieve change in their social and
economic conditions (Kleymeyer 1994: 24 1). Kleymeyer (1 994) wams that this
approach does not try to maintain or revert traditionai peoples to an unchanged or "pure"
cultural state.

In communities described in the third approach, traditional knowledge or
practices may be limited (Warry 1998). Some Mi'krnaq peoples are only now begiming
to leam the fundamental tools for talking and thinking about their culture, such as their

sacred plants, or the way to smudge (Wany 1998).
For some people the return to traditional ways involves some initial unease as
they acknowledge their lack of understanding of Indian culture and take the risk
of being criticized as they begin to participate in ceremonies. In other words,
Aboriginal cultural revitalization, though gaining momentum, is a process that
needs to be fostered and nourished. One of the most fundamental challenges
facing communities is to create environments where people cm participate in
ceremonies or leam traditional ways (Warry 1998: 2 13).
However, not al1 First Nations want to retain parts of their traditional culture.
Well-intentioned development workers who see this approach as the key to development
may perpetuate the wrongs of the past by not determining if this is the approach a
community actually wants. Development worken must support Mi'krnaq comrnunities
in defining approaches that are most cornfortable for them. Warry (1998: 219) warns:
Ideas about restoring culture imply a spiritual or moral quality for some, and a
political agenda for others. Some suggest, for example, that there is political
capital to be made fiom capturing the rhetoric of cultural revitalization. While
non-Natives may assume that demonstration of traditional practices is an indicator
of community vitality, for community members the restoration of cultural ways is
potentially divisive.
Indeed development workers must make an assessrnent concerning the culture of
the community. Maybe it is mostly traditional, maybe it has taken on non-Native cultural

traits, and maybe it has combined traditional native culture with nomNative culture. The

Bear River First Nation fits somewhere in the third category (the community has lost

many of its traditions and customs and is implementing initiatives that aim to retain
traditions and non-Mi'kmaq innovations). Culture is manifested in various ways on the
reserve; in traditional Mi'kmaq singing, d m m i n g , and dancing, traditional Mi'kmaq art

such as basket making, wooden flowers and porcupine qui11 boxes. Yet, there are various
other cultural interests such as country, folk and gospel singing, quilting, cross-stitch, taekwon-do and toll painting, to name a few. With respect to religion, some community
members practice only the Roman Catholic religion, while others have rejected
Christianity to practice only traditional Mi'kmaq spirituality. and many others practice a
combination of the two. One example would be an Elder who uses the words 'God' and
*Creator9as synonymous'6. The following quote exemplifies some important issues
conceming Mi'kmaq culture.
In this century, as in the past, Mi'kmaq individuals and groups respond differently
to confrontation with dominant white society. Some acquiesced to assimilation.
Many become accommodationists, trying to fit into mainstream culture while
holding on to parts of their p s t . A modest number stood firm as conservatives,
staying aloof from white society, rnaintaining fluency in its ancestral tongue, and
sheltering remnant traditions. Others look a confrontational approach. This latter
group, often uprooted and alienated fiom their ancestral identity and angry about
domination by white culture, has frequently been in the forefiont of battles for
natives (Prins 1996: 1%).

It is not surpnsing that with so many dimensions of Native culture, the topic of
'cultural revitalization' can be highly charged, particularly when 'values' and
'spirituality' overlap (Warry 1998). Some people feel insulted or angry at the suggestion
that they carmot be me Indians unless they reject Christian values. Others are trying to

learn about their culture, which for many years was labeled pagan by the churches. Warry

(1 998: 220) quotes one peson as saying that 'tradition alienates some people.'
26 When questioned, it was clear that she viewed 'God' and 'Creator' to be
synonymous. This Elder made me a gift of a medicine wheel and explained k a t it
represented both her traditional native beliefs (e.g. the medicine bundle and sweetgrass)
and her Catholic beliefs (12 beads surrounding the wheel represented the 12 Disciples).

Although there are mixed emotions within Native communities (Warry 1998;
Friesen 1997), overall there have been increasing numbers of First Nations people
seeking to rediscover their culture. The spintual renewal among First Nations has given

them positive energy for rebuilding (Friesen 1997). The common denorninator arnongst
culture-based approaches is that Mi'kmaq peoples' cultural heritage strengthens the
foundation upon which equitable and sustainable development is built. The 'culturai
energy' that is tapped and directed, serves as the driving force for effective development

(Kleymeyer 1994: 241). The notion of making culture central to the comrnunity
development process is not a new concept (Klitgard 1994). The question in present times
is how culture can be made central to the developrnent process (Klitgard 1994).

3.5

Merging Mi'kmaq Values and Priaciples of CBD

We have corne to the conclusion that the structures and traditional values of
different villages have been the point of departure of a dynarnic of development, a
conclusion that destroys the theory which affirms that the obstacle to development
resides precisely in these structures and values of tradition (Piet Buijsrogge 1989
in Klitgard 1994: 78).
Mi'kmaq community development initiatives should involve approaches,
methods, and techniques that are unique and distinct to the context of Mi'krnaq people's
lives and history (Copet 1990; Elias 1991). These approaches also respect cultural
traditions and noms and build on the interests and backgrounds of community members.

In Chapter One, 1 outlined Mi'krnaq values that are viewed to be the foundation of a
strong community. My understanding of these values was critical to my role as a

facilitator in the project process. Ideally, these values become the core around which
planning and implementation of a CBD project revolve. In his RCAP discussion paper,
entitled Modern Aboriginal Economies: Capitalism with an Aboriginal Face, David

Newhouse (1 993: 97) merges tribal values with p ~ c i p l e of
s CBD to create the following

48
unique CBD principles. These pnnciples help to concephialize Mi'kmaq values with

respect to CBD and the &ail project. They are:
1.

The concept of persona1 and social development will be broad. Using a
holistic view, development will encompass four dimensions: physical,
mental, exnotional and spiritual, the sarne dimensions as contained within
the Cree Medicine Wheel. The development process will have to
encompass al1 four elements simultmeously without favoring the
economic (physical) dimension.

2.

Development will be seen as a process and not a product. Based on the
Mi'kmaq view that life itself is a journey, the development process will be
seen as a joumey. not as an end state to be achieved. This is not to Say
that movement along the joumey cannot be rneasured but that the
emphasis will be upon the quality of the journey rather than the specific
place to be reached. This view of development mey mean that there will
be a willingness to pursue long-term results over short-tenn
improvements.

3.

Development will be seen as a joint effort between the individual and the
collective and its institutions. The process will aim to be collaborative
rather than competitive.

4.

Development will be seen as a partnership between the individual and the
environment. In a world in which the fundamental value is respect, one
needs to have permission fiom the environment in order to change it or
transform it into something else. This will affect the choice of
development projects engaged in, and the type of technology employed.

5.

The development effort will emphasize human capital investment rather
than individual capital accumulation. Focusing on the hurnan aspects of
development will cause people to explicitly consider the effects of their
activities upon the quality of life and the surrounding environment and
will affect development choices.

6.

Traditionai wisdom as interpreted by the Elders will be used to guide
planning and decision making. Elders may be accorded a forma1 place in
planning and development efforts through a varïety of mechanisms:
councils of elden who must approve plans, advisory councils that sit at the
same table as councilon, or as advisers.

7.

The issues surrounding wealth distribution will be tackled using Mi'kmaq
values of kindness and sharing.

8.

The desire to amve at decisions by consensus will guide the development
of community and organizational structures and processes, which are
consistent with this value. This has implications for the development
planning process. Planners will not be able to proceed with plans unless
consensus, using an acceptable process, has been reached that this is what
should be done.

9.

The notions of honesty and respect will result in a heightened sense of
accountability for the cornmittee and decision-makers. This accountability
will be focused on two issues: adherence to the direction as consensually
approved; and adherence to Mi'kmaq notions of holism and development.

10.

To develop cornmunity-based participatory planning mechanisms to
ensure that the project reflects community needs. aspirations, and longterm objectives.

La Violette ( 196 1) argues that survival of ethnic groups depends on their ability to
assert control over their own fate. Frideres (1988a) adds that this ability must be set in

motion at the grassroots level. In his handbook entitled A Pracfical Frameworkfor
Cornmuniîy Liaison Work in Native Communities, Peter Erasmus (1991: I 1) (a
community development worker) dso contributes the following principles with respect to
the practice of CBD at the grassroots level. He States that the following individual

principles work to strengthen the practical application of MCBDat the grassroots:
1.

Involvement: Unless people are involved in their own planning, they will
be forever "done to." Because people were conditioned to a leader telling
them the way it is, it is hard for them to accept a facilitator who functions
in a non-directive role. The answer to this dependency lies in the process.
Real change and real development start with people-involvement.

2.

Ownenhip and Responsibility: The ultimate goal of any development
process is ownership by individuals and comrnunities. When "it" belongs
to the people, they are responsible and "feel" responsible. The task is to
work "with" the comrnunity, not "for" it. When local cornrnunity people
recognize and become responsible for themselves and their own potential,

social and economic resource developments will evolve; without selfresponsibility, they will not.
3.

Coordination: Coordination of participants involved in different aspects
of the community is important if more than an ad hoc development
approach is desired. Ideally, this coordination involves an overall
development plan, h d i n g , and services. If a development project is
acceptable and usehl to al1 parties involved, it strengthens the process.

4.

Long Term Process: The problern, as seen fiom the "outside", is that the
process is time-consuming. It does not bnng quick resdts and you can not
seem to justify it dollar-wise. It takes time because it is, in essence,
people-development. This involves a basic attitude change and the
acquinng of new skills and knowledge. These changes are dificult to
evaluate and assess on any performance appraisal. Development work
should be recognized as being a long-term process. If not, it is highly
unlikely that the community will benefit.

5.

Practicai: People must be able to "see" tangible results. This ieads io a
desire for M e r involvement. Further involvement leads to more
ownership, and more ownership leads to more needs identification and so
on.

6.

Cornmon Sense: Within people are ideas and knowledge. They already
know what they need to do for themselves and their cornmunity. The
ideas are there. Comrnunity facilitators encourage them to emerge.

7.

Grassroots: Even the leadership level of a comrnunity is one step removed
fiom the real 'grassroots' level. Unless the cornmon, ordinary people are
involved, mie comrnunity ownership has not happened (Erasmus 1991:
11).

Lauer (1 993) agrees with these principles and adds that comrnunity development
must flow fiom a planning process. He States that the shared understanding of values,
issues, and goals provides a unified focus, which acts as a catalyst in mobilizing local
resources (Lauer 1993: 6). A successful CD approach rests on these principles which

contributes to a well-planned sustainable program or project (Klitgard 1994). Indeed,
each comrnunity will find an approach which is appropnate for its unique circurnstance

(Copet 1990). In essence. the successful implemeiitation of any w e l i - p l d project

relies upon its ability to meet the needs of bcal people, to nly on self-help, to gain access
to techaicd assistance and accurate infi,mtion, and to integrate speciaiist services
around the agendas of the community as opposeci to agenâas of outside ageecies

(Napoleon 1992; KIitgard 1994; Health Canada 1998a). Newhouse (1993: 99) gives a
brief outline of ment developments within First Nation communities, which proviâe

evidence that the CBD apptoach is working:
1.

.u..
iü.
iv.

Thete is an increasing number of primary and seconchy ecoaornic
institutions.
Increased involvement of Eldm in decision making.
Adoption of community economic development rnodels with their broad
notions of development anci the subsequent development of indicaton to
pend communities to masure! theh movement.
Continuecl and expandeci use of programs designed to povide First
Nations people with the skills, kmwledge and capital to participate in the
broader Caaadiao economy.

nie p ~ c i p l e outiined
s
in this section are coherent with traditionai Mi'kmaq values and

beliefs.
3.6

The Medicine Wheel Teacbings and Mi'kmaq Circuhr Devebpmeet

This section d e m i how culture-baseà development initiatives iike the trail
project can integrate medicine wheel teachings withCBD. The medicine wheel (see
Figure 4) represents the circle of ail life and aii that is kwwn or knowable (Hariz 1996).
It is linked in a whole wah no beginaiog and no end. Humaas have their place in the

circle of life, dong with ail o t k beings d seen and unseen forces (RCAP 19%). It is

manifested as a centred and quartered circle, with Bags at the end of intersec@ liws
which signify the four winàs whose movement is a reminder that nothing is static, a d
that change is a normal experience @CAP 1996). The medicine wheel is a philosophy, a

way of thought and a leaming tool thaî can be adapted to many diBennt situations.

Graveline (199%:75) states tbat in ternis of a pedagogical tool the medicine wheel:

1s also a metaphor used by modem-day traditionaiists to illustrate/invoke/reinspire
understandings of Ancestral beliefs in this contemporary world of separation and
abstraction. Through use of the Medicine \Mieel, people are taught to
acknowledge the essentiai immanence and interco~ectednessof al1 things.

The medicine wheel is associated mainly with the First Nations of the plainsCree, Blackfoot, Dakota and others (RCAP 1996a). However, it has been adopted by

many First Nations, including the Mi'kmaq people as a teaching tool. The concept of the
four directions of the north, south, east and West and the four holistic components of the

physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual are fundamental to Mi'kmaq culture (Orechia
1995; McKay pers. comm. 1999; Meuse 1999). The medicine wheel heips people to see

things holistically in al1 aspects of personal and collective development (White 1996:
108). The basic teachings of the medicine wheel include being holistic, in balance,
c o ~ e c t e dand in harmony (Hartz 1996).
There are many manifestations of the rnedicine wheel (e.g. earth, water,
fire. wind, animal spirit guides, stages of growth). Concepts are usually explained in sets

of four, with one component representing each direction of the wheel. Four primary

components of individual and community development include the spiritual, the
emotional, the physical and the mental (Bopp et al. 1984; White 1996). The medicine
wheel teachings always begin in the east because this is the direction that signifies the
'power of beginnings' and birth; the holistic component of this direction is spintuality

(Wolf 1998; Meuse 1999). Continuing clockwise around the wheel to the south, we find
the 'powers of curiosity'; the holistic component for the south is 'emotional' (Wolf 1998;

Meuse 1999). The next direction, the West brings with it the 'power fiom within' and

symbolizes the 'physical' as its holistic component (Wolf 1998; Meuse 1999). Following
the West is the north, which signifies the 'power of wisdorn' and symbolizes the 'mental'

as its holistic component (Wolf 1998; Meuse 1999;). Finally, the centre of the circle

brings the 'power of connectedness' with the holistic component being balance (Wolf
1998; Meuse 1999). When each aspect is developed equally, an individual or a

community is considered well balanced and in harmony. If oniy one component is

focused on, then the other three will suffier (Hartz 1996; Graveline 1998). Humans

thrive when there is a web of interco~ectednessbetvveen the individual, the community
and nature (Graveline 1998).

The medicine wheel is often used as a model for cornmunity healing and CBD
projects (White 1996). It provides a guide for the vision, the project process, and the
intended long-term benefits (White 1996). It also provides a model for Mi'kmaq holistic

development. In Chapter Eight, this approach to development is used to analyze the trail
project with respect to its potential for meeting the four holistic components. Its ability to
do so is based on cornmunity rnemben' perceptions. At present, a community member is
helping others develop their fui1 potential as human beings through the medicine wheel

teacliings. Hence, the concept is familiar to some comrnunity members. The following
outline of the medicine wheel components (see Figure 4) is unique to the trail project.

They are based on medicine wheel literature, personal communications with my resource

persons and community members, and my own reflections conceming what each
component means with respect to the trail project.
Figure 4.

Medicine Wheel of Mi'kmaq Development: The Four Holistic
Components

m

(Bopp et al. 1989 in Leavitt 1995: 167)

3.6.1 The East: Spiritual Component

The spiritual dimension of the wheel may be understood in terms of four related
capacities (Bopp et al. 1982a: 29). First is the capacity to respond to realties that exist in
a non-material way, such as visions, ideals, spiritual teachings, goals or theories. The

second is the capacity to accept those realities as a reflection of umealized potential to do
or be sornething more or different than we are now (Bopp et al. 1982a: 29). The third

capacity is to express these nonmaterial realties using symbols such as speech or

language. The fourth is to use this symbolic expression as a guide to fiiture action.
making what was only seen as a possibility, a living reality (Bopp et al. 1982a: 30). With
respect to the trail project process these four capacities could represent the following:

1) The community's response to its ideals and goals conceming the revitalization
of ancestral traditional ecological knowledge.

2) People's realization of the community's need for cultural revitalization.
3) Their capacity to express this need in the fom of writing; for this project this
took the form of a documented vision.
4) Their capacity to translate their volition (will) into action towards a project

that addresses their needs.
Collectively, the will and spirit of the core group is what motivates community
participants throughout the project process. This wili or volition helps them to attain the
spiritual, mental, physical and emotional strengths needed for their role in the project
process. Development of these four capacities is mostly applicable to community
members who participated directly in the project. However, broader comrnunity
participation in the bail ranges from verbal input in the planning phase, to physical input

in the action stage, to use of the trail in its completed form. Hence, fulfillment of the
four capacities is always different for everyone who participates. Some possible ways
the trail could affect community members in spiritual ways include the following:
1.

The &ailcan provide an aünosphere of cornfort, safety, solitude and
peacefulness for inward reflections and sense of well-being. It is a place

that belongs to the community that could help in tum foster community
members' sense of belonging (McKay pers. comm. 1999; Meuse pers.
cornm. 1999).

2.

The medicine trail can foster a c o ~ e c t i o nto the spirit beings within the
trail (a connection between the Spirit World and the Earth World). These
spirit beings could be plants. trees, rocks, etc. Wolf (1998: 28) states that
plants have spiritual values and recalls his grandmother's connection to
the plants:
My grandmother knew which plants to grow and harvest, not only
for food, but for spirit. Dealing with the spirit is very powerfùl
because it unites the seen and the unseen worlds.
This kind of co~ectionmay occur at different levels. Some people who
follow the more traditional Mi'kmaq ways may feel an inward alignment
with plants and trees and may be able to cornrnunicate with them at the
spirit level (McKay pers. comm. 1999). Some cornrnunity members told
me that they would be afiaid to go into the woods alone, but they stated a
trail would allow them to focus on this connection without the fear of
becoming lost. With respect to the medicinal and edible uses of the plants.
the Mi'kmaq believe that without this inward connection and alignment.
the plants would not work. Wolf (1998: 30) states:
Anything that exists with the power to heal has an equal and
opposite power to h m . It is only by attuning to the energy of a
plant that one can leam how to extract its medicine.
Others may have an inward feeling of respect through leaming about the
traditional Mi'krnaq worldview that surrounded the use of the plants and
still others may simply feel a closer connection to nature and the
environment.

3.

The trail can also provide a closer connection to the Mi'kmaq ancestors.
The trail aims to educate people about the plants but also about the
grandparents, great-grandparents and the ancient Mi'kmaq ancesiors who
used them. Interpretation will identiQ spots that were used for certain
purposes, by certain families on the reserve. This education could provide
and strengthen the connection to their anceston and instill senses of
honour, identity, pnde and dignity.

Individually and collectively, the medicine trail can foster healing and a sense of
belonging. Al1 these elements have potential to nurture inward spûituality and foster
connection to certain things (whether it be the ancestors, herbs, special places, a tree). If
this trail touches individuals in any of these ways, then they potentially go home feeling
better, motivated or enlightened. No rnatter how small the effect. like a chah reaction
this will reflect on someone or something else, thus having a potentially positive,
permeating affect on the comrnlmity (McKay pers. comm. 1999).
3.6.2 The South: Emotional Compo~lent

The emotional component of the medicine wheel aims to heal, foster and develop
emotions of the heart (White 1996). The medicine trail may offer people emotional
medicine by simply fostering feelings of happiness and connectedness in a natural
atrnosphere (Elder pers. comm. 1999). Simply feeling closer to the ancestors may bring
cornrnunity members feelings of revitalization, pnde and curiosity. It may provide

children with a happy environment and safe environment in which to learn about their
ancestors and their traditionai ways. It may help people to deal with their anger and
sadness by giving them a private place to vent. For some people it may simply provide a

relaxing walk in the woods. Yet this act in and of itself can help people feel better after a
bad or hectic day. Al1 these aspects can in one way or another help develop, foster, and
heal one's emotion in al1 directions (Meuse pers. comm. 1999).
3.6.3 The West: Physical Component

Mi'kmaq Elders teach that there are five physical senses and six non-physical
senses (Pictou 1993 in Graveline 1998). Graveline (1998: 77) States with respect to the
physical senses that:
A traditional Mi'krnaq perspective pays attention to leaming and teaching as an
embodied experience. Our Ancestral consciousness was mimetic and
participatory. Traditionalists continue to believe that the more of our sensessight, hearing, smell, taste and touch- that we use in learning/teaching something,
the more likely we are to understand and remember it.

Through using the five senses, cornmunity mernbers can experience the trail in a
way that improves physical health and fosters energy and will. This experience in turn
will help individuals to develop the other three holistic components. Community

members physical involvement in the trail process wil1 rnostly be in the form of 'cutting
and cleaning' labour, which provides exercise and mobility. The trail in its finished state

will provide recreational opportunities like exercise, fresh air, scenery and can develop
healthier bodies and clearer minds improving the overall physical state of individual
community members.

In addition, education conceming the medicinal and edible herbs may teach
people to use plants to improve their physical wellbeing in a way that is similar to
traditional ways. Possible econornic benefits flowing fiom the trail could aiso help the

community as a collective at the physical level. More jobs could improve the physical
wellbeing of people by providing income to care for physical needs.
3.6.4 The North: Mental Component

With respect to Mi'kmaq teaching, Graveline (1998: 77) states that "traditionally.

no special education institutes existed. Everyday lived experience and the sacred, as
manifested with the social group, as a whole was the "school" of our Ancestors". A core
component of this experiential educational model was 'leamer initiation' and direction of
the process. Instruction was provided only upon request, afler the leamer obsewed and

reflected (Gravelline 1998). Graveline (1998: 77) states that her Elders wamed that "too
much thought only leads to trouble, keep your eyes open and your mouth shut because

there is more to life than meets the eye." She states that by this they meant that to

educate about Mi'krnaq knowledge is to leam fiom what we experience within our daily
lives (Graveline 1998: 77). The trail project has much potentiai for self-directed, handson, experiential leaming. Knowledge can be derived both through the participation and
experience of comrnunity members in the project process as well as in its final state.
Knowledge gathered fiom the trail can contribute to mental development in variety of
ways that are explored in Chapters Six and Eight.

3.6.5

The Centre: The Whole

Some writers have referred to the centre of the medicine wheel as a person's or a
community's 'will' (Bopp et al. 1989). The interdependence of the four holistic
components is integral to developing and healing this will. Abosolon (1994: 5) States
that:

The holiness, or sacredness, of healing is manifested as striving towards
wholeness of spint and an attempt to incorporate this wholeness of spirit into
ourselves, our families, our communities, and the environrnent.
Similar to an individual's health, a community's health rests upon its ability to

utilize its will in achieving balance (Hart 1996). This process at the community level
involves much more than one project but instead is dependant on the networking and
linking of al1 projects and prograrns to al! aspects of Mi'kmaq life. However. just like an
individual, project participants must have the will to balance these four components at the
project level.
3.7

Combining Mi'kmaq Traditional Values with Contemporary Development
Projects: The Case for Cultural Tourism
In the quest for cultural revivai and economic development, First Nations

communities across Canada are presently combining traditional knowledge and new
technologies to initiate sustainable development based on their own values and
knowledge. Communities are effectively integrating Elders' advice and using consensus
based decision-making, participatory CBD,partnerships with stakeholders, and capacity-

building for holistic ecosystem management (Brascoupe 1996b: 365). Brascoupe (1996b:
365) contends that the most economically lucrative opportunities for First Nation

communities will originate fiom the environrnent, self-government, and education. Two
target areas for development are identified as forestry projects, with priority placed on

sustainable resource harvesting, and multi-use strategies, with priority placed on those
projects that involve traditional knowledge which help to strengthen local culture and
education (Brasoupe lW6b).

Multi-use stnitegies that include tourism are fast becoming growing sectors of the
Canadian economy. Cultural and ecotourism initiatives directed at Mi'kmaq destinations
will attract both the domestic and foreign markets (Brascoupe 1995a: 118). The
potential of tourism is that it offers opportunities to employ Mi'kmaq peoples on the basis
of traditional knowledge and ways, and supports their tribal economies. There are many

employment opportunities in towism services and operations that c m genecate significant
jobs for Mi'kmaq peoples. These include touism operations, visitor centres, museums.

trails, travel agencies, services, lodges, and restaurants (Brascoupe 1W6b: 370). In

addition, these initiatives help to educate Canadian and foreign tourists about traditional
environmental practices and values with respect to Mother Earth. Brascoupe (1 996b:
371) States that ecotourisrn and cultural tourism are likely to interest tourists seeking new

experiences in the natural environment.
An example of this kind of project is the Eel River Bar First Nation, in northern
New Brunswick, that has embarked upon a large-scale cultural towism initiative entitled

the 'Aboriginal Heritage Gardens' (Labillois pers. comm. 1998). One of the project
workers stated that:

The idea behind the Eel River Bar Mi'kmaq Heritage Garden is to show through
interpretive gardens the relationship between our people (Mi'kmaq) and nature.
We want to teach what these plants mean to us and show what they have provided
for us throughout history. We have a team of people who have a lot of knowledge
in culture, mythology, botany and medicinal plants that are working on the project
(Labillois pers. cornm. 1998).

The Pabineau First Nation in New Brunswick is also invotved in the creation of a
Mi'kmaq Hiking Trail. The trail will follow traditionai Mi'kmaq travel routes that
frequently border along majestic rivers and streams. This project will highlight legendary
and special features of interest with respect to the Mi'kmaq peoples (CFS 1999).
Wildland Adventures (1 998: 1) a brand of the American Ecotourism Society,
defines ecotourism as "responsible travel that conserves natural environments and

sustains the well being of local people." Wildlmd Adventures works under the mandate
of using nature and culture travel as a means to protect naturai environments, preserve

cultural heritage, and bring direct economic benefits to tribal communities (The

Ecotourism Society 1999).
Culturai and ecotourism opportunities offer Mi'kmaq communities the option to

combine their traditions with contemporary projects. Yet currently most reserves in NS
do not have the land base to support these kinds of projects. Chapter Nine touches upon
the importance of the recent reaffirrnation of certain treaty rights and land titie bat will
Iielp give Mi'kmaq communities access to a larger land base. A larger land base will

allow Mi'kmaq communities to sustainably manage tourism ventures from a Netukulirnk
management perspective.

CHAPTER IV: CONCEPTUAL MODEL: PLANNING AND
PROCESS IN MI'KMAQ CO-TY-BASED
DEVELOPMENT
4.1

Introduction
The essence of process does not consist in any fixed succession of events.. .but in
the growth that occurs within individuals, within groups, and within the
communities they serve (Biddle and Biddle 1965: 79).

In the quest for self-determination, First Nations communities across Canada are
involved in defining various projects and programs to improve their economic, political,
spiritual and cultural situations (Napoleon 1992: viii). Yet, the effectiveness of these
projects and programs to achieve self-determination is dependant on the process in which
they are implemented (Hedley 1986). While many Native cornmunities are defining their

own projects and programs for CBD,their process still remains 'top down'. Funding is
secured, resources are developed, consultants are hired, and programs are created, yet
despite these and other initiatives, serious problems and inadequacies peaist (Napoleon
1992: viii). A substantial gap lies between the grassroots community, Band Councils and

external agencies. Side effects of this 'top d o m ' development include disinterested and
uninvolved community rnembers, communication breakdowns, community alienation

from the band staff or project workers, and a lack of purpose, spirit and direction to
comrnunity life in general (Napoleon 1992: viii). Based on the legacy of past initiatives,
communities may meet new programs with distrust and animosity. Napoleon (1992)
recommends that good comrnunity development planning should allow for a 'bridging of
the gap' between the grassroots, Band Councils and external agencies.

Copet (1 990) States that successful project planning is formed on community
values and a desire for change. Facilitating a development approach which helps
cornmunity mernbea change from a stance of 'waiting to be told to one of 'acting
because it is the right thing to do' calls for an educational process that ensures principles

of active participation and guarantees adaptability, continuity and sustainability (Keregro
1989). Community development workers such as An Napoleon and Peter Erasmus have

outlined approaches, principles and pmctices gathered h m years of experience in
working with Native communities. Much of their writing parallels almost exactly

experiences 1 have had working with the BRFN. Hence, 1 draw beavily h m these two
CD practitioners in the formation of my co~:epnialmodel. Through the principles and

practices they write about, h y provide a comparative blueprint for the planning, action
and accomplishmentsofthe trail project and this research.
4.2

A Medicine Wbeel M d e l for the Bear River Mi91unaqNpLrnewawti9jTnil
Project
As outlined in Chapter Thtee, the medicine wheel mode1 is ofien used as an

organizing prhciple (White 1996: 1 10). The wheel is adaptable, and can be used to

reflect goais and objectives of any actinty that is planned or represented (White 1996).
The medicine wheel model is chosen to represent the trail process because üke the
project, a circle bas no beginning aid no d;
the process is continuous (RCAP 1 9%).

With respect to the project phases it sbouid be wted t b t no one or ail-encompoissing
definition can be assigneci (RCAP 1996). Dflerent commuaifies will dehe dflerent
phases and elements that are appropriate to th& weds. The following model outlines a
process for the trail project anâ provides a basis for d y s i s of thk research. This project
model is for phase 1 of the trail project. 1 have altered end cuatributed key elements h m
various Mi'kmaq sources to form a planning and practices medicine wheel for the ü d

project.

The four phases of this Medicine Wheel (emergence, planning, action and
accomplishment) are sekcted because they generaily represent the fequirernents and tasks
needed to ensure a succeuful CBD pmject (see Figure 5). The following sections entail
broad outlines of what each phase meam with respect to the traii project process.

4.2.1 Profect Emergence: Getting Statted

AU community-based projects must have volunteers that coi~stitutethe soul of the
project (Heahh Canada 1W8a). A 'COR group' of interesteci and motivateci community

volunteers must be organized with the help of a community facüitator to assess the needs
and aspirations of the community. Bopp et ai. (1 982a) state that in this stage of

development the chailenge is twofold. The fïrst task is to find am04 cornmuaity

Figure S.

A Medicine Wheel Model for Phnning the Bear River Mi'kmaq
Npisuimawti'j Trail Projeci (Bopp et aL 1982; Napoleon 1992; Smith
et aL 1995; Hart 19%; RCAP 1996; White 1996; Health Canaâa 1998a,
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volunteers those individuais who are iiehwlleadm. Bopp et ai. (1982: 5 ) state:
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Some of these may be high profile members of boards or councils, while others
may be quite invisible to the uninitiated observer. Whoever they are, these people
are leaders of thought and action around whom other people cluster. Without the
support (even if it is not spoken) of these key individuals, very little occurs in the
community.
The second task is to unite the hearts and minds of these people to form a common vision

for change (Bopp et al. 1982a). The core community group must assess the gap between
the current situation and the situation they would like to achieve (Health Canada 1998a).
A needs assessrnent with respect to the project will help the core group to do the

following:

Provide a bais for planning the project with respect to community needs and
interests.
CiariQ the actual need for the project.
Highlight community needs and interests (Health Canada I998a: 10).
The 'emergence stage' is characterized often by a penod of obsenting,
researching and gathering information fiorn intemal (on reserve) and extemal (off
reserve) sources, and faciiitating community members to articulate their concems, ideas
and desires with respect to the community and the project (Smithet al. 1995; Napoleon
1992; Copet 1990). The process of articulating and foming a vision for people to

interact with is critical to the development process (Bopp et al. 1982a). Bopp et al.
(1982a: 16) state that a vision m u t give some idea of the following:
how things used to be;
how things got to be the way they are now;
what the current situation or condition is;
what steps are needed to enter into a new way of being that would be more
desirable than the current one.
Methods for fostering this process c m range fiom informal kitchen table
meetings, to listening to Elders, to more-stnictured meetings and focus groups (Erasmus
1991). Brainstorming with respect to comrnunity values and aspirations for the project

can help to identify themes arnong community membee. Community facilitaton mut
always be aware of what is going on around them even if something seems insignificant

(Kirby and McKenna 1989). Observing special events and simple everyday activities of

the community can help the facilitator to grasp certain values and practices. Although
these are characteristics of the project emergence stage, they often continue throughout
the entire development process (Bopp et al. 1982; Napoleon 1992).

CBD literature promotes that the formation of a vision is an essential element to
the emergence stage because it gives comrnunities a sense of purpose, perspective,

direction and conviction (Napolean 1992). Napoleon ( 1 992: 34) states that:
Creating a vision is a process of gently pulling out the ideas, hopes and desires of
the community in order to build a common vision that is visible to all. Only when
a vision becomes visible and tangible c m a community work as an organized
tearn. Effective strategies and plans stem fiom a united vision. Vision building is
also a way of motivating participants to become more involved. Once community
members see the possibilities available to thern or when they see key individuals
being involved, chances are they will becorne curious and maybe even supportive.
The core group must then gather broader community input and assess feedback for
working towards a project vision. The vision is what is relied upon to make the most
appropriate initial steps in implementing the project process (White 1996). It should be
noted that although many Native CBD writers promote the defining of a vision at the

outset of CBD projects, the term vision in Mi'kmaq literature pertains to an evolutionary
process that will only occur when people are physically, mentally, emotionally and
spiritually prepared. This may not happen at the beginning stages of a community
project. This does not mean however that CBD projects should not begin fkom a united
focus or purpose. It is for this reason, that 1 use the word purpose instead of vision. This

problem may lie more in wording then it does in any reai contradiction. This concept
will be discussed M e r in Chapter Six.
4.2.2 Project Planning

The planning phase is characterized by analyzing the curent situation, finding
potential to achieve prionties and assessing how this potential can be attained. Crucial in
this process is the defining of goals, objectives, and action plans (Health Canada 1998b;
Band Councilor pers. comm. 1999). The task of transfoming the above vision into

project goais (Smith et al. 1995) entails the following tasks of the core group and
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community facilitator: research, learning, probiem-solving, decision-making,

legitimizing, capacity-building and gathering conseosus (Copet 1990). Goals formeâ

fiom a broad vision will ofien be too vague and can become fbtmting and
overwhelming. Hence, the p c e s s of this transfbnnation involves brralring d o m the

broader vision into srnalier components. With respect to th trail pmject, d l e r
purposes were outlined conceming culture, education, tecreation and the environment.

These smaller components of the project help clarify achievable goals. From the smslle~
purposes, the goals are articulated (He&

Canada 1998b; Napoleon 1!W2). Smith et al.

(1 995) state tbat a goal is a "destination to strive for in order to reaiize the vision". It is a

statement that specifically describes something to accomplish which helps the commUnay
move closer to its broader vision. Napolean (1992: 70) outlines several principles to

conceptualinog a good goal:
A good goal states the end resuh of activities, which result in a new service,
aate of affairs, or facility.
A good goal must be observable and therefore measurable.
It must be achievable aad redistic.
It must be written in simple languge to ailow all persons to derstzmd its

meaning.
It must be completed by a specinc &te.
It must state who wiU acbieve the goal anci who the goal wiil serve.
A caution should be made with respect to Napoleon's (1992) assertion that a goal must be

completed by a specific date. This notion is in direct opposition to the Mi'kmaq notion
that 'the time must be right' for thhgs to happen. Ahhough, it d e ' s planning difticuh

this concept dictates that time flexiôility must be incorporateci into the CBD process.

Mer denning clear and attainable goals, the next step in planning is to form
objectives, as mini-steps towards meeting project goals. Napoleon (1992) states that
objectives are a list of what exactly ne&

to be accornpiishedto attain cenain goals.

They are also the specifïc a d measurable resuhs the community wishes to achieve
(Health Canada 1998b). Health Caneda's CD booklets entitled Community Action

Resources in Inuit, Metis IiS FFit Nations (1998b:36) cdate that objectives should
specificalîy describe:

what you want to accomplish;
what will be done;
how it wiü be done; and
when it will be finished.
Within this process, the core group must identify what objectives will be neeâed to begh
to think about how t k y wül be attained (Bopp et ai. 1982). Resources, expertk and

traditional knowkdge îiom within the community should be identifieci with respect to
carryhg out certain objectives (Napoleon 1992; Health Canada 1998b). Other objectives
may involve accessing resources and expertise from externa1 sources. Aii Mi'kmaq

community groups need remmes. These include:

time and effort investecl by volunteers;
volunteers' specific a d unique skiiis;
use of services such as a Band Hall for meetings;
materials, such as literature, pamphlets or films;
fimding (Health Canada 1998~).

Bopp et ai. ( 1 982a: 13) state that ''there is no living process that can sustain itself
without input fiom the outside". The role of outside experts, W i n g anâ ideas can work
to strengthen or sometimes undermine community-based integrity. Tbe danger occurs

when outsiders iake over the process, thus robbing the people of their ability to develop

(Erasmus1991;Bopp et al. 1985). Bopp et al. (1982: 13) M e that:
The critical key to the successfùi use of outside resources of all kinds (people,
money, plans and ideas, and even vision of hop) is that insiders m u t control tbe
use of these tesources and redehe th& maning and importance in temis of the
cornrnunity's own process. In 0 t h words, ownership and control of the
development pmcess shouM never be given over in excbange for needs input.
The planniDg phase also becornes more task oriented. It maybe at this stage that
the core group deciphers who is volunteering at fiice value a d wha will crtually be

committed to geaing the work done. Ifcommunity members are not committed to
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carrying out objectives, Eaith in the plannsig process will be bst ( E kpers. comtn.
1999; McKay pers. comm. lm).

The final step in tbe plaiinllig stage is the commmity's creation of an action pian
(Health Canada l998b). Napolcon (1992) defines action pians as "strategies for
achieving speciîïc objectives". The action pian essentially defmes who does wbat, how
they will do it, and when they wiil have it completed (Napoleon 1992; He&

Canada
1998b). The tasks for carryiiig out the action Plan include organizational capacity, good

and open communication, ami teamwork. Napoleon (1992) states that a good action plan
identifies methoch, strate@, materiais, resources, time fhmes, and anticipated problems

towards accomplishing goals and objectives. Admittedly, action plans stem !kom a Euro-

Canadian perspective. Yet Like the medicine wheel, many First Nations have
appropriated this mn-Native tool for their own means. Mi'kmaq people are beginaing to
engage in mergiag non-Native innovations (e.g. ecotourism) with traditional values and

practices. Hence, there is a need by Mi'kmaq to appropriate certain mn-Native concepts
(e.g. budgets and tirnelines) and mage them with Mi'kmaq values and modes of

working. Although the blueprint for action may be based on a Euro-Canadian

perspective, important to remember is tbet Mi'kmaq will define kir own unique and
creative ways of irnplementing the plan.
4.2.3 Tuùing Project Action

Mi'kmap community d u e s wili foster, develop and enhance self-awareness and

skills needed to achieve stated goals and objectives (White 1996). This is made possible
by the implementation of a vision, efficient planning anci appropriate strategies outlined

in the action plan. This phase is heaviiy dependent on cornmitment of volunteers to
hands-on work. It also depeadent on organizatiod skills, teamwork and monitoring of
completion of objectives (Heaith Canada 1W8d). Copet (1990:53) states that a
mechanism for implemeatationof an action plan involves three components: education,
citizen participation and empowermnt. He states (1990: 53):
The m e c h a .for implementation is intended to foster a sense of mutual
understanding and greater local comr~LMunial understanding is ackved

through the processes of education and participation, whiie p a t e r local control is
achieved h u g h empowemient. These tlaee compomnts can be separate, but
they do not opeme ia isolation of one another. Rather there is an interaction
among them. Education and participation interact to generate empowetmeiit;
empowemnt, in turn, propagates fùrther participation a d educatioa
Generally, the goal of education ard the participation process is to enable
communities to imptove, pmsper (Copet 1990) and exercise tbeir will to achieve
development (Bopp et ai. 1989). At the individuai level, education and iricreased self-

esteem fosters participatory behaviour and motivations to exert personal effèctiveness

(Copet 1990). At the conrmittee and community level, sbareû leadership and
Opportunities to develop skills are ail part of the project implementation phase (Florin
and Wandersomaa 1990 in Copet 1990; Ziefman 1990). In its entirety, kimeased
self-confidence and selfssteem have both psychological and mtivational influence on a
group's ability to implement action plans towards th& desireci objectives.
4.2.4 Projecf Acconplishmenfs and Evaluction

Accomplishments are the e v e d positive project outcornes. From these
accornplishrnents, an on-going evaiuation a d monitoring (Smithet ai. 1995) of the
project must flow. Core group reflections on probkrns and successes in the p l h g ad
action phases wiil help to make the next phase of the pmject more productive. Evahiation
is the process of îinding out what the actual circumstances or conditions were that led to

project accomplishmentsand setbacks. Bopp et aL (1982: 23) staie that the fobwing
two questions rnust be asked with respect to project evaluation:

1.

2.

Have the actions we have taken in k t m t our objectives?
Are our objectives stili adequate in light of what we have leamed through
our action?

Throughout this process, an evaluation of the program can be designed in the form of a

project evaluation medicine wheel (White 19%: 112).

Although the phases outlined above are conmion 'tned end proven' seps in the
development pmcess, this does mt maa that each activicy denned d e r each phase is

static. It is imperative that volunteers foUow theu own paîh, which could deviate âom
the mode1 shown above. There is no absolute nght way of doing things in MCBD
planning, in façt that would undenaine the ofiendynamic and mative ways Mi'kmaq

communities choose to do thiags. However, Copet (1990: 44) mmrneads that any

community planning hmework in Mi'kmaq communities sbuld g e n d y encompass
three goals: community planning education for members of Wkmaq commUIUties who

wiil become community p h e r s ; culniral education for Mi'kmaq and non-Native people

alike; and community planning awareness for community residents tmt involved in the
project process.
It is important to understaad with any mode1 that a living, growing development

process wver works exactly the way models are laid out. There are always new events,
challenges or opportunities that mate totally unanticipateci results. Yet mdeis, like the
one above offer a very usefbi and manageable planning approach. The concepts within
this model are not new, but the combining of these concepts with Mi'kmaq values has

d owed Mi' kmaq people to d e h e development on theu t e m . Chapter Six relays the

trail project sequence of events with respect to the model above. Community members'
perceptions a d participation, as weîî as my own participation as kilitator, wiii be

examined in terrns of this model.
4.3

Participatory Action Research and the P m s s of Mi'kmaq CommunityB a d Devebpment

There were a fèw times when people would have preferred me to make the
decisions and times whcn 1wishd 1 muid! To be able to work this way, it is
necessary to hold to the h i c belief that the local people b w how things shodd
be done in their own ways and no outsider has e q d wisàom. Further, it aiso
means that one must be able to hear whei is king said a d able to take the time
for the process to work (Joan Ryan, Project CwrdPiator in Ryan and Robioson
1990: 62).
Similar to conventional economic approaches to CBD,oonventional research
approaches have mt with linle success when masureci by theu abiiity to strengthen the

culturai and economic wellbeing of Mi'iunaq communities (Chambers 1993; Ryan and

Robinson 1990 in Hoare et ai. 1994). Many nsearchers argue that PAR is an obvious
way to buüd a successful research relationship and facilitate MCBD. Hoare a. a1(1994)

quote Hall (198 1) and Tandon (1988):

PAR cm be dehed as an integrated approach involvhg the participation of
community members to investigate social reality, build local sLills and capacity
for the purpose of imreasing community autommy throughout a process of
praxis.
It cm be succiactly d e s m i as a process which combines three activities;
research, education and action (Hall 1981). PAR is rooted in the experience of the
people; it values the culture ami builds on human capacity within the community (Hoare

et al. 1994: 3). It seeks to conaect cornmunit.members with actions to better cornmuiiity
circurnstances. Paulo Freire's (1985) 'comcientization approach' is one of the central
underpinnings to PAR research. Lamureux et al. (1989: 79) state this approach has the
a)

Instead of merely getting the population to take part in the research, the
researchers participate m t as "experts" but as resource persons, in
resemh initiated by populat groups.

b)

The results are pmvided m t only to the sponsors of the projet or to the
"initiated", but also to the entire population.

C)

Re~earchsiarts~mtheactionofagroupandaimstoshedlightonthe
action itself.

PAR promotes the notion that the research hypotheses should also be the
hypotheses for action A review of literature by Hoare a aL (1994: 4) reveais the main
steps that are undertaken in PAR initiatives:
Needs are identified by the cornmunity; the community investigates the needs
and isoiates its comporients;
0

Aduît participants aquire the took for research and d y s i s , in order to
identis. the social., ecowrnic a d political stnrturrs contribiting to the
problem;

Alternative actions are identified which offer the potential to address the d;
A program is designeci for implementation of the p

f d aiternatives; and

ComrnUnay awareness is raised of the potential to effect change and to foster
a subsequent deeper cornmitment to work t o m & resolving commuaity needs
(Naylor 1990; Ryan and Robinson 1990; Hall 1989; Tandon 1989; Maguke
1 986),.
More scientific approaches primarily focus on the ''ends" of research objectives
with little concem for the meam or m a ~ ein
r which the process affects the lives of

community members (Fds Borda 1991). Native researchers see PAR as a researcb tool
that integrates weli with tribal cultures through povidhg an aiternative to scient&

research and a means for kilitating and recording traditional ecological knowledge

(Jackson 1993). PAR methods represent an alternative systern of knowledge a d
counters the myth of neutrality and objectivity and empbasizes the principles of
subjectivity, involvement, insertion and coaseiwal validation (Tandon 1989: 7).

PAR is also an excellent mans for cuiturai revitaikation (Jackson 1993). PAR
encourages communities to critically incorporate technical knowledge with traditional
knowledge, aliowing them to iâentify knowledge, which they see as relevant to
improving their community (Tadon 1988). The potentiai for PAR to help community

members through this process include: becoming more seKassured and self-reliant,
becoming cornputet Literate, devebping competeat proposal writing skills, devebping

skiils in conducting and evaîuating inteniewq to unlimited possibilities (Robinson 1996).
The participatory benefits cornmittee mmbers gamed h m the trail project are discussed

in Chapter Six.
The use of PAR in First Nation communities became popularized in the 1980s
and is still popular (Jackson 1993). In Joan Ryan a d Michel Robinson's (1990) paper
entitled Implementing Participatory Action Resemch in the Canudian North: A Case

Study of the Gwieh 'in Language d Culhaol Project, they afnrm existing PAR literature
and extend it to include the group dyaamic process and a feminist perspective. Tbey state
that throughout tirne, PAR has been used in Native cornmunifies of the Canadian North.

Again and again in the Canadian North, the tools of participatory action research
have been recreated in the process of community economic development, landuse planning, mega-project planning, linguistic and cultural research and local
cumculum development (Ryan and Robinson 1990: 59).
As a comrnunity development practitioner in northern Native communities, Ryan
contends that she is comrnitted firmly to PAR and comrnunity development projects.
My expenence in comrnunity action groups, in institutions and in many native
communities have consistently affirmed that things work better when people
make their own decisions about what they want to do, how, when and with what
assistance (Ryan and Robinson 1990: 6 1).

Through PAR'S premise of investigation, education and action (Fals Borda 1991),
communities generate their own knowledge, control the knowledge and control the means
of production of the knowledge (Tandon 1988). In Ryan and Robinson's (1990: 62) case

study , R y a d s work fits al1 the prescriptions of participatory research:

The problem originated in the community, the beneficiaries were the local people,
the community participated in the entire process, power was acquired by trainees
and shared, selficonfidence was gained, and trainees became more reliant and
aware of their own abilities, the "reality" was Gwich'in, and the researchen
leamed a great deal fiom participation.
The literature supports that PAR has produced effective results for Native
cornmunities. Through this process community members become involved in actions that
work to strengthen their spiritual, physical, mental and emotional cornponents of
development.
4.4

Experiential Learning and the Commuaity-Development Process

People cannot be developed; they can only develop themselves. For awhile it is
possible for an outsider to build a man's house, an outsider cannot give the man
pride and self-cod~dencein himself as a human being. Those things a man has to
create in himself by his own actions. He develops himself by what he does, by
making his own decisions, by increasing his understanding of what he is doing
and why; by his own full participation (Nyerere 1973: 60).

Key in the PAR approach is the notion of experiential leaming. It can mean
different things to different groups, but for the purpose of this research it is defined as
that which "is concemed with using learning fiom experience as the basis of group
consciousness raising, cornrnunity action and social change" (Weil and McGill 1989: 12).
Experiential leaming simply put is "learning which is rooted in our doing and our
experience" (Weil and McGill 1989: 12). Action learning lays the basis for the
experience. Weil and McGill(1989: 1 16) state that "action leaming is a means by which
people l e m with and from each other by attempting to identify, and then implement,

solutions to their problems, issues and opportunities".
Experiential learning approaches are used in a conscious bottom-up process,
whereby facilitators and community members are both treated as knowledgeable
participants (Keregero 1989: 193). With respect to MCBD projects, experiential learning
illuminates an experience and provides direction for making a judgement, as a guide to
choice or action (Hunon 1989). The role of community facilitators in expenential
learning is to provide:
support to the leamer;
access to resources for learning;
critical feedback to leaners; and
facilitation and management of the project (Burgess 1977 in Packham et al.
1989: 142).

Hutton (1989) presents an expenential learning mode1 that is premised on identifying a
process for making a judgement or decision (rather than focusing solely upon the

expected outcorne). This kind of frarnework provides a process whereby action can begin
and new learning emerges, thus fostering on-going learning (Hutton 1989: 58).

The approaches described above are conceptually close to the teachings of Moses
Coady and Paulo Freire, two of the most revolutionary rninds behind adult education and
the community development movement. Robertson (1998: 18) States that Coady

"wanted cornmunity membea to make up their rnind to take action, to resolve their

situation, to take control of their situation, to rebuild themselves, and in the process, to
rebuild their community." With respect to Freire (1970). Robertson (1998: 23) States that:
Freire proposes a two-step process to address this [oppression] challenge. In the
first step, the oppressed must gain an understanding of the relationship between
themselves and their oppressors. They must examine the bais and foundation for
their relationship and, through an educationai process, critically reflect on the
future of this relationship. If they can be convinced that they can make a
difference, they m u t commit to initiating the process, and ensuring its
completion. The second step involves the transformation of the oppressed as they
begin to see themselves differently, and consequently begin to act differently in
an effort to take control of their lives, to argue substantively for that which they
believe in, and to explore new and innovative ideas.

Coady and Freire have one clear point of congruence in their thoughts, that being the
emphasis on the interconnection of thought and action (Brookfield 1983). Armstrong
(1 977: 14) argues that although the two men were quite different in their approaches, they
both attempted to foster the learner towards a particular goal; neither would rejoice if that
learner chose to ignore the process.

The expenential process offen facilitators an understanding of the way in which
Mi'kmaq communities leam. These tools are already inherent in Mi'kmaq ways, hence it
is not the job of the facilitator to implement or apply an experiential mode1 'to' the

community, but instead to find ways in which experiential customs can be used in CBD
projects (e.g. talking circles, medicine wheels, hands-on leaming and oral stories). The

potential of PAR is that it provides facilitators and communities with a conducive
approach to working towards CBD. PAR is not a genenc development equation, it is
simply an approach that helps foster the existing potential Mi'kmaq cornmunities have to
define, plan and implement principles and practices that are conducive to their needs and
values.

CHAPTER V:
5.1

RESEARCH DESIGN

Introduction
A case study of the trail project is investigated and reflected upon with respect to

cultural revitalization, Mi'kmaq-defined comrnunity-based development approaches, the
medicine wheel teachings and participatory research. This research is what Stake (1992:
237) refers to as an intrinsic case study because it helps to further understanding of this

particular topic. Stake (1992: 237) states that this method is undertaken prirnarily
because, in al1 its distinctiveness and ordinariness, this kind of case is of interest.
This research however entailed more than an investigation of a case study in that
it actively engaged participants (community members) in the research process. Hence, it

fits into the realm of Participatory Action Research. As stated in Chapter Four, the
fundamental premise of PAR is that of community investigation, education and iiction
(Fals Borda 1991). This research attempted to encourage community members to
become educated and take action towards their self-identified need for cultural
revitalization through planning and implementation of the trail project. Given the PAR
nahire of this research, the elements or stages of data collection were not totally

predefined prior to irnplementation. The stages evolved during the research process and
are represented in Figure 6.

Figure 6.

Research Process Timeline

CSS = Community Site Seiection
CA = Content Analysis

RP = Resource Persons
CC = Contacted Community Members
WS#1= Workshop #1
AEC = Adult Education Course
IN = Interview
FG#1= Focus Group #1

WS#2 = Workshop #2
FG#2&FG#3 =
Focus Gmup #2 and Focus Group #3
FG#4 = Focus Group #4
PO = Participant Observation
FN = Field Notes
AN = Analysis of Research
FR = Final Report

Content andysis, workshops, participant observation, semi-stnictured open-ended
interviews and focus groups were the data collection tools used. In total, 72 community
members participated in at least one aspect of the research (see Table 1). In addition,
persona1 communications were made fiequently with my resource penons. This chapter
outlines the rationale for choosing the Bear River First Nation as the case study site, the
research process, and a description of the sarnple and data collection tools used. In
addition, research challenges and limitations are highlighted. The chapter concludes with
a description of the analytical techniques used.

5.2

Community Site Selection and the Research Approacb

The factors providing the rationale for choosing the BRFN as the research site

were the community profile, the initiative of the community to define and undertake the
trail project, and the request to me to facilitate the research. In addition, it was thought

that a case study of this community and the trail project could contribute to a growing
body of knowledge of participatory research and MCBD. It is important to point out that

many Mi'kmaq communities contend with difficult bureaucracies, imer politics, and

more recently the implications of reafirmed treaty nghts. These elements combine to
make life challenging for people living on reserves, let alone for outsiders coming in.
Although affected by similar issues, the BRFN seems to CO-existin a spirit of harmony
and cohesion (Ricker 1997; McKay pers. comrn. 1998). This has been observed by one

of my resource persons, and through my own brief exposure to the community. Although

there is some factionalism and conflict between families, tensions seem low. Frank
Meuse Jr. has worked for 12 consecutive years in the office of Chief and was recently reeiected for another two year tenn. Many community members told me of his honesty
and faimess. In addition, the Chief-and-Council depend mostiy on cornmunity consensus
and input when making decisions. Overall, the community seems productive and close-

b i t . Due to these factors, this Mi'kmaq community seemed practically a good m e for
me to study. In sumrnary, fiom a PAR perspective, the community identified the

potential of the trail project for development. From a case study perspective, 1 identified
the potential significance of the project with respect to its contribution to MCBD
research.

5.3

Background to the Research Process
1 began meeting with the Director of the First Nations Forestry in Nova Scotia, in

February 1998. We met three or four times subsequent to this where we discussed
Mi'kmaq peoples, forestry, traditional forest-based oppomuÿties, eco-forestry, valueadded forestry, and CBD. In July 1998,I presented him with a proposal to examine the
issue of forest-based oppominities and MCBD. He cntiqued ihis proposa1 and had it
reviewed by a comrnunity-development worker. Upon his recommendation we discussed
a plan for presenting it to the BRFN Band Council. The first meeting with the Chief and

Council was held in late August 1998 at which time I presented my original thesis topic,

and was given a tour around the reserve by the FNF Director. The band was positive
about the research and stated that they would think about it. The second meeting was
held in September 1998, at which point my original proposa1 was partially accepted, but
both the band and the FNF suggested 1change the focus to look at the traditional

Mi'krnaq uses of edible and medicind plants and specifically the creation of a medicine
trail. Essentially the BRFN Band Council accepted parts of my original proposal and
redefined the research to be the topic at hand. It selected me as facilitator, as opposed to
me selecting the BRFN for the research. The FNF offered to fund the trail project, as
well as my expenses for commuting and accommodation. 1 received my letter of
permission from the Band Council to conduct the research in October 1998.
1 began with a content malysis of books, journals, theses and unpublished

writings by Mi'kmaq and nonoNative people that pertained to traditional Mi'kmaq uses of
medicinal and edible plants, Mi'kmaq culture and spirituality and CBD. 1 also began
speaking with people who were knowledgeable about the Bear River reserve. The Band

and the FNF asked if 1would organize a workshop focusing on traditional Mi'kmaq uses

of edible and medicinal plants. In late November 1998 we had another meeting to

discuss budgetary issues pertaining to the workshop and at this point 1 was introduced to
a community member who became one of my resource persons and a core group

participant. Throughout Ncwember and December 1998,I spent time being introduced
and meeting face to face with community members. 1 informed cornmunity members

about myself, the research, the workshop and the possible trail project. I informed
community mernben about myself, the research, the workshop and the possible bail
project. Darlene Ricker, a local free-lance joumalist for the Bear River First Nation, did

a brief write-up on me and my thesis research in the monthly ediiion of the 'Bear River
~ e a t " ' (see Appendix 1). On January 2 1, 1999 the workshop entitled 'Traditional

Mi 'kmaq Uses of Edible and Medicinul Plants' was held in the Bear River Band Hall (see
Appendix 7 for workshop handout). The workshop was fùnded by the FNF and COorganized by a cornmunity member and me. A moose stew dinner was provided by the
community's Action Cornmittee. The presenters were knowledgeable persons on
relevant topics (see Plate 3).
Approximately 60

Plate 3. Participants Asking Prosenters
Questions at end of worksho~

community memben
attended demonstrating

strong interest for a small

community. The workshop
helped to assess broadly the

interest level of the
comrnunity in this kind of

education. It also helped to
assess if there would be
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enough community interest to facilitate a participatory process in the bail project.

*'A page in the Mi'kmaq-Maliseet Nation Newspaper dedicated to Bear River

First Nation news and events .

Consensus was gathered through interviews and persona1 communications conducted by

me. Community members were asked to express their thoughts on the workshop and the
eventual creation of a Mi'krnaq medicine trail. Community reaction was positive.
At the next day 's meeting with the Chief-and-Council and the FNF, it was
determined that the trail would be a worthwhile cornmunity project. The Band, the FNF

and 1 worked out more specifics conceming my role in the process. We decided 1 would
help to facilitate the research and that the focus would be on an educational initiative

focused on the traditional Mi'krnaq uses of edible and medicinal plants, leading to the
eventual creation of a trail. It was agreed that for the following year 1 woulà commute
once a week fiom my home in Halifax to the community. 1 would usually stay for two
days at a time. 1 initially resided at a nearby Bed and Breakfast but then was offered
accommodation off reserve. by a nonoNative fnend of the community (who gave the first
workshop and later offered an adult education course on plant identification). She lived
about 20 minutes from the reserve. Her accommodation kept me out of uncornfortable

situations, because 1 was worried that community memben would perceive me as being
biased towards the person 1 was staying with. Not knowing the cornmunity dynamics at
this point, my best option was not to stay with anyone on the reserve. In the summer of
1999 I spent longer periods in the community (a whole week at a time at some points)
and continued cornmuting once a week for 1-2 days at a time for the rest of the summer

and into the falI of 1999.
AAer the January 1999 meeting, 1 began spending the next months conducting
interviews, focus groups, workshops and participant observation of educational events.
These are described in detail below and were al1 conducted with the main purpose of

gathering information for the bail and this thesis. In Febniary 1999'1 began pre-testing
the interview guide on community members and summarized the January workshop into
booklet form for community members (see Appendix 3). In Match 1999, a plant-use
open house was held for community members who did not have a chance to attend the
workshop. Community members were invited to watch a video of the workshop, obtain a
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pamphlet summary as well as read some of the resources and literature gathered for the
trail project (see Plates 4 and 5).

Plate 4. Labrador Tea, Sweet
Fern, Lambkill and Plantain Plant
Specimens.
These plants and their Mi'kmaq medicinal
uses were on display at the openhouse.

1

Plate 5. Plant Identification
Books and Traditional Mi'kmaq
Plant-Use Literature
Books: FIora of Nova Scotia, Spring
W i l d hwers, etc.

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, March 1999

Following these activities, five community members had expressed interest in foming a
trail cornmittee (the core group), as well as participating in an adult education course. The

adult education course was focused on wild plant identification and edible and medicinal
plant uses. It was held every Thunday night in the Bear River Band Hall. Instructors for
the course were two non-Native friends of the community who are knowledgeable of

plant botany and uses (see Plates 6.7 and 8). Five field trips were held between May and

-

b

Plate 6. Instructor for Plant Adult
Education Course

Plate 7. Partici~antsof Class #2

August of 1999. The classes and field trips plant identification. as well as to edible and
medicinal uses. Twelve community pertained to al1 aspects of members and 1 signed up

for the course. 1 participated and observed each of these classes and field trips to gather
information for the trail and to observe community members' participation (see Plate 9).

Plate 8. Mi'kmaq Participant of Class #3: Learni
How to Ideatify Plants

Plate 9. Instructors and Participants of Field Trip #2

I

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, 1999

From Apnl to August 1999, interviews and four focus groups were conducted.

Focus group thernes revolved around planning and implementation of trail objectives.
Throughout the spring and surnmer, core group members and 1 did hands-on trail work.
Participant observation was used in al1 of these cases. A youth workshop was also held
on June 15, 1999. This workshop was held as part of the aiter-school day program and
the focus was on the traditional Mi'krnaq worldview and traditional Mi'krnaq uses of
plants and animals (see Plates 10 and I l in Sec. 5.7). At present, more work is being
done on the trail and three core group participants have attended an environmental

workshop focused on Mi'krnaq spirituality and the environment. This kind of education
is being accessed for the purpose of training a trail interpreter. Events held in October
and Novernber 1999 included a community gatherîng to inforrn the community of trail
accornplishments to date, as well as a two day, overnight workshop at Windhorse F m
(eco-forestry f m ) . The purpose of this educational trip was to expose and educate

community members about sustainable and restorative forest management techniques. In
addition, based on decisions at two trail meetings held in the fall. it was decided that

implementation of the trail fiooring, restoration of the camp and implementation of trail
steps could begin irnmediately. Research on the plants will be ongoing throughout the
spring of 2000.

5.4

Identifying Resource Persons and Selection of Sample
5.41 Resource Persons

Resource persons are people who are well infonned as to their community
surroundings, and whose input and opinions can aid in providing explanations as to what

has happened or is happening in the community (Patton 1987). Resource penons helped
me identi

community issues, community participants, and community dynamics. They

provided explanations for community specific occurrences which otherwise would have

been confûsing. In essence, the resource persons paved the way for my introduction into

the Bear River commuaity, the trail project and the research process.

Two types of resource peaons were identified in this research. The fust are
people who have much knowledge and expenence working with Mi'kmaq communities
in general. These people are cognizant about political, cultural, spiritual, social and
economic aspects of the Mi'kmaq Nation. They are also well respected by the
communities they work with. Over time they have noted themes and occurrences within,
between and across Mi'kmaq communities and were able to provide me with both
general and specific context.
The other resource persons were people specifically knowledgeable about the

BRFN community. They are recognized and respected community members whose
advice is ofien sought for major decisions and events that guide the cornrnunity. These
people helped to guide me in my introduction to the broader community and throughout

the entire research process. Their advice and guidance was key in the research process.
5.42 Selection of Sample

The tools used for sampling consisted of a combination of convenience and
snowball sampling (Jackson 1995). The Band Council gave me a telephone list of
community mernbers who were status band memben, that I used to contact potential
participants. In addition, cornmunity members with whom 1 had k e n in fiequent contact
(e.g. at the Band office, trail meetings, workshops) often participated and recomrnended
other people they thought would be willing to participate. 1 would then contact the

potential participant. In total, 72 people participated in some part of the research (see
Table 1) . Refer to Appendix 4 for a more specific sample breakdown.
The sample was comprised mostly of Mi'kmaq band members (status). However, since

non-Native people comprise about 30% of the reserve population, four non-Native
participants were interviewed. These people are married or partners of a Mi'kmaq
cornmunity member. A few of these participants also played active roles in the focus
groups and adult education course. In addition, about 20% of people attending the first

workshop were non-Native. They felt the need to participate to l e m more about the
Mi'kmaq culture for themselves, their Mi'kmaq children and the community in general.

Table 1.

Researcb Tools and Number of Participants

Nurnber of Participants
Januarv

Tirne

60

Workshop #1JL

Adult Education Course

Mav

A~ril

June

.

-9

Interviews

28
h

Focus Croups #1 to #4

-

Children's Workshop #2

I

Il
13

Total Number of Participants

5.5

D

.n
72

Data Collection Tools and Project Participants
S. 5. I

Content Analysis

Pertinent books, journals, newspapers and unpublished writings were reviewed to
conceptualize this research. Mi'kmaq-defined approaches, principles and practices of

CBD were reviewed to provide the trail project with a guide for planning, action and
achievement. In addition, documents on traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible and

medicinal plants were reviewed for trail interpretation material and educational events.
Newspaper articles and books on the Bear River reserve were also reviewed to give me a
more familiar orientation to the community.
5.5.2

Workshops,Participant Observation, Interviews and Focus Groups

Research methods with the core group (trail cornmittee) of cornmunity
participants' included workshops, focus groups and participant observation. These tools
contributed to education and to action towards trail planning and implementation. In

addition, interviews were used to gather individual community members' perceptions

pertaining to plant knowledge and the trail project. These tools were supplementary in
the sense that people who were not verbal in group participation expressed their feeling in

interviews. In the following description of data collection tools, 1 include generai sarnple
characteristics to show that, although tools used were non-random, the participants
involved constituted a good cross-section representation of the community (e.g. gender,
age, einployment).

5.5.3 Workrhops

nie first workshop occurred at a time when I was still becoming acquainted with
the community, hence it was dificult to ascertain specific details of whom attended.
However, I recorded the following general details. The participants consisted of children,
young adults, middle aged adults, and elderly persons. There was approxirnately a 60/40
(fernaleimale) split in gender representation. The workshop was held Sanuary 21. 1999

(see Plate 3). It began with a prayer and moose stew meal, and was approximately 3
hours in length. The facilitator was a nonoNative local fnend of the community. She

introduced me to the community and 1 spoke briefly about my thesis research and the trail
project. One presenter spoke on the traditional Mi'kmaq uses of rnedicinal plants and the
other spoke on positive plant identification. The workshop aimed to be participatory
where people could share their knowledge and ask questions. 1 transcnbed and

summarized the workshop into booklet form for community memben and a local
journalist wrote an article in the Mi'kmaq-Maliseet Nations Newspaper (see Appendices
3 and 5). The second workshop was held as part of the after-school-day program.

Approximately 10 children participated and dl were fernale. Both the teacher and 1
facilitated this workshop. The purpose was to dlow for hands-on learning with respect to
traditional Mi'kmaq plant-use. A First Nations Education Kit, was borrowed fiom the
Nova Scotia Museum of Naturai History. Children were able to touch and ask questions

about traditional plants such as sweetgrass, spruce root, Labrador tea and bear berry

(KnickKnick) and share their feelings on what these plants meant to them (see Plates 10
and 11).

We a h talked about the Mi'kmaq ancestors, Elders and respect for d l life.

Children were told about the traditional uses of certain plants which they claimed had
been previously unfamilia to them. In addition, we talked about the trail project, their

interest in it. and the fact that they would be the future keepers of the trail.
5. ri. 4 Participant Observation

Participant observation c m generally be described as observations made by a
researcher who is playing an established participant role in the topic being studied

(Jorgensen 1989). 1 participated in an adult education course on plant identification as
-

--

-

-

-

Plate 10. Participants of the Cbildren's
Traditional Mi'kmaq Plant-Use Workshop
This workshop was held as part of the after schooI
program at the Muin Sipu (Bcar River) School.

well as various trail activities
(e.g. identiQing trail location,

cutting and cleaning the trail,
and trail education).

Approximately 15 membea
signed up for four classes and
five field trips. The class
focused on various aspects of
plant ecology (e.g. plant parts,
habitat, plant families, plant

1

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, June 1999.

cultivation). The course was
taught by two local

knowledgeable self-taught botanists (both non-Native and both fiiends of the Bear River
Mi'kmaq comrnunity.) Field trips focused on different kinds of habitats (e.g. barrens, salt
marshes, mixedwood). The registration and cost of the books were provided fkee of
charge by the FNF.The idea behind the course was to get participants invoived who were

willing to work on the trail project (see Appendix 5 for coune outline). The purpose was

to educate participants about plant identification,

plant use and environmental ethics
so that they could benefit from their
experience and contribute their
knowledge to the trail project. 1
attended classes and field trips so
that 1could learn about plant

Plate 11. Mi'kmaq Child: One of the
Participants of the Children's
Traditional Mi'kmaq Plant-Usa
Workshop
Plants on the table include sweetgrass, Labrador
tea, KnickKnick and spmce root. Ail o f these
plants are both historically and presently spiritually
significant to the Mi'kmaq peoples.

identification and gather knowledge
for the trail, as well as observe the

actions and perceptions of
community members in class and on
field trips. Participants had different

levels of knowledge ranging from
very little to a lot. The original class
size dropped to about ten people,

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, June 1999

which consisted of eight women and two men.
1 also used participant observation in meetings with the band. socializing with

various comrnunity members (at their homes, ofices, studios, the Bear River Grocery
store and the Band Office), attending some of the 'St. Anne's Day' activities (e.g. a
medicine wheel workshop), a trail-making workshop. various trail-related activities (e.g.
cutting trail, cleaning trail, trail meetings), an ovemight excursion to Windhorse Fam
and a comrnunity trail gathering (see Plates18 and 19 in Chapter Six). 1 was often invited

to various social activities (e.g. Burning of the sacred fire, Children's Christmas concert,
Sweat Iodge, Cherry Festival, Two Planks and Passion Theatre Show, GED School
Graduation), but my visits were mostly during the week days and 1 was not able to attend
al1 activities heid on the weekends.
5.5.5 Interviews

Semi-structured, open-ended interviews were conducted with individual
community participants. Interviews were conducted with 28 participants, 20 females and

eight males. Participants ranged in age From 25 to 8 1 with the majority being middleaged and young fernales. Participants ranged in backgrounds and worked as band
administrators, teachers, artisans (e.g. basket making. jewelry), authors, personal care
workers, band grocery store employees, tourism workers, environmental project workers

(CARP), construction workers and fishers. A few were unemployed and three were
retired.

The interview questions were pre-tested on a few community members in
February 1999. Interviews were conducted From May to September 1999. Interviews
ranged in length from 20 minutes to four hours. All interviews were conducted
individually, with the exception of one group interview. Interviews were informal and
conducted face to face mostly at participants' kitchen tables or sitting outside (with the
exception of one telephone interview). This approach allowed for open-ended discussion
and development of interesting Iines of inquiry. Participants were asked 17 questions

pertaining IO their knowledge of traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants,
their opinions concerning educational materials on the issue (e.g. workshops, books,
courses), and their perceptions concerning the trail project in relation to themselves and
the comrnunity (see Appendix 7 for interview guide).
5.5.6 Ethicol Considertirions

Ethical guidelines were adhered to at al1 times. The research was approved by the

Human Ethics Committee of the Dalhousie University Faculty of Graduate Studies.
Participants were informed as to my identity, the nature of the research. and the use of the
research for both academic and project purposes. In addition, confidentiality was
promised except when someone else was in the room (e.g. often there was another farnily
member present during the interview, hence total confidentidity could not be promised).
A few participants asked that certain comments remain out of the thesis and I have

respected those wishes. Permission was asked of certain participants for the use of a tape
recorder. I only used the recorder in cases where 1 thought the person wodd be detailed

A focus group can be defmed as a research technique that collects data through

group interaction on a topic often detemined by the facilitator. The community or
facilitator's interest often provides the focus, and the data corne fiom the group's
interactions (Morgan 1997). Morgan (1997: 58) States:
1 find it more useful to think that the degree of formal structures in a focus group

is a decision that the researcher makes according to the specific purposes of the
research project. In particular, the use of either a more formal or a less formal
approach will depend on the researcher's goals, the nature of the research setting,
and the likely reaction of the participants to the research topic.
In this research the focus groups served mostly as an expioratory technique (Morgan
1997) driven by the needs of the trail project. The focus groups for this research revolved

around planning and implementation of trail project objectives.

They allowed for reflective group participation, but were resticted in terms of time (we
decided at the first meeting that focus groups should be no longer than one hou) and
should suive for consensus on certain issues. Four focus groups were conducted over a
four-month period (May to October 1999). The focus groups consisted of the core group
of community volunteers who formed to make the trail comrnittee. Participants ranged in
age from 26 to 65 and consisted of nine women and two men. Not al1 participants were

present at the four focus groups. Eight participants were Mi'krnaq and three were nonNative (two o f whom are mamed to a Mi'kmaq person and have Indian status). In one

session, two male Mi'lunaq youths participated. Four participants are employed full-tirne
by band administration, one is an artisan, three work in seasonal and temporary

employment and one is retired.
Focus Group #1 This fust focus group was held on May 20, 1999, in the Bear
River Band Hall. 1 called people ahead of time to find out what wouid be

the best time and best place to meet. The Band Hall was deemed to be the
best meeting place. The focus group consisted of four core group
participants, one Band Councilor and me as facilitator. The main
objective of this focus group was to form the trail comrnittee structure and

to outline the purpose, goals and objectives for phase Iof the trail. The
specific agenda consisted of:
Establishing community values with respect to the mil.
Picking a trail name.
Senichuhg the trail committee (core group).
Discussing a trail vision (purpose).
Discussing M i n g for trail.
Discussing conflict issues (e.g. ATVs).
Discussing a general location for the trail.
Obtaining a trail building.
Discussing trail resource books.
Discussing insurance issues.
Discussing goals, objectives and action plans for Phase 1.

The group met for approximately two and a half hours, despite our
agreement that we would not go past one hour.
Focus Group #2 The second meeting was held on August 3, 1999. This meeting

took the form of a field trip and began outside the trail building (see Plate
17). The group consisted of four core group members, one technical FNF
advisor and me as facilitator. Issues were discussed and decided upon as
participants walked through the proposed general area for the trail. The
committee decided the main focus was to detemine the specific location

for the trail and the activities that would be implemented during the
summer and fa11 of 1999. The specific agenda consisted oE
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Determining the specific trail location.
Discussing trail design (bridges, boardwalks).
Determining special places.
Plant identification (Who wodd do this and when?).
Cutting and clearing the trail (Who would do this and when?).
Discussing spirituality with respect to the trail and its construction
(e.g. making offenngs before cutting and disturbing).
Discussing ecological aspects with regards to trail practices.
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This meeting lasted approximately two hours, since the decision for the
location entailed a lot of debate con~emingthe best spot. This decision
will be discussed m e r in Chapter Six.
Focus Group #3 The third meeting was held on August 29, 1999. It was held
inside the newly acquired trail building and consisted of two core group
members, one technical advisor and me as facilitator. The main focus of
this group was to discuss the trail budget, and the implementation of trail
bridges and boardwalks. In addition, an FNF advisor was in attendance to

help map the trail. The specific agenda consisted of:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Continuation of Phase 1 budget.
Trail activities for the faII.
Type and design of bridges and boardwalks.
Mapping the trail.

This focus group lasted approximately 2 hours and we spent about 1 hour
recording distances and directions for generation of a trail ITMAP.
Focus Group #4 This group was held on October 14, 1999 at 1:OOpm in the the
new health centre. Participants included two core group memben,two

interested volunteers, one technical FNF advisor and me as facilitator.

The focus of this group was to talk about conflicts that arose conceming
trail related issues (this will be expanded upon in Chapter Six), budget

issues and objectives for the fali. The specific agenda consisted of:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussing accomplishments since last meeting as well as conflicts
conceming trail cutting and the creation of an ATV trail for
clearing garbage.
Discussing budgetary issues.
Discussing trail objectives for the fall.
Deciding who would make the bridges and clean the trail.
Deciding on when, where and how objectives will be
accomplished.

Similar to the other three groups, this meeting was two hours in length.

5.6

Limitations and Challenges

S. 6.1 Limitations
One limitation of this research is what Jackson (1995: 336) refers to as
generalizability (extemal validity). Generalizability causes difficulty in many research
designs, but it presents special challenges in ethnographie studies (Jackson 1995: 337).
Although the authenticity of case study research is increased in tenns of detail, its
capacity to be extrapolated is limited (Sandelowski 1986: 29). In regards to Native

communities, I would argue that, although they are ail diverse and unique, there are
common themes that bind communities in their quest for self-determination and MCBD.
Although the comments and reflections of this research are directly relevant to the B R M
and cannot be extrapolated to others, 1 believe this research experience will provide

insight for other native communities.
Another limitation has to do with the scope of the research. Aggregate
perceptions were gathered concerning community mernbers' perceptions of the trail
project and the revival of traditional plant knowledge. More in-depth details such as
education, income, and age were not used in the analysis. Therefore, conelations

conceming specific characteristics of the kinds of people who were most interested or
disinterested in the research cannot be made. In addition, although the project process is

an integral component of Mi'kmaq development it is beyond the scope of this thesis to
critique the trail project in great detail because it is still in progress.
5.6.2 Challenges

The challenges of this research mostly pertain to time and method. As a nonNative outsider, 1 needed to be sensitive towards establishing trust, so that people would
feel cornfortable speaking with me. One year was not much time to establish this trust.
However, most people were receptive to the interviews and project process.

My role in the project process presented another challenge. For example, in the
early months of this research, community members kept asking questions like "How is

your project coming dong?" In the initial phases of the research 1 worked 'for' the band

council and the MF and was one step removed fiom the participatory process and the

grassroots. When I began working 'with' the core group, 1 began working in a
participatory fashion with the cornmunity. Presently, 1 am best understood as a facilitator
who is doing research 'with' the community (Gaventa 1993: 33). Gaventa (1 993: 33)
states that although this approach to research goes a long way towards narrowing the
knowledge gap (between researchers and the community), and relating the process of
knowledge to the process of action, it still has its limits. The lirnits concem the extent to
which the research still remains in the hands of the researcher, and sometimes a reai

transfer of ownership may not occur (Gaventa 1993: 33). Gaventa (1 993: 33) adds that,
"the approach is usually dependent upon the initiation of an outside, committed

researcher, and is dependent upon the researcher's presence." This was the approach I
had taken and although community responsibility and ownership of the tmil project has

increased irnmensely, there is still a fear that when 1 leave, problems would occur.
Hence, as a facilitator 1 have taken the advice of De Oliveira (1 982: 58 in Gaventa 1993:
34) who states that h m a community standpoint "we m u t prepare for the moment when

the presence of the researcher- who came from the outside- is no longer necessary".
5.7

Analysis

Chapter Six reports on the &ail project sequence of events as well as my
reflections and interpretations with respect to the focus groups, workshops, field notes
and joumals fiom participant observation. Focus groups, workshops and other events

were al1 part of the participatory process in which trail plwing, action and
accomplishments occurred. The findings of each will be reported and reflected upon with
respect to the perceptions of core group participants, my own perceptions as facilitator,
and MCBD literature. Chapter Seven reports results from the interview findings.

Response fiequencies are surnmarized with respect to categories of questions from the

interview guide. This systematic approach to summarizing results fosters the direct link

between the research findings and my second research objective. In addition to the
response summaries, illustrative depth is added to the results through relevant quotes

fiom Mi'kmaq participants. Themes and patterns generated from the results are also
explored in Chapter Seven.

CHAPTER VI: THE STORY OF THE BEAR RNER M19KMAQ
NPISUNEWAWTItJ (MEDICINE T U I L ) PROJECT: PLANNING,
ACTION AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
6.1

Introduction
As stated in Chapter One the first objective of this research was:

To document the conception and development of the Bear River Mi'kmaq
Npisunewawti'j Trail Project as a case study that illustrates the process of culturebased Mi' kmaq community developrnent.
More specifically and with respect to this chapter the objectives were to document and
outiine the trail project sequence of events, refiect upon community members'
participation and perceptions with respect to project planning, action and achievements
and lastly to reflect upon the participatory process and my role as project facilitator.

This chapter is devoted entirely to the findings of focus groups, workshops and
participant observation with respect to these research objectives. Activities leading up to

the project are outlined in Chapter Five and a more specific outline of events can be
found in Table 2. This chapter provides discussion of events, challenges, and successes
of the trail project within the context of project planning, action and accomplishrnents.
These concepts are discussed in reference to observations of the committee (committee
members are referred to as persons A, B. C, D and E), my own reflections and

observations and relevant cornmunity-based development and Participatory Action
Research literature.
6.2

Project Emergence
Although the input and ideas of First Nations Forestry in Nova Scotia and the

Bear River Band Council were important, I believe the critical force behind the bail
project was the community's dedication and interest in pursuing this undertaking. As one
participant commented, "ail these things had happened at just the right time for a reason,
and the project was destined to be." (Participant #23) As another participant stated:

Table 2. The Bear River Mi'kmaq Npisunewawti'j Trail Project Timeline of Events (September 1998 - November 1999)
September 1998
Chief Frank Meuse and First Nations
Forestry in Nova Scotia suggest
researching the topic of medicinal and
edible plants for the creation of a
medicine trail.
December 1998

Continued meeting and conversing
with community members concerning
their thoughts on traditional Mi'kmaq
uses of edible and medicinal plants.
Designed poster and began advertising
a workshop on the traditional Mi'kmaq
uses of edible and medicinal plants.

March 1999

'Mi'kmaq Traditional Plant-Use Open
House'
The purpose of the open house was to
provide an informal opportunity for
community members to review books
assoçiated with Mi'kmaq plant use and
Mi'kmaq heritage. It was meant to be
a brainstorming forum for trail ideas an
adult education course and the
formation of a trail committee.
Collection of trail books and resources.
Funded by FNF

October 1998
Letter of permission granted to me for permission to
conduct research,
Began content analysis of pertinent documents pertaining
to edible and medicinal plants.
Contacted botanist for help with community project
research.
Jaouary 1999
* Meal and workshop entitled 'Traditional Mi'kmaq Uses of
Edible and Medicinal Plants: A Plant-Use Workshop' (see
Appendix 3 for summary).
Purpose of workshop was to introduce the topic to the
community to assess interest levels and the feasibility of a
community based project focused on this kind of education.
Facilitator: Darlene Ricker.
Presenters: Gini Proulx and Laurie Lacey.
Funded by the FNF.
Apri11999

Adult Education Course: Introduction to Wild Plant
Identification (four classes held from April 8 to April29
five field trips held from April to August 1999) (see
Appendix 6 for course outline)
Teachers: Gini Proulx and Anne Litilewood.
Books provided on Mi'kmaq traditional plant use and wild
flower identification. Course funded by the FNF.
The purpose of the course was to have community
participants learn about plant identification, plant habitats,
plant ethics, and edible and medicinal plant uses. It was
hoped that community members who participated in this
course would participate and share their knowledge on the
trail committee or in the trail project.

November 1 998

Met with community niember
who becarne a community cofacilitator in the project

process.
This person introduced me to
other community mernbers.
February 1999
Began interviews for trail
project and thesis research
with community members.

May 1999
Two committee members
attended 'Ttail Development
workshop' in Hebron,
Yarmouth Co.
Formation of the Trail
Committee.

May 20: First Trail
Committee Meeting.
May 29: Adult Ed. Field Trip:
The Barrens.

There has almost been eight years of culturd revitalizing going on in the
cornmunity and their self-esteem level has come up a big notch, and 1 really see
more comrnunity togethemess. Twenty-five years ago it was reaily good and then
the community almoa went into the dark ages like the bottom of the medicine
wheel, but you have to go through that to l e m from it and in this 25 year period
I've seen them go through this and come into spring, and they are beginning to
grow again and they continue revolving around the wheel, and this trail is just
another stepping Stone in that process. They're ready for it and 1 keep saying
culture is in your heart, but 1 think this timing thing happened for a reason. You
were directed and c o ~ e c t e dand things have just sort of fallen into place. 1 think
it is right. 1just don't think a lot of them know how to verbalize their need for it
(Participant #27).
Without the interest of grassroots cornmunity members, al1 other factors would not have

6.3

The Core group (Trail Committee)
The core group consisted of eleven grassroots community members who were

cornmitted and devoted to the creation of a trail focused on the traditional Mi'kmaq uses
of edible and medicinal plants. Nine members were female and two were male. Three
had previous knowledge of plants and had some experience working in groups. Two had

minimal knowledge of plants and had never participated in any groups or community
projects. The committee agreed at its first meeting (focus group #l) that it wanted the
committee structure to be informai. It did not want a chair, but asked if 1 could continue
managing the financial responsibilities until a committee member could. Participants
also asked if 1 could help to facilitate meetings, as they were unfamiliar with doing this. 1

expressed at this point that 1 did not mind doing these things in the beginning (with the

intention that another committee member would leam how) but that eventually such
duties would have to be taken over by a comrnittee member.
From the outset 1 made it clear that although 1 was helping with the meetings as
well as offering advice, 1 did not consider myself a decision-making member of the
committee. Decision-making had to depend entirely on committee consensus. Members
could accept or reject any comments 1 had to offer. In addition, 1 acted as a liaison

between the committee and the FNF,a duty I also stated would eventually be taken over
by a committee member.

Agreeing to an informal committee stnicture seemed fine at the t h e , yet 1 believe
this later led to problems such as lack of legitimacy in the eyes of the band, informal
leaders sometimes pursuing their own agendas, and lack of capacity to plan and
implement project objectives. An example of this would be when the committee
discovered that a well-intentioned committee member thought she would informally
oversee the project. This became problematic when her personal views did not coincide
with the committee consensus. In addition. no one knew who had real authority in terms

of making decisions to take action towards trail objectives (idedly it was supposed to be
the whole committee which had authonty to make consensus-based decisions). This
confusion manifested itself a few times, as in the following example. The consensus
agreed upon at one meeting was that flagged trails were ready to be cut. However, one

committee member felt it was premature to begin cutting the trail for spiritual reasons,
but used financial reasons as her excuse for preventing the cutting. She prevented one of

the cornmittee members from cutting out the trail, thus causing hstration for hirn and
other cornmittee members who felt that the trail work was progressing too slowly. The
first problem with this situation was that one committee member believed that her way
was the only proper way to do things and the second was that committee members were

too influenced by her ~el~recognized
authority. The following dialogue illustrates this
situation.

I told (Person B) that he could go out and cut the other trails we flagged because 1
thought we decided at the last meeting that if we're paying hirn to do one, we
might as well do the othea. Then she (Person A) stopped him from doing it
saying that we never decided that at the meeting (Person C, Trail Cornmittee
Member).
1 don? remember deciding that at the 1st meeting. 1 didn't think we had enough
money to let them do it so 1 told them no (Person A, Trail Committee Member).
1 was al1 ready with two people to go out and do our work. Then she (Person A)

stopped us because she didn't think we were going to do it in a r e s p e c t -way.

My ancestors have been waiking these trails forever. 1 don? want to have
anything to do with the trail anymore (Person B, Trail Worker).
1 told her the other day, look at it this way, 1 said let the trail happen; whatever

happens, happens. After all, who are you to Say that the trail should be done in
this way. The reserve encompasses a lot of people. If (Person B) wants to go and
cut it, then let him do a section. Because next year you and 1 might branch off
and do our own sections. You will have your spiritual parts somewhere,
somehow, but we c m not tell other people this is the way its got to be, because
that's almost like communism woman (Person D, Trail Committee rnember).
It became clear that it was not always lack of decision-making and planning that
was the problem but instead individual dissenting opinions interfering with comrnittee

consensus. As the experiential literature portrays, conflicting or dissenting opinions can
divert much of the core group's focus fiom the task at hand (in this case the trail) to

dealing with the competing perspective (Hutton 1989). It was not initially clear that this
was a problem until 1 had spoken with al1 committee members and we agreed that this
was the only explanation for reoccuming problems.

I believe the presence of an Elder would have helped the core group in this
situation. A community Elder should have been invited to sit on the committee. As stated
in the literature, traditionai wisdom of Elders is often used as a guide to planning and

decision-making (Newhouse 1993). 1 believe an Elder's wisdom, presence and
participation at trail meetings would have enabled the comrnittee to become more
productive in forming a united purpose, concrete goals and realistic objectives. An
Elder's presence also would have brought balance and consensus to decisions. With such
a presence, individuai comrnittee members would be less apt to feel their opinions should

supercede committee consensus.
6.4

Project Planning

6.41 Purpose, Goals and Objectives

Afier deciding upon the informal organizational structure of the committee, the
fist topic discussed was the purpose of the trail project. The Aboriginal communitybased literature suggests that the first task of any group is to defme a project vision (Bopp

et al. 1989; Erasmus 1992; Napoleon 1992). Hence I recommended that the group should
define a vision. The core group rnembers felt that they were not ready to fom a vision
and that it would corne in time. This decision ties in with the Mi'kmaq concept of doing

things 'when the time is right'. As described in Chapter Two, the notion that the tirne

must be right entails many variables coming together to provide the best results (Ross

1992: 3 8). niese variables include an evolution of physical, mental and spiritual
preparations. How could any of these variables have been in place pior to our fust
meeting? It rnakes sense, then, that the committee was almost ten months into the project
before it defuied a vision. It was only then, that members feIt physically, mentaily and
spiritually prepared to create the vision.

Although the MCBD literature seems more holistic in its rhetonc, some of the
approaches are still based on systematic nonoNative concepts of development (e.g. must
define a vision prior to defining objectives). As a facilitator, this issue was difficult for
me because although it may have been premature to form a vision, 1 believe the lack of

consensus conceming the purpose of the trail ultimately led to problems throughout the
remainder of the process. It becarne evident that committee rnembers had quite different
opinions concerning the purpose of the trail. Some cornmittee members felt it was for
spiritual purposes, some felt it was only for educational purposes, and others felt it was

for recreational, cultural and economic purposes. However, it was not the differences of
opinion conceming the @ailpurpose that caused miscomrnunication (since it would be
quite easy to incorporate al1 of these purposes into one holistic vision), but instead how
the trail would be made with respect to these purposes. For example. the member who
thought the trail was for spiritual purposes felt that no tree should be cut or plant should

be rnoved. The committee members who felt the trail was for educational and
recreational purposes felt that some trees would have to be cut and that it would be
unredistic not to use ATVs in its creation. The cornmittee member who felt the purpose
of the trail was for recreation and tourism felt that the cornmittee's progress was too slow
and that the Pace of trail implementation should have been faster. These differences

consequently led to fnistration and miscommunication in the project process. Essentially

the problem was as follows: without a clear united purpose, no clear goals couid be made
and without clear goals, no objectives could be defined, and fdfilling objectives became
difficult. In retrospect 1 have realized that perhaps the committee and 1 were meant to
encounter these challenges, to learn and evolve fiom them. In addition, many community
groups find their own way of working and progressing and this often means that plans
that are set in Stone become too restrictive, and as in OUI case c m be discouraging.
Although project objectives were agreed upon and often achieved, no one was
verbally clear about what they felt these objectives were contributing to. Of course the

formation of the trail was the main objective, but it was not until recently that cornrnittee
members as well as non-cornmittee comrnunity members began to express what the trail
really meant to them personally. The committee agreed upon the following vision in

September 1999.

To create a trail that will allow people to leave it with a better sense of respect for
edible and medicinal plants given to us by mother earth and to help us with our
developing a spiritual, physical, mental and an environmental approach to life
(Trail Cornmittee, 1999)
The following objectives were defined over four trail meetings during a six
month period:

To implement trail objectives in a way that is both ecologically and spirinially
appropriate. More specifically they decided that no treated wodd be used in
the creation of the trail and they would use mostly wood cut fiom clearing the
trail. A smudging and offering were made to the Creator by a community
Elder to ask for permission to make the trail.

To agree on a trait name. The trail cornrnittee decided that they would put the
onus on the community to decide upon a name. The committee had held a
Name-The-Trail-Contest. The judge was an Elder of the cornmunity and the
narne was announced ai a November 1999 community trail gathering. The
winning name was as follows:
Tmil name:
NHSUNEWA WZ'J MEDIClNE TRAlL

Npisunewawti'j (Medicine Trail) is a good name because not only will we
leam more about the use of these plants, but the beauty of the trail will that it
is 'good medicine' for minds and souls. Displaying the name of the trail in
both Mi'kmaq and English will help the community recognize our language
and help keep it alive (Community Participant, Winner of the Trail Name
Contest).
To seek community resources intemally and assess what was needed
extemally (e.g. hinding). Many cornmunity members had skills and
knowledge which were valuable to the project. Some knew the history of the
trails, others had experience working on trail projects, and still others had
carpentry skills. Wood was donated by a local contractor to help in the
building of bridges. The core funding for the project continued to be fiom the
FNF.
To acquire a trail building to house trail books and resources. One of the trail
cornmittee members who used to work for the Fish and Wildlife habitat group
on reserve wrote a detailed letter to the band requesting the use of a small
building to the left of the building for the irai1 cornmittee to hold its trail
books and resources. Permission was granted by the Band for the
cornmittees' use of it, with the agreement that the cornittee would pay a
rental fee and power bills (see Plate 17). The Band also wanted an update on
the continued use of the building throughout the winter.
To detemine a specific location for trail.
Tocut,c~earandcleantrail.
To identi@ plants on the trial with the help of a botanist.
To collect specimens and conduct research on the plants and their uses.
To install trail structures (e.g. bridges and boardwaiks).
To ccrate a trail parking lot.
To generate a map of the trail.
To keep the broader comrnunity infonned and solicit other community
mernbers through gatherings, workshops and newspaper write-ups.
6.4.2 Challenges in Planning

A cornmittee participant stated early that planning in the community was

sometimes difficult. He expressed that it was hard for people in the community to make
long-term plans or to commit to them because of their lifestyles. He stated that things
often came together at the last minute and many people would just show up. Hence, it
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was sometimes dificult to organize a cornmittee meeting or make plans for the trail

project. Getting everyone in the same place at the same time was sometimes very
dificult. Yet every event the committee organized was quite well attended. Often the
farnily and cornmunity togethemess would shine through in trail events. For example;
the first workshop we held was attended by about 60 people, showing strong support for
such a small community. On various days a few people cleared and cleaned the bail and
five or six other community memben just showed up to help. Wood that was donated to

the trail committee for trail bridges had to be moved from behind the community center
and five community members showed up to move it. Every meeting was attended by

committed community members. At the latest trail gathering, community members
contributed food for a feast, volunteered to clean and helped with setting up trail
resources for cornrnunity members to view. It was impossible to know how many people
were going to attend, or how rnuch to budget for or who would be there to help, but the

community memben support each other and one could be guaranteed that someone
would be there to help.
In terms of project decision-making, if we could not organize a trail meeting, I

would cal1 each committee member and gather individuai opinions to form consensus.

My fear was that if 1 did not do this, the project would lose momenturn to the point of
halting. This issue of when to step in and play more of a catalytic role as opposed to a

facilitative role is dificult. On the one hand, 1 did not want the project to become
dependant on my actions (e.g. if the members are not comrnitted it is counterproductive
to the community-based process that facilitators take on their roles). On the other, I did
not want the project to cease if 1 saw that committee membea were committed but did

not have the time or the skills and capacity to keep the mornentum moving. I am still
working on this intuitive skill, but it ofien depends on both my own and the cornmittee's
interpretation of the circurnstances. Most of the time we were able to have meetings
where decisions were made. Cornrnittee rnembers often liked to be outside doing hands-

on work. We sometimes worked this to our advantage by having a committee meeting as
we waiked through the &ail. At one ûf these meetings the committee decided on the

specific location for the trail, and the objectives they wodd like to see achieved (e.g.

cleanup and restoration of camp, clearing of trail and trail flooring). Many expressed
that they prefened walking outside as opposed to sitting down inside. At a few of the
meetings, time ran short and committee members became restless. Twice we ended
meetings with infornial consensus on certain issues, but with no definitive agreement on
what objectives were to be achieved, how they were to be achieved, and when they were

to be started. Committee members ofien went away with different ideas on these issues.
As highlighted already, this came back to h a u t the cornmittee when there was confusion

conceming who, when, where and how an objective was to be implemented.
6.5

Project Action

You have to believe in what you are doing and know that it's not going to happen
ovemight (Participant #8).
6.5.1 Trail Location

The cornmittee's finai decision on a specific trail location took about two months
(see Plate 12). This was a low point for the committee in terms of its momentum.

An enthusiastic
community member,

Plate 12. Trail Committee Participants Deciding on
a Trail Location

who knew the trails

well, and 1 went out

twice attempting to flag
a general trail location,
trying each time to get
cornmittee members to
participate. This
occurred during June
and July 1999. This also

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, July 1999

happened to be a very busy time for three ofthe committee members.The eager

community member was willing to cut the trail but was quickly becoming impatient with

the committee's lack of decisiveness. tt was not until the begiMing of August 1999

when the full cornmittee was able to meet, and walk through the proposed general area
that a community member, the Chief, an MF advisor and I had suggested would make a

good trail. At this meeting, the committee decided with a few changes that this suggested
trail location would be the one. The following factors went into choosing the location.

This area presently had minimal use in terms of housing, ATVs and timber production,

hence reducing multi-user conflicts. In addition, the loop c o ~ g u r a t i o nof the trail passes
by four main buildings (the Cultural Centre, the Medical Centre, the Trail Building, and
the Band HalVMulti-Purpose Building (includes the BRFN store), providing easy access
to bathrooms, interpretive information (until the kiosk is built),

refieshrnents, parking and

emergency information (cg. telephone, doctor). From a spiritual and ecological

standpoint, the area was chosen because it is the location of trails traditionally used by the
Mi'kmaq ancestors. The ancestors used these trails for hunting and for gathering berries
and medicines. Within the past one hundred years the trails were also used by Mi'kmaq

for oxen pulling in the logging industry.
6.5.2 Resources. Skiils and Expertise

The tools and resources for project implementation were mostly found within the
comrnunity. Resources such as trucks, shovels, wood, chainsaws, clippers, machetes, and
backhoe (for parking lot) have to date al1 been found within the community. Flagging
tape, markers and sawdust were the only materials bought extemally for Phase 1. In

addition, most of the work skills were also found within the community. The committee
decided early on that a diversity of cornmunity members should be involved in the trail
work (to avoid one person receiving al1 the work). The committee initially used a bid
process for work projects on the trail, but later felt that the bid process was too formal
and have now asked interested comrnunity members to subrnit a 'scope of work'. To date
a variety of community members have worked on numerous trail tasks.
Clearing of the trail occurred shortly afler the location was decided upon. Two
comrnunity members with the help of various volunteers on different days cut and cleared

the trails with the use of clippers and a

chainsaw (see Plate 13). They were
very careful not to step on identified

Plate 13. Community Participants
Beginning to Cut and Clear the

plants and to cut only the trees that the
cornrnittee agreed on.

For clean-up of the @ailand
specifically around the camp1,the

cornrnittee decided that a small feeder
trail would be made so that a worker
could collect the garbage, gather it on
the trailer, take it out of the trait and

then transport it to the municipal dump

(see Plate 14). Al1 organic matenals

(like wood fiom the camp) were pushed
back W e r into the woods to
Plate 14. A Camp Once Lived in by r
Community Member Named Franklin Claire

decompose naturally. A
cornmunity member with an
ATV was hired to do this. In the

end he did not use the ATV
because he knew one of the
committee members had a
problem with it. He and another
worker carried the garbage out

on their backs. A community
member who had worked on

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, August 1999

I river restoration projects and was

experienced at making bridges was offered the job of making trail bridges in the areas
An abandoned camp once lived in by a band member is one of the special
features of the trail and is located on the southwest portion of trial. The committee has
decided to restore it for trail purposes.

designated by the trail committee (see Plate
Plate 15. Beginning of Bridge
Construction

15). The resources for this came fiom leftover
trees cleared for the trail and a large donation

of spruce wood lefi over from the unsuccessfil
rafters of the new cultural building.
To date the only expertise sought
extemally was for plant identification and map
generation. Although one of the comrnittee
members was knowledgeable about plants, she
did not feel confident she could be totally
accurate in identifying the plants on the trail or
that she could do it in a timely fashion. The
botanist chosen to identiQ the plants was the
same person who helped the community in
fostering the idea for the project. The

1

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, September
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knowledgeable committee member
accompanied her in identifjring a total of 71

plants on the trail (see ~ ~ ~ i9).d i x

The characteristics of these plants and the categories of their uses have already
been surnmarized in Chapter Two. As for the trail map, the FNF advisor, a trail
comrnittee mernber and me walked throughout the perimeter of the trail,
recording directions and distances. The advisor has entered these points into a program
called ITMAP to create a rough trail map (see Figure 7). This was a valuable learning
experience both for the comrnittee member and me, as we had never done this before.

A comrnittee member who had his own backhoe was offered the job of making the trail

parking lot. He has made an in-kind donation of crushed grave1 for the parking lot

surface. The cornmittee decided that the trail flooring will consist of sawdust, because it
is ecologically benign, easy to walk on, and economical. A newly fomed youth group
in the community has also expressed interest in working on the hail. The idea to have the
youths involved is important because they will be the friture keepers of the trail.

6.53 Implementation Issues
A main challenge that arose both within the committee and in the broader

community was the issue of ATVs in trail construction. It was decided that ATVs could
not be used on the main irail itself because of their ecological impact. However, the
committee agreed that feeder maintenance mils could be made leading into the bail so
work could be done realisticaily and efficiently. One of the committee members was
opposed to any ATV use because of their detrimental ecological impact. The committee
then discussed alternatives such as carrying garbage out by hand, buming the garbage in
a controlled burn, and laying sawdust on the trail floor by carrying garbage bags full of
sawdust in and laying it with a shovel. None of these alternatives seemed feasible to the

cornrnittee, since there were items like a kitchen sink and large pieces of scrap metal to
be carried out. The committee decided to make the trails but they would only be used for
maintenance and would be closed off when they were no longer needed. In addition, they
decided that, to minimize ecological impact, they would only be used in the months of
Novernber and December when the ground was substantially harder. Yet the committee

member who did not want the feeder mils was not willing to compromise or listen to the
emerging consensus of the cornmittee. The disgruntled committee member was making
demands that the rest of the committee and people actually doing the work did not agree

with. The dialogue between two of the committee members was as follows:
There is no way we are using ATVs on the h l . If we have to, we' 11 carry stuff
out on our backs (Person A).

but if the committee could gain general consensus on what it wanted done and agree on a
few people who would do it, this would lead to accomplishments. Similar to the ATV
situation, the FNF advisor and 1 would, upon the recommendation of the committee, find
the people recommended for the job and ask the penon specifically what the committee

agreed upon. The main problem with this approach was that things as simple as having a
meeting, facilitating decisions for trail objectives, recording objectives on paper and
seeking out and finding the people who would do the work would often depend on the

presence of the FNF advisor or me. The reason for this was that the few memben of the
committee who were doing much of the decision-making and work wanted a break and
there was no one left to follow-up on decisions made. To remedy this problem, the
cornmittee is now soliciting to bring more community members on board. The trail
gathering held in October 1999 (see Plates 17 and 18) was an attempt not only to inform

the broader community about trail events, but also to find other cornmunity members who
were willing to participate on the committee.
With respect to this problem, 1believe the comrnittee is in need of two major

things. The first one is a committee worker who will oversee paper work, organize

comrnittee meetings and record committee concems, items to be discussed and committee
objectives. A new member of the committee is beginning to take on this role and is doing
an excellent job. The second is the need for a person who will oversee work that is done

on the ground. Like a coordinator, this person would comrnunicate clearly with the
person overseeing the committee and people working on the trail. Another new
comrnittee member is beginning to undertake this role and project momentum is moving
much more smoothly. Until these roles are completely hlfilled, much of the momentun
will depend on the presence of the FNF advisor and me. Although we are not doing the
work or making the decisions, we seem to be proviciing the platform for these things to
happen. 1believe committee capacity in ternis of technical and organizational skills will

not be up to par untilI am worked out of the equation and someone fiom rhe community

c m fulfill what the FNF and 1 have been doing. As supported by CBD literatwe, it is only
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at this point that the cornmittee and the community will retain true ownership and

responsibility for the trail (Erasmus 1993, Napoleon 199 1).

6.6

Project Accomplishments and Successes
The cornmittee has achieved with success the following objectives:
1.

a &ail
vision.
Plate 16. Trail Building (No Sign Yet)
a trail name.
The
Chief and Council granted permission to the
acquisition
Trail
Cornmittee for the use of this liale building, to
of a trail
house trail literature and resources.
building (see
Plate 16)
cutting,
clearing,
cleaning and
implementat
ion of &ail
structures.
identificatio
n of plants
on trail (see
Appendix
Photo: Lindiwe Machnald, 1999
9).
generation
of a trail map (see Figure 7).
-

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

These trail accomplishments were shown through 'pichue stories' to the comrnunity at
the trail feastlgathering held in October 1999. In addition, 'Mother Nature' and a
'Water Spirit' were in attendance to give a talk on nature for the children of the Bear

River First Nation (see Plate 17).

Plate 17. Mother Nature Doing a Talk for the Bear River Mi'kmaq Children at the
October Trail Gathering

Photo: Lindiwe MacDonald, Oclober 1999
4

It was at this gathering that an Elder of the comrnunity announced îhe winner of the

'Name the trail Contest' (see Plate 18).
L

Plate 18. Chief Frank Meuse, Elder Agnes Potter, Louise Wood and
Children: Picking the Winner of the 'Name-the-Tnil-Contest'

The Digby Courier sent a reporter to write about the trail comrnittee's accomplishments
to date (see Appendix 10). Another accomplishment for the trail cornmittee has been the
transfer of financial responsibilities fiom me to a committee member. This transfer of
responsibility is an important indicator that the committee is beginning to establish skills,
respect and legitimacy in the eyes of the Band Council and the FNF.
1 believe the success of the committee was based primarily on the trail

comrnittee's determination and cornmunity spirit. A few times members could have
given up but 1 believe they saw the tnie potential of the trail both for themselves and for
the cornmunity. 1 think this h o p and potential kept them going and helped them to form

a vision that gave their work purpose. Good plans, clear goals and definitive objectives
will help channel this potential in the fiiture. ln addition, the eventual involvement of a
community Elder, the participation of other comrnunity members, and the moral and
technical support of the FNF has helped the committee to achieve project objectives.
6.7

Phase II Planning
The next part in the project process will be planning for Phase II. The committee

will draw from its Phase 1 experiences and continue to build capacity and keep
momentun moving in the project process. Objectives for Phase II include, seeking more
Funding, research on the traditional Mi'kmaq medicinal and edible uses of plants found
on the trail, historical research on the trail, restoration of camp on trail, installation of
signs and picnic tables, creation of interpretation material and training of a cornmunity
irai1 interpreter.
Phase 11 will require the planning and irnplementation of a trail maintenance and
monitoring system. The following trail committee membea expressed concem about
monitoring.
There has to be monitoring. If there is no long-terni plan or monitoring put in
place it [the trail] will not last. It would have to be a paid job or it won? work
(Person B Tmil Worker).

Figure 7. Bear River Mi'kmaq Npisunewawti'j (Good Medicine) Trail Map
Ear R i v e r

6004 M d i c i n r Trmtf

LIngth about 1 ka

(McKay 1999, sic)
1 think if people knew how serious and important this could be to the community
and they actuaily know that there's not ATVs allowed and if they could get
someone to monitor it, 1 think it should be okay. I don? think people would
intentionally rough it up. But still, maintenance is what would worry me. It
would be nice to have someone fiom the community look alter it, and I've been
told that sometimes if people fiom the cornmunity do this job, they will take more
pnde in what they do (Person E, Trail Cornmittee Member).

I don't want to put three years of work in this to find out that it won? be taken
care of in the future and will just fa11 apart l k e cher things in the community
(Person A, Trail Cornmittee Member).
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If the community can achieve a sense of owneahip and responsibility for
the trail then they will be more apt to be active in protecting and maintaining it. Plans for
monitoring and maintenance may include a person designated for the upkeep of trail
structures (flooring, signs and bridges) and accessing funding to maintain upkeep (unless
the cornmunity chooses eventually to charge a fee or ask for a voluntary donation).
Important in future plans for monitoring and maintenance is presently including
cornrnunity youths. Their involvement now will help ensure there will be experienced
and responsible trail keepers into the future.
6.8

Experiential Leaming and PAR
Cornrnunity members expressed to me how impressed they were by certain

committee rnembers' involvement in the project, because in al1 their time on the reserve
they had never seen these members become so active. A community member who takes
initiative to learn about something she never knew signifies development. Community
members who build their own capacity through leaming how to write a proposal, or

research plants or plan a budget, also represent development. At this point 1 believed that
even if the project did not succeed in its end result (e.g. the trail), to have participants

involved in events like the workshop and adult education course, something they had
never before attended, was a development accomplishment in and of itself. Their
participation in these events m e r reinforced the importance of the process in which

CBD projects are irnplemented. The following cornmittee members spoke about their
experience with the trail process:
1 loved the workshop and I thought that was done really well. The way it was
stnictured was really good. You have to get everybody interested in it and I
thought the workshop was a good way to do it, plus it was a learning expenence.
The ones that came ail the time are the people you'll fmd working on the project.
You just don? know how hard it is to get (Person E) to do anything and 1 was
quite impressed that he was there and that he came to the classes. (Person E) is
very amuied to nature, and spends al1 his time in the woods. He's one 1 don?
think ever lost that comection (Person D).
1 think this work (on the committee) has been really good. 1just wish 1 had more

time to do more and be able to corne to more things (Person E).

Anything that has to do with the outdoors 1 like. That's why 1 like doing this. I'm
leaming a lot more about plants and their uses (Person B).

1 thought the adult education course was excellent. 1 learned so much. If it had
gotten any more technical than the first class, it might have tumed people off. But
1 have learned so much (Person A).
One community member feit that she had learned a lot about the project process
in general (e.g. foning a vision, setting objectives, implementing plans, writing

proposais). Two committee rnemben stated they had learned how to do research on
plants as well as how to identiQ them. Another committee member felt that she had
learned a lot fiom her experience with an environmental education workshop she

attended. Three committee members were very positive about the adult education course
and thought that die field trips were a very good learning experience.

6.9

Time and Patience in the Participatory Process

The community development literature advocates that CBD projects are timeconsuming and that understanding and patience on the part of facilitators, extemal
agencies and advisors is crucial. Many comunity members involved in the trail project
had never been involved in this kind of project and found it dificult to take on some of

the roIes 1 discussed earlier.

Some of the roles can be daunting at the bed of times. Time is needed for people
to learn fiom their participation and h m their experience. It should not be expected that
people wiil leam new roles ovemight. Project facilitators or extemal agencies may find
this slow process fiustrating, but it must be respected. On the same note, community

members cannot always depend on the fact that facilitators will always be there to help

them in roles that they can do, but do not want to do (e.g. paper work). This is unfair
both to the facilitator and to the extemal agency. Community members must make
concerted efforts to learn fiom their participation and experiences to take on new roles.
Although funding was provided for this project, many parts of it relied on
volunteer work. Like everyone, volunteer community members have busy lives.

Problems sometimes specific to Mi'kmaq communities (e.g. the recent implications and
impacts of the controversial Marshall ruling has caused confiict between Mi'kmaq and
non-Native fishing communities) put added stress on volunteers who may be directiy
impacted, which may lead to discouragement, quicker burn out, and apathy. These issues
must be dealt with in a gentle and empathetic way. It is imperative that facilitators and

external agencies are cognizant of these issues and their impacts on volunteers, workers
and community-based projects.

6.10

Summary

The trail cornmittee's initial lack of united focus in the traii project ultimately led
to di ficulties in project planning and implementation. The most significant challenge the

committee faced was that of balancing different opinions conceming how to implement
trail decisions. Consensus was sometimes hard to build when more vocal committee

members woufd overshadow the less vocal. The initiai Ioose structure of the comrnittee
led to problems such as well-intentioned comrnunity member irnposing their set-in-stone
ways on committee members with other views. As mentioned earlier, 1 believe an Elder
would have helped the committee to gain consensus and those who felt their ways were
better than others would have been less rpt to cause problems. Another challenge the

committee faced was volunteer burn out. A few of the sarne comrnittee members were
doing al1 the work and becarne tired and discouraged. Yet in late 1999 and early 2000,
more cornmunity members have become actively involved on the committee and have
taken on financial, educational and on-the-ground trail work. To date the committee

members feel very content with their accomplishrnents and many of the challenges they
initially faced no longer exist. The cornmittee makes al1 decisions by consensus and
these decisions are irnplemented. The eventual input of an Elder has d s o helped the

comrnittee to achieve perspective and consensus when discussing trail issues.

In contradiction to some comrnunity development literature, it was found that
defining a vision fiom the outset of the project is an imposing concept that does not fit

with the Mi'kmaq concept of 'Indian time' or 'doing things when the time is right'. The
committee members defuied a vision about ten months into the project when they were
spintually, emotionally, mentally and physically ready. Through their trial-and-error
experiences, they have endured successes and mistakes. The members have now leamed
what works for them and for the trail project. It is doubtful that this process could have
been condensed into a shorter time. This was the amount of time the committee needed
to evolve and no recipe for development would have changed that. Meetings are
presently held once a month where an agenda is set by committee members and each
member reports on their personal accomplishments (e.g. financial responsibility, working
on-the-ground, plant research). The members feel they have learned a great deal fiom
their expenence and are planning for present and fhue work on the trail. The trail
project can be a circular process that will constantly evolve. So aithough there will be

certain phases to traii development, if the community chooses. there will always be fbture
phases (e.g. monitoring, maintenance, added trails. trail interpreter, etc.). Within this
circular process, the potential for holistic cornrnunity development builds continuously.

CHAPTER Vil: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I'm very interested in leaniing about the use of the plants and about how our
ancestors used them and their traditional ways. Because I find at this particular
reserve we've lost a whole lot of stuf'f. We've lost our laquage, we've lost many
of our Elders and we only have a few left. So we want to hang on to the Eldee
and we have to depend on them a lot, probably too much (Participant #23).
7.1

Introduction

The research findings are illuminated by considenng the second key objective of

this research:

To examine community members' perceptions conceming their traditional
Mi'krnaq plant knowledge, their thoughts on cultural revitalization of the
knowledge, the trail project and its potential for holistic Mi'kmaq communitydevelopment.
Interview guide questions (see Appendix 7) were created with the intent of addressing
and exploring this research objective. Hence, this chapter has been organized with
respect to categones of interview questions in an attempt to systematically summarize
research findings. More specifically, categories of summarized responses include:
participants' knowledge of traditional Mi'krnaq uses of edible and medicinal plants
(Interview Questions # 1-3), the significance participants' place on plants (Interview
Questions #4-5), participants' perceptions concerning cultural revitalization of the

traditional knowledge (Interview Questions #6- 11) and participants' perceptions
conceming the trail project and its potential for holistic (spiritual, ernotional, physicai and
mental) community-based development (Interview Questions # 12-15). Twenty-eight
participants were i n t e ~ e w e dranging in age h m 2 1 years to 80 years with the average
age being 40 years. Eight participants were male and 20 were female. The participants

represented a good cross-section of the various families on the reserve and are employed

IUustrative depth is given to the resuh summaria throm& representative quotes
f+omcommunity participants. These quote&6homur Mi'kmaq voîces2' of the Bear
River First Nation and represent bt-band âaming of participants' communications
concemhg traditional Mi'kmaq uses of d i l e a d mediciaal plants aad the eail project.

The purpose of reporthg response fbquencies is to discem aggregate response themes.

The foUowing summary ami discussion also works to explore these themes.
7.2

Triditional Mi'kmaq Knowîeâge of Edibk and Medicinal Piants
Since one of the purposes of the trail project is to revitalize traditionai Mi'kmaq

plant knowledge then it is logid to fkst ascertain the amount of knowledge cornmunity

members already have. In response to questions one through three of the interview guide
participants answered questions that pertained to k i r knowledge of traditional Mi'kmaq

uses of edible and medicinai plants (see Table 3). The relevance of this category of

questions is that it explores individual participants' knowledge and also shows an
aggregate knowledge base. Assessrnent of participants' knowledge was baseci pIimariy

on the number of plant-uses they identined, es well as details coocenllng gatherhg and
preparatioa Examples ofdetails include the tirne of year to gather the plant, w h e k to
use it intemaliy or externally, how to prepare it, the dose requind and spirituai or

ceremnial practices associated with its use.

It should be noted that some participants were much mre descriptive in their
interviews than others. Participants #2,#3,#15, #20 and #21 were quite shy aiid mostly
responded to questions with a simple yes or no. Theh respoiises are no les important
and are represented in Chapter Seven.
" The majority of quotes contained in this discussion are given by Mi'kmaq
participants. Those which are mt an mdicatedas a quote given by a aon-Native
participant.
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A theme that formed amongst al1 of the responses was participants' perceptions

that their knowledge of traditionai Mi'kmaq uses of plants was limited. More

specificaily, they perceived that their present knowledge with respect to medicinal and
edible plants has diminished significantly from what their Elders and ancestors once
knew. As these participants share:

1 really donTtknow anything about plants (Participant #2).

1 have none [knowledge] with respect to medicinal plants. My Grandrnother had
a lot of the knowledge you're looking for but she died and 1 was too young to
leam it when she was dive (Participant #19).

Table 3. Traditional Mi'kmaq Knowledge of Edible and Medicinal Plants
Responses to Interview Guide Questions #1-3
1. Do you have any knowledge concerning edible andlor medicinal
plants?
Total Plant Uses Identified
63
Edible Uses
18
Medicinal Uses
45
2. Do you have any knowledge of traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible
andfor medicinal plants?

Number of plant uses identified &y respondenfs:
Knowledge of ten or more plants (IO+)
Knowledge of five to nine plants (5-9)
Knowledge of four plants or less (1-4)
No knowledge of plants

3. Do you gather and use edible andlor medicinal plants?
l
Edible plants only
Edible and medicinal plants
Do not gather edible andor medicinal plants

Total
Number of
Respoadents
28

28

4 persons
4 persons
17 persons
3 persons
28

12 persons
5 persons
Il penons

We never learned too much about it [medicinal plants]. What we did Iearn, I
learned ftom my mom. That's why 1 think it's a great idea to do research on it
and get it recorded down for people to read. If your looking to help, 1 think the
knowledge should get recorded d o m because the Indians wonTtpass it on. It was
the old guys who are gone now who knew a lot. Lamie Lacey did a lot of

research that is important. 1 don't think the Mi'kmaq people would have let him
in their door if they didn't want to talk to him (Participant #L 6).
Numerous participants referred to two Elders who had died within the last ten years who

were perceived as being knowledgeable of traditional uses of edible and medicinal plants.
Most participants stated that the small amount they did learn they learned fiom these
Elders. The majonty of participants regretted not having taken the time to learn more.

They stated reasons such as lack of interest when they were young, their grandparents
being sick and dying by the time they did become interested, fear of abuse of the
knowledge, and the hesitancy of grandparents and parents to share their knowledge in
fear that their children would be discriminated against. These participants describe their
reasons:
One lady that's gone now but boy you look back and she could have given so
much and she didn't have any kids but 1 often h e u my mom talk about her. She
could cure a nosebleed just like that. Mom said she knew al1 that type of stuff and
she had jars sitting on the counter full of plants and those are the people that you
look at and you kick yourself so bad for not going afier it. But then again when
you're a teenager and stuff you just don't care. The knowledge is not gone but
it's going (Participant #17).
1 wish we could have gotten into it more because it's so interesting. The only
things that stuck were things 1 was going to need right then and there. Just like a
long time ago with Elders, 1 really wished 1 had listened to their stories. When
you're younger you don? reaily care where you came fiom or why (Participant
#23).

One participant recalled the sentiments of one of the Elders in regards to this issue:
They had knowledge but you had to ask and you had to inquire and 1 remember an
Elder saying 'young people don't want to know, they don't want to know
anything today' (Participant #27).
Interestingly, the participant possessing the most Mi'kmaq medicinal and edible plant
knowledge stated:
There's a lot of stuff 1 don? know. What my father told me was that if 1 didn't
have a problem [an illness or an injury] 1 wouldn't l e m about it. There's still a
lot that 1 don't know about. The older Indians were kind of leery about telling
their secrets that were handed d o m to them. There are a lot of things that he

knew but when you're a child you don't stop and think or listen to what your
father's saying. You want to go play (Participant #12).
It is clear that even with an in-depth knowledge of ten or more plants, participants on the

whole perceived their knowledge did not match those of certain ~1dex-s~'.Two nonNative participants have long perceived that the community's use of medicinal plants was

Iimited,
1 moved on the reserve in 1 think it was 1974. And 1 can't Say that a lot of people
made use of plant medicines. 1 remember
grandmother always had a few

-------

plants around but it wasn't like they went out and made a real lifestyle of it. ------- would talk about it but he never really gathered the stuff. Like if you had a cold
he'd tell you to go out and get alder bark. 1 don't ever really remember the
community ever particularly using a lot of medicinal plants except for maybe
ever really teaching us anything about it but
sweet fern. 1 don't remember
if you asked him he would tell you. Like once 1 asked him to show me witch
hazel and he took me right to it. Same with
1 asked her to show me sweet
gras and she took me right to it. 1 think they had been so far removed
(Participant #27).
------O-

-------

When 1 first came on this reserve some 20 years ago, 1never knew anything about
plants until 1 met ------- mother, --------- and then it was like the little bit that
she taught us and shown us over time. But she's gone now. She knew quite a bit.
She passed not to long ago (about 5 years ago). There's a lot of knowledge out
there that the older people did have and it's gone with them. We're losing it ail
and that's why this trail is important (Participant #22).

In general, participants believed the effect of non-Native cultural assimilation to
be the major factor leading to, arnongst many other things, loss of language and a loss of
traditional plant knowledge.
Traditional knowledge was passed down between Elders and young people who
showed a gifi for the art of medicinal healing, or an interest in learning. Plant
uses, which parts are usehl for particular ailments and the seasonal uses of the
locai plants was known to traditional Mi'kmaq healers. Now much of the
traditional medicinai knowledge is lost dong with the Mi'kmaq language
(Participant # 1).

When 1 was a child a lot of my culture was lost because my father couldn't speak
the language. We lost a lot because of our ancestors losing the knowledge. Our
children are now in jeopardy. If it codd some how be brought back, then go for
it. Where I've lost so much, anything that cm be brought back in any way is very
important (Participant #25).
In addition to the loss of language, participants also stated factors such as low self-esteem

(feeling asharned of Mi'kmaq ways) and separation fiom the land as contributing to the

loss of traditionai plant knowledge. One 25-year-old participant stated:
1 find that we, this generation, know more than my mom's and the reason 1 think
is that we're not ashamed so much no more. 1 do a lot of thinking about this.
We're sort of proud, but they are like ashamed. Mom's not ashamed but she was
in the group that was ashamed and tradition wasn't focused on. There's four
generations and like my great-grandmother started to feel ashamed, and nanny
(grandmother) was ashamed and then she made her daughter feel ashamed, and
my mom has taught me not to be ashamed. You get my generation saying that we

want to find our traditions, but by the time you find it, it's too late. So you'll find
that a lot of the people probably fiom 40 to 60 years don't know as much as the
younger (Mi'kmaq) kids know. The Mi'kmaq who know the most are probably
80 and 90 years old by now (Participant #17).
it seems logical that if members of this comunity and other Mi'kmaq feel that
loss of their language contributed to the loss of their knowledge. then revival of the
language will be crucial in regaining the knowledge. With respect to the trail, Mi'kmaq

narnes will be written in interpretive material, however there are only a few community
members who c m actually speak Mi'kmaq. There are now attempts in the community to
teach the language in the school. This will be an integral component of the revival of
traditional Mi'kmaq values and knowledge. Although there has been a loss of knowledge
and language, many of the participants still retain a very strong spiritual comection the

land. 1 believe that community members who have this connection will be important

teachers and guides in the revival of traditionai plant knowledge.
As stated in the literature, the retum of some First Nation peoples to their
1 Say 'certain Elders' because many participants stated that there were quite a
few community Elders who simply did not have the knowledge or chose not to teach it if
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they did.

traditional ways involved some initial unease as they acknowledged their lack of
understanding of Indian culture and took the risk of being criticized as they began to
participate in ceremonies (Wany 1998:213). One participant shared her thoughts on hcr
own and the communities initial uneasiness with regaining and practicing some

traditional Mi'kmaq rituals.
I've been told that even people older then me were not brought up in the so-called
native tradition or way. When we do sweetgrass ceremonies and different kinds
of ceremonies like they [cornmunity members] might not feel comfortable doing
that, or perhaps they're not comfortable leaving an offering because its not
something they were taught to do. 1 can relate to that because 1 felt the same way
at one point. When 1 first started doing a sweetgrass ceremony I'd be looking
around wondering if anyone was watching me. Anyway the trail education will be
good because it is information for people, so if they're interested it will be there
for them (Participant #23).
Compounding people's initial uneasiness is the issue of the authenticity of what is being
revived.

I would Say presently, culturally in this area because of the early contact, a lot of
knowledge is gone and lost, so a lot of things we are learning now are coming
from other areas and we're having to adapt them to what's happening now
(Participant # I l ) .
Alex Dedam (1995), a spiritual advisor with the New Brunswick Burnt Church Fint
Nation, argues that what Mi'krnaq are learning about spiritually cornes from other Indian
tribes. He argues that the Mi'kmaq cannot just pick out things fiom British Columbia
and South Dakota and they must do more research on the identity of their spiritual
practices. He prornotes studying the writing of the original missionaries. The problem
with this is that language baniers and ethnocentric bias on the part of the missionaries led

to writings that were infiltrated with European views. Nevertheless, some Mi'kmaq
rituals have been recorded in these documents and must be interpreted by Mi'kmaq
themselves. Perhaps conhued research on these writings, combined with the rich oral
stones and history retained by certain, Elders, will help people become more comfortable
with researching and releaming their spirihial practices. In present times, many Mi'kmaq

are apprehensive about learnîng their culture from the writings of nonoNative people.
With respect to medicinal plants, one participant had ihis to Say:
My sister is really into connecting with her native side. She is in Banff right now
doing a native dance school. She brought to my attention that sometimes people
will see outsiders who corne to them asking about Mi'kmaq culture.. . and then
they sort of make up stories. So 1 sort of wonder how much of Laune Lacey's
books is real. This situation malces it even more difficult for those of us who
never knew the culture and want to get to know it, but don't want to be made to
feei like we're outsiders and we're going to take advantage. 1 want to go to a
medicine woman or man and leam about the traditional medicines but 1 also don't
want to, 1 mean 1 present myself more as a white person. 1 don't dress the way
they do or talk the way they do. Even though 1 am native wi'kmaql, my daily
activities are mostly non-native (Participant # 13).
Although some Mi'kmaq may be apprehensive about the revitalization of certain
rituals. most of the Mi'kmaq participants have incorporated plant rituals into their daily
lives. Many of these ceremonies are associated with sacred herbs and plants.
Participants who have regained some of their tribal knowledge and ways, place

substantial significance on edible and medicinal plants (see Table 4). For many, plants
have become (or always were) an important part of their spiritual, physical, ernotional

and mental health.
7.2.1 Specific Knowledge of Traditional Mi 'kmaq Uses of Edible and Medicinal

Plants

The purpose of questions two and three (see Table 3) was to distinguish between
those participants who simply had knowledge of plant uses and those who actually
gathered and used the plants. Data gathered conceming participants' specific knowledge
of plants are being given to the Band Council in a separate report. General uses for these
plants ranged from treatment of cuts, sores, headaches, colds, flues, sore throats,

indigestion, diarrhea, diuretic, menstruai cramps, insornnia, arthntis (rheumatism),
sprains, swelling, larneness, cancer, nutritional vitamins, emergency foods, dysentery,

high blood pressure, diabetes and pin worms. Participants described preparations that
included teas, tonics, edible h i & , inhalants and poultices. Four of the five participants

who gathered medicinal plants were listed as having significantly more knowledge then
other 24 participants.

7.3

The Significance Placed on Plants
Questions four and five of the interview guide pertained to the significance

participants placed on plants as well as their knowledge concerning the significance
Mi'kmaq historically placed on plants (see Table 4 for response summaries).
Table 4.

Perceptions of Mi'kmaq Ancestral Medicinal and Edible Plant Usage

Responses to Interview Guide Questions #4-5

Total
Number of
Respondents

4. Are edible andior medicinal plants significant to you?
Plants are spiritually significant
1 1 persons
Plants are ceremonially significant
18 persons
Plants are not culturally significant
7 Mi'krnaq persons
3 non-Native persons
5. Do you have any knowledge concerning the cultural (e.g.
Physical, mental, emotional, spiritual) significance
Mi'kmaq historically placed on plants?
Participants who had some knowledge of the signifcance
Mi 'kmoq ancesrors placed on plants
21 persons
Physical Significance (nutrition and medicine)
13 persons
Spiritual Significance (offerings, smudging)
14 persons
Ceremonial Significance (prayer. smudging)
10 persons
Environmental Respect
14 persons
Participants who had no knowledge of the significance
Mi 'kmaq ancestros placed on plants
7 oersons
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My purpose with these questions was to discem whether participants placed significance

other than physical (e.g. rnedicinal and nutritional significance) on the plants.
Participants who responded that plants were ceremonially and spiritually significant
usually stated that they practised rituals such as smudging (a cleansing ceremony for the
body and soul), sweet grass ceremony, drurnming, peace pipe ceremony, and used plants

as gifts and offerings to the plant spirits and Creator. As shown in the oral stories and
writings about Mi'kmaq plant-use (Demis 1921; Holmes-Whitehead and McGee 1983;

Moore 1991;Knockwood 1992; Demy 1993; Lacey 1993; Marshall 1995) sacred herbs
play an integral role in the lives of Mi'kmaq. Sacred herbs are used as gifks to the
Creator or b m e d in smudging ceremonies to cleanse the mind, body and spirit. One of
the Bear River participants tells about the sweetgrass braid which is a vital symbol and
spirinial ritual for Mi'kmaq.
The three pieces of the sweetgrass braided represents the mind, the body and the
sou1 and when they are braided together this represents the combining of the
three. This intertwining is burned and the smoke goes up as a gift to the Creator.
Its use is very sacred (Participant H4).
About half of participants stated that plants were significant to them in physical, spirituai
and ceremonial ways (see Table 4). Most participants sometimes saw these as the same,

but stated that some ceremonies were done more in a community or public context. As
one participant shares:

Plants are very spiritual for me and I pray to the Creator for them. 1 wish that i
could remember more, but if 1 went deep into prayer, 1 could recall some of the
things my grandfather taught me (Participant #1).
Often participants would specifically state the four sacred herbs as being most significant
to them in spiritual ways.

Plants have a lot of significance for me in every way. I use cedar, sage,
sweetgrass, and tobacco for smudging. They al1 have a lot of spiritual
significance for me (Participant # 18).
One participant also felt that discovering more of her Native spirituality caused her to see
plants in a whole new way. She also stated that smudging was very important to her in
difficult times, and similar to other participants she uses Mi'krnaq rituals (e.g. smudging)
to practice both her Native and Christian beliefs.
Plants have a lot of spiritual significance for me. You start to see it with your
Native side that even the ugliest of plants are beautiful. Their colour, shapes and
heights. 1 don? know if you see these things if you're not in touch with your
spiriniality. When you are, you start to see things in a different way. The
smudging ceremony is very important for me. In rough times 1 smudge. It helps
to calrn things down and you feel connected to God. 1 gain balance and strength
fiom smudging. 1 use it to practice both my native and Christian beliefs
(Participant #24).

A typical response of the ten who stated they did not place significance (other

then physical) on the plants, is as foilows:
Plants don? really have a lot of significance for me in a cultural way. I was never
taught that way (Participant # 19)
Although some participants stated they personally did not place spintual or ceremonial
significance on plants, a few were knowledgeable about the significance their anceston
placed on the plants.

The Mi'krnaq people were very, very spiritual people. They never overdid it.
Everything is al1 intemKined like these plants they need air, water and sunshine.
It's just this really nice circle chat everything is evolved in. They tried not to
disturb anything even if they were camping here or there and they just took what
they needed and left the rest. They had a deep respect for everything. Tobacco
and sweetgrass were used in ceremony (Participant # 12).
A problem with question #4 (see Table 4) was that 1 asked it in an ethnocentric

fashion and it consequently was not clearly undentood by some participants. For some

community members these rituals are an intrinsic part of their cultural identity, hence
they do not separate their plant use and label it as 'culture' or 'significant'. Once 1

clarified what 1 meant by giving exarnples (e.g. offerings, smudging), they understood

more clearly. For participants who did not place significance on the plants, three stated it
was because they were non-native and seven Mi'krnaq participants did not give a reason.

Important to note is that of these ten participants three knew that their ancestors once did.
7.4

Interest in and Perceived Future Benefits of Traditional Mi'krnaq Plant-Use
Education
7.4.I

Introduction

Questions six through eleven of the intewiew guide pertain to participants'
interest in traditional Mi'kmaq plant-use education as well as their perceptions

concerning future benefits it will brïng personally and to the community (see Table 5).
With respect to the research objectives these questions were asked to ascertain
participants' interest in revitalization of the knowledge. In addition they help to guide the

trail cornmittee in determining community members thoughts on the educational events
of 1999 and deciding on what kinds of education would be most conducive to cornmunity
members in the future.

7.4.2 Why were people interested?
Al1 except two participants were interested in learning more about traditional
Mi'kmaq knowledge of edible and medicinal plants. Of these, many were also interested
in learning more about the traditional worldview, legends and lore associated with the

plants (see Table 5). Nine responded that this education could affect them spiritually
through fostering feelings of connection to the ancestors and their traditional ways, to

nature and to the plant spirits. Seventeen felt it could affect them in a physical way
through education about holistic health and medicinal herbs. Seventeen said it could
affect them in a mental way through education and awareness about plant identification

and use, and three stated it could affect them in an emotional way through fostering
feelings of pride associated with learning their traditional knowledge and about their

ancestors As two participants expressed:

Yes 1 am interested. It would be nice to know when you're going through the
woods what plants c m be used for what. Everything you need is right at the tip o f
your hands when you're in the woods. If one of the kids's eat something, it's
good to know that it isn't poisonous (Participant NO).
Yes, 1 am. But people should leam about the plants as a whole like looking at the
mind, body and spint in relation to the plants. Like I said, look at the plants in a
holistic way. So we should look at al1 aspects of using the plant so learning about
the traditions is important (Participant #24).
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Table 5.

Interest in and Perceived Future Benefits of Traditional Mi'kmaq

Plant-Use Education
Responses to InteMew Guide Queîions #&Il

1 6.

Are you interested in learning about trnditional Mi'kmaq us- of edible and
1 medicinal planta?
1 lnterested in learning more
26 persons
Not interested
2 pesons
7. Are you interested in learning about traditional Mi'kmaq worldview,
and lore tbe peoples wociateled with the plants?
11 legeods
Interested in learning more
22 persons
6
Not interested
8. What do you think about the educational initiatives (of the past year)
concerning traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edibk and medicinal plants (e.g.
workshops, courses, iieldtripa)?
Excellent/ Very Good
10 persons
Good
10 persons
1 Good but necded improvement
2
Did not attend but thought they were a good to very good idea
6 persons
9. Do you think this kind of education is beneficial to yourself?
Educution could be personaliy bene/icial
24 persons
Spiritually beneficial (connection to anceston, plant spi& and
Nature)
9 persons
Physically beneficial (education about hofistic health)
17 persons
Mentally (intellectually) beneficial (education and awareness concerning
1
plant identification and use)
17 p e ~ o n s
I
Éducation would not be wrsonally beneficial
4 Denons
10. Do you think trnditional Mi9krnaq&mt use educntion is beneiieial the
Bear River First Nation Community?
Education cozdd be beneBcia1 to the comrnunity
28 persons
Spiritually beneficial (strengthen connection to
Ancestors and nature)
6 persons
Culturally beneficial (reviving Mi'kmaq knowledge and values) 15 persons
Mentally and Intellectually beneficial ( education about plant botany,
Identification, habitat and edible and rnedicinal plant uses)
2 1 persons
Ernotionally beneficial (will foster feelings of pride, happiness, dignity
4 persons
and self-esteem)
9 persons
Physically beneficial (education about traditional medicines)
Increased environmental awareness (prornoting respect for plants, the
Creator and Mother E&)
8 ~ersons
11. Are you interested in participating in future educational events pertiiining
to Mi'kmaq knowledge of edible and medicinal plants?
Interested in participating in future educational events
24 persons
Interested in attending workshops
16 persons
Interested in hands-on learning and attending field trips
16 persons
Interested in using books, pamphlets and literature
1 l persons
Not interested in participating in any educational events
4 brsons

Persans

persans

I

I
1

.

I

Total
Number of
Respoadents
28

7.4.3

Whar is being revitalized?

Al1 participants stated they fett that traditional plant-use education could benefit
the community spiritually, intellectually and physically. Six participants responded that
this education would benefit the community spiritually tiuough strengthening
connections to nature (e.g. plants), Mi'kmaq traditions and Mi'kmaq ancestors. Fifteen
felt that the community could benefit culturally through learning and reviving Mi'kmaq
knowledge and values. The majority stated that the comunity could benefit
intellectually through increasing community membea' knowledge of plant botany,
identification, habitats and edible and medicinal plant uses. Some responded that the
community could benefit physically through promoting interest in traditional medicines
for health problems. Eight said that the community could benefit by learning about the

environment through teaching awareness and promoting respect for plants, the Creator
and Mother Earth (see Table 5). These perceptions will be descnbed firther in section

7.5. However the following 40 year-old Mi'kmaq participant touches on this poteniial:
Spirituaiity should be a component of the trail teaching. But it will go phase by
phase. So although my generation might not incorporate or understand
spirituality in relation to plants, we c m still leam about it. We might not
understand it but at least we could read and learn about it. it will be our children
that understand and begin to feel it. It will be taken at their own pace. So I think
it is important for our children (Participant #8).

Another participant thought that cultural revival of the traditional worldview was
good, but she was not convinced that this teaching woiild necessarily be translated into
true understanding and feeling.

I think the revival of the culture is important but teaching about the worldview is
done and then words corne out of people's mouths that sound good, but I'm not
sure it is in their heart, sometimes 1wonder. I really believe that many have lost
their connection to the land. Spirit is more inside of you, in your heart, than it is
playing a drum or buming sweetgrass (Participant #27).
Only two participants stated they were not interested in leaming more about the
traditional Mi'kmaq uses of plants. One felt that he was happy with conventional

medicine and did not see potentiai other than 'physical health' for the trail and its
education. At the same time he felt it was important for the children.

I'm not really interested because we have pharmacies that we can use today. But
then again anything that has to do with teaching about our [Mi'kmaq] past is good
for the children (Participant #2).
The following participant was keenly interested in leaming about the plant uses, but when

asked about his interest in leaming about the traditional Mi'kmaq worldview, he said the
following:
1 never really got involved in the spiritual aspect. Why bother leaving tobacco?

Why not plant a tree instead? How are we supposed to teach native spirituality
when our ancestors could not teach it to us? 1 don't understand why people leave
an offering. What does that do (Participant #5)?
This participant found great comfort and faith in the Roman Catholic religion in
the pst ten years. This is the case with others on the reserve and for older memben who
have practiced Catholicism their whole lives. Yet no matter what their beliefs,
community members experience spirituality in their own way. Those who want to revive
the traditional Mi'kmaq way feel that the trail cm work towards teaching their children to
embrace and feel traditional Mi'kmaq spirituality. Those who do not will still feel
spirinial connections to their ancestors and to nature.
7 . 4 4 How Will Knowledge Be Revitalized?

As shown in Chapters Six, a series of events led to the beginnings of the trail (see
Table 2). Two workshops and an adult education class were held. The majority of
participants felt the educational projects ranged from being good to excellent (see Table

5). The following quotes pertain to perceptions concerning the resource books gathered,
the adult education course and the workshops. These perceptions will be helpful to the

trail cornmittee in assessing the best way community members can leam and the kind of
educational events the trail committee could host in the fiiture.

Many participants felt they liked learning in a variety of ways (e.g. books, handson experience). But some were adamant that they would like to learn on their own time

and in their own way. These people tended to value learning Rom books and stated that

if they had easy access to trail literature and books, they would definitely use them.
I think this education is great and 1 definitely want to leam more about it because
1 would use the plants. 1 mean you won't see me going to a course at the Band
Hall or anythng like that, but I'd definitely use the trail, books or pamphlets to
take home and use hem (Participant #16).
Well I l e m more from books. I don't participate in a lot of things going on @art
of rny seclusion). Like putting a name in for the trail was a really big thing, 1
normally would never do something like that. Participation is above my safety
level or fear of feeling dumb (Participant #24).
The trail committee is presently categonzing its literature on this topic for use by the

community. The cornmittee is still debating about the best way to make the literaturr:
accessible to the cornmunity.

Other participants stated that they preferred learning in a hands-on fashion. These
participants tended to value the educational opportunities of the adult education course
and its associated field trips.

They were very good- 1just wish I could have attended al1 of the classes and field
trips. 1 got so busy towards the end that 1 couldn't corne when 1 wanted to
(Participant #3).
1 found the course to be very helphil in terms of learning how to identify plants
and what some of them were used for. This knowledge will be very helpful for
the @ailproject (Participant #l 1).
Field trips are great. I like achially getting out and seeing. However, 1 do
actually like the workshops because that kind of broke the ice, but I know
personally that 1would rather be out there just because 1 don't l e m well sitting
there reading (Participant #23).

The majority of participants felt they liked learning in different ways. In addition to the
course and fieldtrips, some participants enjoyed the educational value of the workshop.
1 loved the workshop and I thought it was done really well. The way you
structureci it was really pod. You have to get everybody interested in it first and
1 thought that was a good way to do it, plus it was a learning experience.
Unfomuiately, 1 guess I don't know about people's attendance like the course

where 1 think some signed up just to get the free books. It's too bad about that
part. But the ones who came you'll find working on the project (Participant #27).
One participant expressed that the educational events were too focused on plant
identification and use. She was hoping to learn more about the spiritual aspects of
Mi'kmaq plant use.
They were good if you just wanted to learn what the plants and the plant parts are.
That's good but extremely one sided. When you have questions about the
spirituality part, they are personal and it's kind of hard to ask them. 1 know they
were there to teach us the plant parts. 1 guess we thought he [Laurie Lacey]
would talk about the spirituality. That's what Iwent for. Like if 1 wanted to just
learn about the plants 1 would go to an agricultural school and 1 learned a lot
about that from school in biology (Participant # 16).
The trail cornmittee hopes within the coming year. a Mi'kmaq fnend of the community
will do a presentation on Mi'kmaq spirituality and the land.

7.5

Perceptions of the Trail Project and its Potential for Mi'kmaq CommunityBased Development
7.5.1

Introduction

Questions 12 though 15 of the interview guide penain to the bail project and its
potential for MCBD (see Table 6). The following section is divided not only by question
categories but also by themes that were generated fiom participants' responses. In
particular, lengthy responses with respect to Question 14 (see Table 6) are divided under
the headings of spiritual, emotionai, physical and mental development, cultural
revitalization, tourkm and economic development.
The majority of participants were aware of the trail project and rated it as being a
good to excellent idea (see Table 6). Most who were interested in the trail project stated

they could contribute in a physical way (cutting, clearing, construction).
1 could help with the more physical stuff of getting the trail cut out. I'd be
interested in getting involved (Participant # 10).

I'm most definitely interested in working on the trail. I thought you guys would
be working on the construction of it already. I work during the weekdays but 1
could get in the woods and work on Saturday or Sunday (Participant #19).

Others felt they could participate through offerhg knowledge, guidance and education.
The following participant is helping with plant identification and various educationai
activities.

I'm very proud and honoured to be participating in this and 1 really look forward
to the following year to participate in al1 of this. 1 think 1 should sort of be like a
back penon that would be like a troubleshooter. iike 1 could help with saying
where certain plants are gonna go. Like I could give advice such as 'well there's
a fir uee there and that's too much shade and well that plant's not going to grow
there.' 1 could see myself being that sort of person (Participant #1 I ).
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Table 6.

Perceptions of the Trail Project and its Potential for Mi'kmaq
~ o m m u n i t ~ - ~ aDevelopment
sed
Lesponses to Interview Guide Questions #12-15
2. Are you aware of the creation of the Bear River Mi'krnaq
plant trail project?
Aware of the trail project
Not aware of the trail project
What do you think of the project?
Excellent
Very Good

medicinal

26 person
2 persons
9 persons
12 persons

Interested in
23 persons
Not interested in participating
5 persons
How do you perceive your participation?
Physical Labour (bail worker)
12 persons
Trail Cornmittee Member
7 persons
Plant education and project guidance
4 persans
L4. Do you believe the creation of the trail could benefit of develop
ho Bear River First Nation? (e.g. spiritually, physierilly, mcitally
andlor emotiooally)
Spiritually develop the community
Will move the community forward in their
1 person
spirituai strengthening
Foster spintual connection between nature and
Mi'kmaq spirituality
5 persons
3 penons
Trail will offer a place of solitude and peacefulness
Emotionally deveiop the community
Community ownenhip of the trail will promote community
Pride and boost self-esteem
3 persons
Physically develop the community
Recreational (exercise) opportunity
17 persons
Tourism and economic development
3 persons
Education about traditional medicines and holistic
health care
5 persons
Mentally develop the community
Cultural revival through traditional Mi'kmaq plant-use
education and education about Mi'kmaq values and
ways
19 persons
Education and awareness about the environment and respect
6 persons
for the interconnectedness of al1 things

Total
Number of
Respondents
28

Education conceming plant identification and traditional Mi'kmaq
2 1 persons
Plant-use
9 persons
Important education for al1 community members
15. Do you believe the creation of the trail could benefit of develop
the Bear River First Nation? (e.g. spiritually, physically, mentally
and/or emotionally) [Cont'dl
Important education for children and
future generations
19 persons
Promotes hands on, on-the-spot learning
4 persons
16. What do you feel the vision (or purpose) of the trail should be?
A symbol to move the community forward
1 person
Awareness of the interco~ectednessof al1 things
1 person
Awareness and knowledge of the ancestors and
their connection to Mother Earth
3 person2
Beauty
1 person
Cultural education about the Mi'kmaq ancestors and
traditional Mi'kmaq knowledge of plants
13 persons
Environmental education and hands-on learning
15 peaons
Mi'kmaq spiritual revival
3 persons
Recreation
5 persons
Traditional healing
1 person
Did not know what the vision should be
4 persons

7.5.2 The Beur River Mi 'kntaqNpisunewawti~Trail Project and ifs Potential
for Comrnuniiy Development

in a recent Digby Courier newspaper article. an Elder of the community stated
how she felt the trail would affect the community (see Appendix 10).

The bail is not just about physical healing, but also the mind and the spirit. It will
bnng us closer to the Creator. Plants and trees will help us to be healthy and help
us to heal (Digby Courier, Nov. 3/1999).
The medicine wheel teachings state that development must always occur at the individual

level before anything else (Meuse Medicine Wheel Workshop] 1999). For this reason, 1
asked participants about how they perceived the trail would affect them personally. As

s h o w in the resuits (see Table S), the majority of participants perceived that the trail

could be personally beneficial in a variety of ways. Sirnilar reasons were also given for
why the trail could benefit the community. Participants' responses revolved around
physical, emotional, intellectual, mental, cultural, spiritual, environmental and economic
components of development. OAen their responses combined several or al1 of these
elements, illustrating the interconnectednzss of each. For example it is difficult for people
to have a spiritual experience with nature if they do not have a place to be physically (the
environment). Many times the benefits they perceived were simply reflections of what
they valued most about the trail.
7.5.3

The Troil Project and Spiritual Development

Over half the participants felt that the trail could give themselves and the
community an opportunity to develop spintually (see Table 6). As one participant stated:

Pt-ivacy and solitude. The trail will provide so much in tenns of education, in
terms of edible and medicinal knowledge. But also the journey that it cm
provide. 1 think the trail is a great idea. Just to travel the trail it would help give
me peace of mind. 1want to absorb the knowledge and being with nature makes
me feel whole. The trail will give me a special place back in the woods to pray.
If this trail can provide me with a space to pray and feel c o ~ e c t e dthis
, would be
wondemil (Participant #25).
Several participants expressed the comrnunity's need for spiritual strengthening and the
potential of the trail to help in this process.
Because of cultural assimilation, the community is lacking in spirituaiity and I
think that education about the spirituality between the anceston and the plants
could be very beneficial and healing. The younger people are reaily trying to
regain and search for their identity. Education about the plants and the Mi'kmaq
spirituality could be very beneficiai to the youth. Our ancestors would want us to
pass this knowledge and wisdom and continue to teach our people (Participant
#l).

For the people on the reserve, it's going to put them in touch with their traditions
and roots, things that they didn't even know about. It's going to allow people to
become reconnected with nature and Mother Earth. The trail has the potential to
bring the comrnunity back to its roots (Participant #27).

One participant commented that the trail could help her in her journey to heal her mind
and spirit.

I think this [the trail] would be beneficial for myself. 1 have to heal my mind and
spirit but I'm not quite ready for it. 1 have been starting to get out more now and 1
feel like I'm coming out of seclusion and I'm ready to l e m and to move on. 1
participated in the St. Am's day this year. 1 could really benefit from the mil. It
will help me to get on with it (Participant #24).
Participants generally felt that reconnecting to this knowledge would help the community

as a whole in strengthening its spiritual comection to the anceston and nature.

7.5.4 The Trail Project and Mental, lntellectual and Emoiional Development

Over half the participants felt the trail had much potential as a learning tool for

deveiopment (see Table 6). As this participant States:
Like 1 Say I'm leaming. It's benefiting me cause I'm learning. Myself 1 don't
believe in a lot of pills and stuff fiom the drug stores and I wouid rather be taking
something naturally that 1 know just grows out there and it ain't gonna kill you
and al1 that good stuff. With plants you don't have d l the side effects and stuff.
Myself I'd rather try something natural out there (Participant #22).
This participant described the trail as a mental stimulant:
Mentally it's a stimulant to get the mind working and to get back into reading
about this kind of education. Being with nature is always something that I love to
do. To be with nature and leam how to use it and how it works with the cycles
within yourself and outside of yourself (Participant # I l ) .
Many participants felt that the trail would be an excellent medium for learning about their
anceston and their traditional Mi'kmaq knowledge. They felt that the hands-on
(experiential) approach would be the best for the children and for other community
members. People could leam at their own Pace and in theu own way. Here is how some
participants described the potential benefits:
Mentally and emotiondly, the cornrnunity will benefit because people will be
thinking about the Creator, so they'll have this peace of mind so mentally that's a
good thing. But 1 also think people wiil get a sense of pride which will mentally

prepare them for the fact that they'll start thinking about the things they're going
to learn on this trail. These are things that our ancestors used on an everyday basis
and here we are beginning to revive that, rekindle it or bring it back and so
mentally that gives you a real sense of pride that this is happening. Now this ties
in with your emotions. So like when these things are happening, that could bring
rny ernotions out to the point that 1 may shed tears. But it would be tears ofjoy,
brought on by these thoughts and the happiness of being in this serene place
(Participant #8).
The trail is something that you can see and touch, so you learn this way. It will
help maintain our culture for future generations for others to see and sustain it
(Participant #7).

The majority of participants felt strongly that the trail would provide important education
for cornmunity youths. As these participants express:

This education is important for our youth. Our youth are our tomorrow and they
should know everything there is to know about Our culture. It will be beneficial
for old and young to leam about the woods and everything that goes along with it
(Participant #26).
Well I think it's great in ternis of access because otherwise a 9 or 10 year old
might not necessarily have an opportunîty to get to know the plant and they might
just see it as being a weed or whatever. They cm actually walk [on the trail] and
it's a way for them to spend time with nature and the earth to educate themselves.
It's great that way and access is what it's al1 about. They are the fiiture and
they're the ones who are going tu be taking care of it [the] trail in so many years
(Participant # 13).

One participant stated that the trail would be an excellent educational tool for use in part
of the school's classroom c ~ c u l u r n .She States:
It's nice for the children. This kind of education could be incorporated into the
schools. The science class could go outside and actually see the trail and
incorporate education about the plants into their learning. The trail should be wide
enough for a wheel chair and should also be made accessible to elderly people
(Participant #6).

Others like these participants felt it would be an excellent hands-on teaching tool for the
children.

The trail will definitely benefit the community. They can use the trail for on-thespot learning and then take the pamphlet home with them. People won't have to

l e m it in a book; they can actually see the plants and read about them there [on
the trail]. This will be good for teaching our children (Participant #IO).
One participant also felt it would help to boost the self-esteem of community membea

through recognition of its accomplishrnents.
1 think the trail will be an excellent tool for teaching the kids hands-on. It will be

also good because the community seeing what they've done will help boost their
self-esteem (Participant # 14).
Some participants felt that the trail project would help ta increase the environmental
awareness of the comrnunity by teaching about the plants and the interconiiectedness of al1
things. As these participants describe it:
It's going to create awareness as 1 said before. If people couid learn to gather and
use the plants this could help our cornrnunity. If what our anceston did was
researched properly, then I think teaching about the culture of the plants would be
a good thing (Participant # 18).
Your environment plays such a major role in who and what you are. One thing
when we talk about the trail is understanding that we're al1 comected to the earth.
so recognition of being in oneness with that because we are ail comected. The
three of us in this room are connected. And in spite of how this trail affects
individuals, it's still a trail that can affect everyone in the community (Participant

#7).
Anything that is rare we could take it up and move it from that spot if there is
some kind of development or cutting. So it will help the community
environmentally in terms of teaching them what kinds of plants are rare
(Participant # 12).

One participant, who stated she was very spiritually connected to Mother Earth
felt the trail concept was a great idea for the community but did not feel that she would
need it the way othen would.

For myself, 1don? think 1'11 be using it a lot, only because 1 only need to walk in
the woods around here, 1 don? need the trail concept. But I think it's a good
beginning for a lot of the people on the reserve and hopefully with the workshops
that we do this winter, they'll see the practical aspects of it as well. Like if they

see skull cap then big deal, but if they know it can be used to cure headaches, 1
think that will drive its importance home. Also hands-on is how they were taught

years ago. Hands-on is always a better approach. Children are like an open sieve
and we're like a closed book sometimes (Participant #27).
7. S. 5

The Trail Project and Physical Development

The majority of participants responded that community recreation and exercise
would be the main physical opportunities offered by the irail (see Table 6). As these
participants describe:
Physically the trail will provide us [the community] with that [physicai]
opportunity, but at people's own pace. That's what is unique about the trail.
Physically it will provide an opportunity for exercise at your own pace. Whether
you want to go fast or only do part of it, this gets back to the individual but also
meets the needs of everyone in the community (Participant #8).
I think the community could benefit fiom the trail because of the education and
recreation it will offer (Participant #19).
1 think physicdly it will benefit myself because 1'11 get out there and hopefully
lose a couple of pounds (Participant #Il).

The following participant felt that walking on the trail would be a good place to clear her
mind:

1 like to walk in the woods just to clear my head. It's good for the sou1
(Participant #22).
Some participants felt the trail could affect hem physically through teaching hem how to
use the plants for holistic health. As this participant States:

I myself am interested in learning more because 1 would use the plants. 1 cure
migraines on other people. but 1 can't cure them myself. Maybe 1 will learn
through learning about the plants (Participant #4).
7.5.6 The Trail Projeet and Cultural Revitalization

The majority of participants saw great potentiai in the trail to contribute to
cultural revival within the community (see Table 6). Participants felt that the trail wodd
help increase cornrnunity members' knowledge with respect to traditional Mi'kmaq plant

uses, as well as some of the customs, n t d s and values the Mi'kmaq ancestors associated

with plants. In regard to the trail project and cultural revival, this participant said:
Oh definitely! Culturaily for sure, because everyone wants to get back into their
roots and know where this knowledge came fiom and why the used certain things.
Along with the education about plants, there should be education on how they got
to be where they are, how they are used and legends and lore (Participant # 13).
Ln addition, it was felt that revitalization would help instill feelings of community

identity, self-esteem and pride:
When you get back your culture, you get back your self-esteem. When you get
back your self-esteem there's not as much jealousy over which one knows more
and things like that (Participant # 17).
One participant explained that the trail not only had potential to revive traditional plantknowledge but also the traditional Mi'kmaq teaching method of 'learning by
observation' :
When we talk about regaining or reviving or even leaming for the first time as an
individual that jeez these are the things that our ancestors did on a daily basis. So
its like al1 of a sudden now I'm beginning to l e m and then 1 teach my kids and
now their learning and then the next thing you realize that your actually
rekindling that teaching by observation. So that is another aspect of the trail, the
fact that mentally your going to feel better ieaching your kids the spiritual part of
the plants and the trail (Participant #8).
7.5.7 The Traif Projeet, Tourism and Economic Development Opportunifies

Although I believe that economic development could be listed under almost al1 of
the categories listed above (in particular physical development), 1 have chosen to put this
topic under its own heading. Most participants perceived the present primary function of
the trail to be for cultural and spiritual development. However some participants

comrnented on the potential of the trail for tourism and economic developrnent. This
participant perceives that the trail will have an economic spin-off effect:
1 don't foresee a lot of jobs coming fiom this trail, I thought it was more for the
spintual enjoyment. Some people are seeing dollar signs with this trail. 1 do
think there will be a spin-off effect. You get people up ont0 the tmil, well they

might stop at the crafi store or the basket place (Participant #27).

In the future, the community may choose to pursue M e r economic oppomuiities h m
the trail. A few participants felt that this would be good for the comrnunity in t e n s of

providing more jobs.
Hopefully, eventuaily in a few years down the road it will be like a tourism
project, like something for the resewe. The reserve is lacking in these kinds of
projects, and employment. I think it can be a really good thing because the trail
combines al1 of these things (Participant #22).
The economic development potential of the bail will be expanded upon later in this
chapter.

7.6

Participants' Perceptions Coocerning a Trail Vision
Participants responded in thoughffil and creative ways when asked about a trail

vision (see Table 6). Although answen varied, the following themes were predominant:

Education about plant identification, habitats, and traditional Mi'kmaq
uses of rnedicinal and edible plants.
Reviving knowledge and ways of the Mi'kmaq ancestors.
Promoting environmental education, awareness and access to
medicinal and edible plants.
Recreation.
A holistic combination of al1 elements.

The following visions are reflections of what participants value most about the trail. The
following section relays the visions that participants perceived for the trail.
Some participants felt that a vision for the trail should focus on education
conceming plant identification, habitats and the traditional Mi'kmaq uses of medicinal
and edible plants:

To teach people about the plants and the environment. Education and recreation
would be two things that kids could definitely benefit from (Participant #19).
The vision should focus on education about the plants and theû uses. Education
should be an important part of the trail (Participant #8).

Education. Anything that our youth can l e a . about in the culture is good for
them. 'bey should know everythmg there is to know (Participant #26).

I would Say education maybe. The education that kids, adults, the Elders and
everyone could get fiom it, because there are so many things that have been lost
up here that maybe this could be something that is kept dive (Participant #23).
Other stated the vision should be focused on the Mi'kmaq ancestors and the revival of
their knowledge. As these participants state:

The trail will be like a book of knowledge. The vision should focus on bringing
back the ancestors' knowledge (Participant #4).
At one point we had talked about the idea for a Mi'kmaq village. That was
something we thought of long ago. You could have wigwams and education

about the Mi'kmaq peoples. This rnight be something that could be included in
the trail vision (Participant # 16).
A few participants felt that the vision should promote awareness of Mi'kmaq plant uses,

access to the plants and respect for the environment. As these participants elaborate:
It should include education and access pertaining to plants and the Mi'kmaq
knowledge. Making people feel like they're getting to know their culture more.
In tems of access for people, it gives people a trail to waik down. It also gives
the nurse and the health representative access to the plants for hem to l e m about,
for the benefit of the comrnunity (Participant #13).

Awareness of everything the ancestors did surrounding the plants. Awareness of
Mi'kmaq culture and connection to the plants and education about the uses of the
environment while at the sarne tirne showing how to respect the environment.
This kind of education will teach about the importance of plants and the
environment (Participant # 18).

Many participants believed that the trail would be an excellent recreational oppomuiity.
As this participant States:

Recreation and I think education. I know that once this trail gets built its going to
get well used, because there are so many walkers up here and a lot of people go
down town just to waik around the flat. Myself, when 1 walk I'd rather walk in
the woods instead of dong a highway so 1 definitely think its going to work and
benefit the comrnunity (Participant #22).

Lastly, a few participants feit that the trail vision should encompass many aspects of
development. As these three participants share:
Beauty! Education, recreation and culture, it's beautiful that you can find al1 these
things in one place. You don? have to go to Digby Neck to find this one and then
al1 the way to Colchester Co. to find another. It's ail there in the same place and
that's beautiful. (Participant #17)

Culture,education and solitude (Participant #25).
Culture and education. It will also be good for exercise. It gives people a place to
go for these things (Participant #28).

7.7

Results Summary
As stated in Chapter One a key objective of this research was to examine

cornrnunity members' perceptions conceming their traditional Mi'kmaq plant knowledge,
their thoughts on revitalization of the knowledge, and their perceptions concerning the
trail project and its potential for holistic MCBD. With respect to their knowledge, al1

participants (including the ones who knew ten or more plant uses) stated that they felt
that their knowledge was limited concerning the traditional Mi'kmaq uses of plants. Yet,

a positive finding of this research was that almost al1 participants stated they were
interested in leaming more about traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants

and revitalizing the knowledge for personal and community benefit. In addition, most
were also interested in leaniing more about the traditional Mi'kmaq worldview, legends
and lore surrounding the plants. They stated that this kind of education could benefit
themselves mentally and intellectually through increasing their knowledge of edible and
medicinal plants uses, traditional Mi'kmaq culture, and the ancestors spiritual

relationship to nature. With respect to whether or not they felt the trail project could
contributed to holistic CBD a signifiant finding was that al1 participants felt the bail

project had the potential to develop the community in spiritual, physical, emotional,
cultural and intellectual ways. Al1 but two participants were aware of the creation of the

trail and thought that it was a good or excellent project for the cornmunity. This is a

relevant finding that indicates the trail project has a good reception by the community. In
addition, most participants said they would be interested in participating on the trail

project through physical labour, helping with trail planning (e.g. on the trail cornmittee),
teaching plant knowledge, and offering guidance and direction to the trail project.
Participant responses conceming a trail vision were very creative and ranged fiom
Mi'kmaq spiritual revival, education about the Mi'kmaq medicinal and edible uses of
plants, education about the Mi'kmaq anceston, recreation, traditional healing and

environmental education and awareness focused on hands-on learning.

7.8

Linking Research Findings to the Literature
The Bear River Mi'kmaq Npisunewawti'j Trail project was a participatory process

that aimed to facilitate community participation, ownership and pride. The project fiu

the essential elements of Participatory Action Research literature. Community members
were engaged and involved in defining, planning and implementing the trail project.
They became involved in different aspects of the trail ranging fiom simply giving their

opinion, to participating in the workshops and adult education course, to offering physicai

and mental labour in the trail's creation. Participants have stated on numerous occasions
that they have learned greatly fiom their experience.
An important point to highlight with respect to the &ail project and CBD literature

is the issue of time. The Mi'kmaq concept that 'the time must be right' for certain things
to occur must be considered very carefully in CBD projects. The CBD literature

promotes a very linear and systematic approach to project planning. Yet, it also suggests
that projects must be fiexible and that time and patience are of the essence. The

important question sunoundhg this issue is that of control. Who is in control? If a

Mi'kmaq community chooses to use or modify tools to their advantage, does it really
matter where they came kom? If as a cornmunity they choose these tools, then they no
longer exist as imposed instruments of development, but instead tools to pick and choose

fiom, in the CBD process. Through contemporary community projects the BRFN has

incorporateci many non-Natives tools of development into their traditional ways. This
history of combining the two approaches has allowed the conceptuai framework defined
in Chapter Four to be both familiar and conducive to the BRFN and the trail project.

In support of the medicine wheel literature descnbed in Chapter Three, this
research shows that both the project process and the end result (a Mi'krnaq interpretive
trail) have the potential for participants to develop mental, emotional, physical and
spiritual components of their wellbeing. Every way cornmunity members experience the

trail process fosters potential for some f o m of development.
Community members are attempting to revive traditional Mi'krnaq knowledge

with respect to edible and medicinal plants through the medium of an interpretive hiking
trail. Essentially the community is employing what the literature calls a cultural

revitalization approach to holistic Mi'kmaq development. As the literature indicates, not
al1 community members will be happy with the revitalization of traditional ways (Dedam
1995 in Leavitt: 114; Warry 1998). Dedarn (1995: 1 14) States:

There are some people here in our community who want to go back to Indian
spirituality, but there's a great deal of resistance fiom many other people because
they don? see Indian spirituality in relation to Catholicism or Christianity, and
they feel threatened by it. When you look at it spirituality is not a religion; it's a
way of life. Yet some of the people are scared of it - for example, when there
was a sweetgrass ceremony here at the band hall. They feel that if they start
participating then al1 the things that they used to practice are not good; it's one or
the other.
Although 1 believe some community members share the fear that Dedam talks
about, the majority are very positive about learning traditional Mi'kmaq knowledge and

ways. According to the experiential literature, a core component of Mi'kmaq leaming is
based on learning fiom everyday lived experiences (Graveline 1998). Integral to this

kind of education is 'leamer initiation and direction of the process' (Graveline 1998:
183). This participant shares her expenence with b e g h i n g to leam about plants:

Last Sunday we went out to camp and - - - was there and she had her plant
book and 1 really never paid much attention to any of that stuff. 1didn't really
know didly squat about much of it. So anyway the water had gone down at Grand
Lake and so al1 of us, the kid's, the dogs and basicdly the women,went down to

the water edge and I learned about something that 1 never saw before in my life,
about a pitcher plant. Never heard tell of it before. We found cranberries that we
never knew were there and we camped on that lake for years. And 1just thought
that was neat. Like it [experience] sparked, some interest in plants that 1 never
knew was there (Participant #7).
She went on to Say that she would definitely use the trail experience to learn more about
medicinal and edible plants. The enthusiasrn this participant expressed in realizing her
interest in plants is what one of my resource persons (1999) refers to as:

...the component that natural resources play towards mental health. When you
develop a sense of pride and ownership through an awareness of things, then you
become healthier as an individual, and then it's contagious, it spreads to your
children, houses, and relatives and throughout the community.
Awareness of natural smundings can also instill feelings of pride and responsibility.
These emotions can work towards strengthening an environmentai awareness amongst
community members (McKay pers. comm. 1999).
As supported by community development literature, the physical and economic

elements of CBD are very important. The cornmittee has chosen to work in phases and
for now cultural development is the primary focus. It is thought that the trail will mostly
provide economic spin-offs in terms of more people coming to the reserve and buying

from local artisans, stores and possibly materials related to the trail. Yet to date, some
paid jobs have included the removal and trucking of garbage fiom the trail, the cuning
and clearing of the trail and constniction of trail structures (bridges and boardwalks).

Future jobs include the camp restoration, construction of picnic tables, garbage cans and
trail signs. It is also hoped that a community member could become employed as a trail
interpreter. If the community chooses, its fiiture could be similar to those projects of
other Mi'kmaq communities which have initiated sustainable economic development

fiom cultural and eco-tourism ventures. Frideres (1 99 1a: 154) states that development of
tribal economies must do the following:
1.

2.
3.

development must be of a scale that can be controlled by the tribe.
development should be labour intensive, not capital intensive. It is better
to create more jobs at moderate pay than few at high wages.
jobs should be consistent with Indian lifestyle and kinship obligations.

4.
5.

development should be oriented to the 'inner economy' of the reserve.
development should focus on tribal rather than individual businesses.

I believe the &ail project encompasses these criteria perfectly. A recent Nova
Scotia Nature Tourism Study (Nova Scotia Economic Developrnent and Tourism 1999:
2) showed that "nature tourism is of interest world-wide and one in which there is
significant growth potential". As mentioned in Chapter Three, multi-use, forest-based
and cultural opporhmities offer the rnost potential for Mi'kmaq communities to define,
own and benefit fioni development on their ternis. If the BRFN chooses, there is much
potential for the trail project to become a sustainable economic opportunity.
7.9

Conclusion

The benefits denved from the trail project combined with a participatory process
help to f o m the essential criteria for Mi'kmaq CBD. Also important in the CBD process

are the roles of facilitators and extemal agents. The following Chapter reflects on some
final points with respect to my role as facilitator in the trail project and the role of the

MF. In addition, the importance of language and oral history in cultural revitalization
projects is touched on. Chapter Eight concludes by highlighting the significant role land
title will play in community-based development and discusses recommendations for

future research.

CHAPTER MII: REFLECTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS
8.1

Introduction

My role in the research process was not typical of a conventional researcher. 1
maintained an active research role mainly through offenng comments. advice and
reflections to help cornmunity members in the trail project. As discussed in the thesis,
these comments were not always accepted, but that was not the point. The point was to
facilitate the group members to make their own informed decisions concerning the
project process. The following reflections and recommendations are from my nonoNative
experience and are noi meant to represent the views of Mi'kmaq involved in this

research. However, 1 hope that these reflections will contribute food for thought for the
trail committee, the BRFN and other Mi'kmaq communities engaged in similar

community-based projects. In addition, 1 hope it will contribute to the growing body of
knowledge concerning participatory research, Aboriginal communities and CBD.
8.2

Project Reflections
8.2.1 The Role ofLanguage and Oral Hisrory in Cultural Revitalization Projects

No cultural revitdization project would be cornpletc without addressing the issue

of language. Comrnunity members perceived that their traditional knowledge with
respect to Mi'kmaq uses of medicinal and edible plants is limited in comparison to what
their ancestors once knew. Many factors have contributed to this loss, but Elders have
identified the loss of language and oral stories as key causes. It only makes sense that

some of the factors that contributed to its loss will be key in its revival. It is important
that the few cornmunity members who still have remnants of oral history and who have
retained some of the Mi'kmaq language become engaged in the project process. These

are the people who tnily understand traditionai plant knowledge and can teach it in an
authentically Mi'kmaq way. Language is an integrai part of Mi'kmaq identity and
unfomuiately there are very few community members who c m speak it. Attempts are
154

being made in the community's school to teach the language and this will only have the
positive effect of culturally strengthening the community and the vail project.

8.2.2 Fmtering Community Potential
As s h o w in the literature, one of the main benefits of cultural revitalization

projects is the strengthening of community self-esteem. Ofien Mi'kmaq communities do
not realize the potential they have to offer themselves and the outside world (McKay

pers. comm. 1999). At a tirne when the project momentum was low, 1 desperately tried to

understand what 1 was doing wrong. One of rny resource persons advised me that it was
important for me to understand the cycle of failure many Mi'kmaq communities are

caught in. An Elder once told him that "Our people do not know how to win". He was
implying that sometimes low points in the project or the negativity certain community

rnemben bestow, could mostly be attributed to this problem. The key to dealing with this
lies in helping communities to realize their potential to succeed. All communities have

natural leaders, who will be most important in helping their comrnunities become
conscious of their potential. 1 believe the BRFN is starting to realize their potential with
respect to the trail project. Already it is being recognized as an exciting initiative by the

community and in the surrounding non-Native community (see Appendix 10). 1 believe
that with the popularity of hiking uails, and broader society's increasing interest in

naturopathie medicine, recognition of this trail will become far-reaching.

8.2.3 Reflections of a Facilitafoc My Experience
Theoretically and practically, it is important to discuss the empowerment of
Abonginal communities to define, implement and maintain their own initiatives of
cornmunity development. But similar to ail community-based projects, MCBD can be a
difficult and time-consuming process. The following are questions and possible
impediments to the development process that 1 encountered in my work with the BRFN:

1.

What happens when the more highiy educated community membea, who
could facilitate participatory development projects, become bogged down

in the bureaucnicy of Mi'kmaq govemment or other jobs and simply do
not have time?

ii.

What happens when there is a core group of grassroots community
members who are interested and motivated to address a community need,
but do not know where to start?

iii.

What happens when there are no partnerships or communications to the
outside world where viable funding opportunities and certain technicd
expertise remain untouchable?

iv.

What happens when inter-community politics and lack of unity stifles the
development process?

v.

What happens when volunteers get burnt out or are too busy to
participate?

If there is not someone within the Mi'krnaq community or Nation who can deal with
these questions at a time when initiation of a CBD project is critical, then I believe there

is a role for certain outsiders in the CBD process. It is important to note that these

outsiders should not be just anyone. Community development workers rnust work with
the wellbeing of the comrnunity upper most in their minds. No matter for whom they are

working extemally, they are always accountable to the tribal government and the
traditional leaders of the community, and through them accountable to the broader
community (McKay pers. comrn. 1999).

My research expenence with the Bear River First Nation has been a positive one.
Initially I had fears of perpetuating the wrongs of the past by facilitating research that
was not culturally appropriate. Fundamental to this was my fear that 1 could cause more

h m than good. The fact that 1was a nonoNative outsider contributed to my overly

sensitive attitude, and was apparent when 1 talked or wrote about the topic. With the help

of a Band Councilor, the guidance of one rny resource penons and an Elder, 1 was able to
convert my nervousness into productivity. 1 felt truly honoured to facilitate this research
but was unsure of what 1 would be able to offer in terms of the project research process.

The conventional researchedinformant relationship became almost reversed. If anythuig,
1was one step behind in terms of life experience. In terms of education 1 offered

technical, motivational and organizational skills. In addition 1 was able to access
resources for the trail cornmittee that were more difficuit to obtain. 1 often thought of
myself as the 'nagging force' behind the trail cornmittee's actions. Two non-Native
people who were once membea of the BRFN told me that they were surprised by the
cornrnunity's positive response to me. 1 would Say that there are both dependent and
independent variables that contributed to my research experience with the Bear River
Mi'kmaq cornmunity. The following are certain variables that I perceive have positively
affected this research:
1.

.

-

-

The resource person who introduced and helped me present my original
thesis topic to the band is very well respected by Mi'krnaq communities.
On numerous occasions, people h m the grassroots and Mi'krnaq
government have told me of his integrity and respect. Without his help,
guidance and recommendations, this research would not have occuned.
nie Chief-and-Council's faith in him contributed greatly to my legitimacy
and the research project.

il.

The cornrnunity member whom the Band asked to help introduce me to the
community became one of my resource persons. She helped introduce me
to cornmunity members by taking me door to door and explaining who I
was. She also provided me with context when 1 was unsure about certain
things. She has also been an instrumental person in the trail project
process. Her help contributed significantly to the commencement of this
research project.

iii.

Being in the 'right place at the nght time' was an important factor in this
research. 1 was told that because of a lack of human power (meaning no
Mi'krnaq community mernber at that particular moment, had time to
facilitate this project), 1 would be an asset to help with the project. I was
also told that the fact that 1 was an outsider could of work against me but
could also work to my benefit in the sense that 1 would be more objective
with respect to the community and the project (Meuse pers. comm. 1998).

iv.

Due to a relatively small Mi'kmaq population on the Bear River reserve,
there is much intermariage with non-Native people. Perhaps this
integration with the nonoNative world has fostered a more trusthg attitude
towards certain" non-Native people.

-

--

certain because it would be an overgeneralization to Say that the community has a
tmsting attitude towards ail nonoNative people. Many tirnes 1 have heard comments

29 1 Say

v.

Each community member who participated in the research, whether
through workshops, focus groups or in-depth interviews, was told that
although this research would help contribute to my academic objectives, it
could also benefit the community through a participatory process with the
result king a Mi'kmaq interpretive trail. Hence, 1 believe the fact that
this research was defined and owned by the community (as opposed to
myself) helped strengthen my legitimacy and intentions for doing the
research.

vi.

Various community development workers told me the phrase "either you
got it or you don't" prior to my work with the BRFN. This phrase
pertained to how well people would respond based not on my research
methods but on me as a person. There were certain things I could not
leam in a book and realized had to come fiom within. 1 believe that my
understanding of Mi'kmaq values and customs and my genuine belief in
the seven principles gave me guidance in working with cornmunity
members.

8.2.4

The Role of Ekternal Agencies in Mi'kmaq Community Development

Cornmunity members have most of the skills needed for the @ailproject, but

sometimes there is a need (as in the case of this project) for both technical advice and
financial support. In general, community groups must be realistic about paruierships with
extemal agencies and must be able to strike the fine balance between the needs and
objectives of projects and those of outside agencies. This does not mean that they
succumb to or become dependent on an extemal agency or receive substantial fùnding
and not be held accountable for where and why money was spent. It means that

community groups must maintain a cornfortable partnership for support that moves
projects f o m d without jeopardizing the community vision and objectives. Groups

should be conscious of what support they do gain, and before seeking support make sure
that agency objectives coincide with cornmunity objectives.

OAen a middle person between the extemal agency and the cornmunity is needed.

This may be a community member but it may also be an informed outsider. Ideaily it is

regarding distrust of nonNatives and that racial tensions still exist between the BRFN
and the surroundhg nomNative community.

best to have a person who can remain as objective as possible, knowing both the needs of
the cornmunity as well as the external agency. Depending on the capacity of the
cornrnunity group, this person will act in different ways. If the group has capacity in
tems of writing proposais, accessing resources, p!anning and implementation, then the
middle person will work 'with' the community. The community group can define and
direct the person to its needs. If the comrnunity group is Lacking in organizational
capacity but is motivated to learn. the middle person will initially work 'for' the
community, as in my case. In this scenario. the facilitator and the core group will
mutually learn with the ultimate goal being the complete organizational self-sufficiency
of the community group. The rniddle penon will work towards the scenario of working
'with' the cornmunity and like me. move towards working oneself out of a job.

In the trail process, I helped to reduce intercornmunity (trail committee) tension,
provided dialogue for clearer communication between the FNF and the trail committee,
and helped with organizational capacity-building. Capacity building in reference to this

project occured mostly in terms of leaming skills to design trail plans. finding resources,
doing research, writing proposals, and implementing trail action.
1 believe the role of external agencies like the FNF can help in strengthening

grassroots capacity. If they are well-intentioned and foster the community to define their
own agenda as in the case of the FNF, then this relationship works to enhance the project.
No person or group can huiction in isolation. The difference from the detrimental
development approaches of the past lies in the kinds of partnerships that are made. With

strong organizational and leadership skills, grassroots community members

work
towards making good decisions regarding partnerships for monl. financial and technical
help.

8.3

Recommendations for Future Research

8.3.1 Longitudinal blonitoring

In this research 1 have reported on the perceptions and participation of community
members. This project is still in its early phases and Follow-up research could be
beneficial. To understand in detail which participatory experiences positively or
negatively affected trail cornmittee participants. interviews would have to be conducted
later in the project.
Much of my research was based on community members' perceptions. It would

be interesting to conduct further research on the trail in its completed state, to determine
if the holistic development (physical. mental. emotional and spiritual developrnent) that
community members perceived would occur actually did. It would also be interesting to
re-interview participants to see if their knowledge base with respect to traditional
Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants actually increased. This comparison would
help in determining if this cultural revitalization project actually succeeded in increasing
comrnunity members knowledge base and strengtheninç overall cultural and spirinial

fuifillment.

8.3.2 Mi 'krnaqLand Title and Commtcnity-Buscd Development
The BRFN is known to have one of the largest land bases per capita (in
comparison to other reserves) in NS. Most reserves simply do not have enough land even
to ponder a project like the trail. 1 believe the use of traditional territones is going to be
critical to Mi'krnaq communities in their quest for CBD and self-determination. Smith
(1 998: 33 1) States:

Traditional territories are those lands which have been and are currently used by
Aborigind communities. Some of ihis land may be "Reserve" land, but much of
it may also be "Crown" land. On some areas of Crown Land. Aboriginal Peoples
negotiated treaties with the federal govemment ensuring protection of their way
of lifc and sharing of naturd resources. In areas where treaties were not
negotiated, the Canadian Constitutions and courts have recognized "Aboriginal
rights." These rights include continued use of land based on historical custom.

n i e Mi'kmaq Nation only engaged in Peace and Friendship Treaties with the

British govemment. It has becorne increasingly known that the Mi'kmaq never ceded or
extinguished their rights to the land. This in essence means that Mi'kmaq should still
have exclusive title to the land. Doyle-Bedwell and Cohen (1 999: 13) state that in

Delgamuukw it was found that Abonginal title could be surnrnarized as follows:
First, that abonginal title encompasses the nght to exclusive use and occupation

of the land held pursuant to that title for a variety of purposes. which need not be
aspects of those abonginal practices. customs and traditions which are integral to
distinctive aboriginal cultures; and second that those protected uses must not be
ineconcilable with the nature of the group's attachment to the land.
Mi'kmaq people are now looking to receive a fair share of the land base ancilor
compensation for what they have lost. This rnay mean areas of Crown land or land that is
not being used for its original purpose (e.g. military deîènse base). The Treaty
Aboriginal Rights Research Center is conductinp a Traditional Land-Use Study with
Mi'kmaq hunters, fishers and gatherers throuçhout Nova Scotia. Oral histories and
interviews, combined with historical documents. will form a significant portion of proof
for use in comprehensive land claims. This research. combined with S. 35(1) of the
Constitution Act of 1982, should ensure the rights of Aboriginal people to occupation
(not just use) of their traditional territories. Future research conceming the issue of land
title, Mi'krnaq comrnunities and CBD will be crucial.
8.4

Research Summary
This research has reflected upon the perceptions and participation of trail

cornmittee participants in the trail project witli respect to project planning,
implementation and accomplishments. Overall it was found that problems such as the

initial lack of core group consensus, lack of an Elders' presence and lack of unity
conceming a project purpose led to problems in project planning and action.
Curnulatively these factors led to a drain on project momenturn. Yet cornmunity values
such as cornmitment, dedication and spint led to increased cornmittee capacity. In
addition, the e v e n t d involvement of a community Elder. other community members and

an experienced, empathetic extemal agency helped the cornmittee to restore balance and

consensus. From this balance flowed a renewed cornmitment to project objectives and
accomplishments. A key discovery in this process was that as long as mornentum was
occumng and work was being done, adherence to details did not always matter. Strict
adherence to deadlines sometimes served on1y to discourage both the committee and me.
Cornmittee rnembers realized the importance of clarity in making decisions so that
misunderstandings in conducting trail work would not stifle the project.
The fact that the committee stated early on that they were not ready to define a
vision may have been indicative of the fact that the idea for the trail did not originate

fiom the cornmunity, but from the FNF. However, the interest in pursuing the project
was very strong and the community membrrs Felt adamant that ihey could make the

project work. The time frarne from when the idea for the project was planted to when 1
advised the trail cornmittee to form a vision was too short. As stated earlier this advise
did not coincide with the traditional Mi'kmaq way. This is not to say that the committee

should not have imrnediately decided on a united focus or purpose30. As s h o w in this
thesis, most of the project challenges stemrned from the lack of a unired focus. The trail
committee eventually defined a vision when members wrre fully prepared emotionally,
spiritually,mentally and physically.
Integral to the future of the bail cornmittee and the trail itself is broader support
and participation by other commimity members. Volunteer burnout is a very reai concem

in projects such as these. A few community members have been doing much of the work
and this may not be sustainable or productive. The broader community has given great
verbal support for the project. but this support has often not translated into action. For

true community ownership (as opposed to committee ownenhip). other community

Perhaps for non-Native readers the distinction between a purpose and a vision
is negligible. Yet they are important terms to distinguish with respect to the MCBD
process. 1 believe the term vision for Mi'kmaq is much more layered and dynamic then
the word purpose. For nonoNative people like me the terms vision and purpose are
almost synonymous. This issue exemplifies the importance of understanding Mi'kmaq
ways even in something as small as one word.
30

members must become actively involved. Volunteer support is mostly needed on the trail
committee, as trail workers are often easy to find once decisions have been made. In
addition to gaining broader community support. the committee is in need of two major
things. The first is a cornmittee planner who will organize meetings, help to set agendas,
facilitate project decisions and record down meeting minutes. Essentially this is the work
both the FNF and 1 have done to date, and 1 feel strongly that for the committee to
become completely self-suffxient, Our roles must be appropriated by community
members. In addition, a community membrr who could oversee work on the ground is
also needed. Someone is also needed to implement committee decisions and identifi
community members with skills and dedication to do the jobs required. Two new
committee members have recently undertaken these roles and are doing an excellent job.
Their help on the committee and on the ground keeps the trail committee aware of the
work that is being done and contributes to a good momenturn. Community members are
continuously learning the skills and capacity needed to own and sustain the trail project.
increasingly 1 sense the community retaining ownrrship and feeling proud of th3t
ownership.
This research also exarnined community members perceptions with respect to the
trail project and its potential for holistic culture-based community development. Themes
generated fiom this research included: the limited knowledge base of the community with
respect to edible and medicinal plants; participants' perceived need for cultural
revitalization of traditional Mi'kmaq plant knowledge; tlieir interest in revitalizing the
knowledge for their children and their future generations: their interest in both hands-on
and literature-based education; and the potential of the trail project to contribute to
persona1 and comrnunity developrnent. The majority of participants felt the project had
much potential for persona1 and community spintual. physical, mental and emotional
development. Perceived benefits of the trail nnged from revitalization of traditionai
knowledge with respect to Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants for mental
development, to fostering a sense of emotional pride through comrnunity ownership and
participation. In addition, comrnunity members felt the trail would offer a recreational

oppomuiity for physicai health and help spiritually connect community memben to
nature, plants and the ancestors who once walked these trails. Promotion of
environmental respect and strengthening awareness of the interconnectedness of al1
things were also mentioned as perceived benefits. In other words. community
participants saw great potential for the trail project to contribute to CBD.
With respect to a trail vision, participants' responses generatrd the following
themes: education about plant identification, habitats. and traditional Mi'kmaq uses of
edible and medicinal plants; reviving the knowledge and ways of the Mi'kmaq anceston;
promoting awareness and access to medicinal and edible plants: recreation: and a
combination of al1 elements. If the community c m incorporate thesc visions with the
four holistic components of Mi'kmaq development. there is great potential for the project

now and into the future. Key in this balance will be the role of Elders and youth. Elden
can help by giving advice that is rooted in past and present experiences and youth will
help by being the future keepers of the trail. Having thern involved in the present ensures

there will be community members well into the future committed and responsible for the
Npisunewawti'j trail.
8.5

Concluding Remarks

This research illustrates that both the process and product of the trail project have
been integral components of Mi'kmaq culture-based community development. Trail
cornmittee participants stated they have lramed extensively from their participation in the
project, with some stating that they learned things they never knew before. This
experiential learning has set the platform for increased sel f-esteem and cornmittee

capacity. The accomplishrnents of these community members, in turn. will equal the
result of a completed trail. The trail will then affect other community members who use
it for physical, mental, emotional and spiritual strengthening. This circle will revolve

continually as long as community members constantly build on the irail project's
potential for development.
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r River Beat
by Darlene Ricker
iWfiVN Contributor
A very happy and
hcrtlthy New Year 1999 to

dl readers of thc Mi'kmaqMaliscct Nations News,
from the Bear River community.
Congratulations
to
Councillor Sherry Pictou
and Kelly Spidle on the
birth of their driughter Destiny Wauek Spidle-Pictou.
Destiny was bom December
16, 1998 at the Valley
Regional
Hospital,
Kentville, wcighing 6
pounds 7 ounces. Destiny's
middle namc Wasuek,
mcans "fiower", in Mi'kmaw language.
Congratulations to Holly
Meuse on the birth of her
second child Jessie Chan
Wasumuin Meuse, who was

born Novernber 23, 1998.
Jessie's middlc narne means
"snowbear" in Mi'kmaw
language. Holly is originûlly frorn Bear River, but now
rnakes her home in BC.
The students at Muin
Si'pu Mi'kmaw Elementary
School hosted their annual
Christmas concert December 17 at the Band Hall.
After a delicious turkey supper feast, dl were treated to
a varicty of holiday entertainment. Band Manager
Clara Brooks welcomed
everyone. The newest
teacher at Muin Si'pu Candice Cress, Emceed the concert. Steve Meuse Jr. recited
the Lord's Prayer in Mi'kmaw language. The prescbool class led by Lindy
Swinimer, sang two songs
and two Chnstmris poems.
Students in grades 1 to 7

offercd a rendition of Little er information for her thesis
Drummer . Boy. Amanda resçarch on traditional
Pearie réad a Christmas Mi'kmaq use of edible and
poem. The grades 5 O! 7 stu- medicinal plants.
Lindiwe is from Antigodents sang the 'Ibelvg Days
nish and is very interested
of Christmas. Ne
junior grades did the hristthe in hum. rights and internirmas pageant. We Threc tional development, She is
Kings was Sung by grades 5 especially interested in
to 7. The concert finale was issues surrounding aborigi"Here cornes Santa Claus, nai people, resource mansung by ail the students, in agement and communitybased development. "It is
Mi'kmaw language.
Santa Claus made an my hope this thesis will
appemnce, and young and help in some way to conold had the opportunity to tribute to the culturd heritage of the people of
speak with him.
There was enough snow L'sitkuk," she says.
Funding far the workto snowshoe very lightly
over the Christmas holi- shop is pmvided by the First
&YS. We alrnost had skiing Nation's Forestry Associasnow a few days ago, but it tion and the Bear River First
meited just as fast. Perhaps Nation Band Council. Chilthis will be a skating winter. dren are welcomc. BabysitInitial preparations are ting will be provided.
king made to buiid a new Should this workshop bc
mufti-purpose building next postponed due to the severe
to the school. The land has illness of Lindiwe's father,
been cleared and the brush the backup date is Febniary
burnt. It is hoped the actual 11.
Happy January birthday
building will commence
greetings are extended to
this spnng.
The traditionai Mi'kmaw Gem Gregory, Morrisa Greusage of medicinal and edible plants is the focus of a
workshop to be held Thws&yl January 2 1, 1999,at the
Bear River F î t Nation
Band Hall, beginning at 6
pm. Al1 Bear River First
Nation people are invited to
a hoc m d and this educationd workshop. This is the
f i t in a series of events
aiming to revive and ducate about traditional Mi'kmaq usage of plants. Lindiwe MacDonald, a Master's
student in Environmental
Studies at Daihousie University, will speak and gah-

%

Appendix 2.
Traditional Mi'kmaq Plant Use Workshop Handout
Mi'kmaq Plannree Mediciaes

In pre-contact times, the vasr foreas and landscape teemed with birds,
animds and a vast anay of planhee life, while the ocean, lakes, rivers
and streams supplied a bountiful array of fish species. To the Mi'kmaq of
eastern North America, this rich abundance of life mut have been
considered a great blessing.

In those days, a consideration of spirituai things was important in aii
activities, as there wasn't a sharp separation between the spirituai and
physical worlds. Spirits were werywhere, inhabiting brooks, rivers,
animals, birds, plants, mes and other special places in the landscape.
Traditional Mi'kmaq medicine reflected this strong spiritual presence.
Shamanistic healing ceremonies probably often involved the entire
cornmunify, who was both audience and active paniapants in certain
activities airneci at healing the si&, and maintahhg the baiance between
the community and the spintual nature of the world
Plants and trees played a key role in the Native medicine systern. Plant
species such as sweet grass, Native tobacco, Indian tumip, sweet flag,
labrador tea and others have a long histofy of usage by the Mi'kmaq,as do
uees such as balsam h,bladc spruce, white/black ash and maple, for
example.
Later, with the coming of the Europeans, and the conversion of the people
to Christianify,traditional medicine practices went hrough a p e n d of
great diange, wen persecution. Shamanistic practices were often forbidden
by the Roman Catholic priests and, in mWarrycases,
were probably willingly
given up by Mi'kmaq who were now Christians. As wd,-with the infl&of
settlers, there must have been some exchange of plant medicine practices
between Native people and the Europeans. The Milunaq would have also
discovered uses for plant species intrduced into the new world from
Europe, such as plantain and dandelion.

Today, plant/uee medicines dplay an important role in Native cultures
throughout North Amenca. Some medichal and ceremonid uses for plants are
very old,while other medicines are more recent, and are attempts to cope
with introduced diseases such as tuberdosis.

Plant Identification and Plant Ethics

In the 1st decade a renewed interest in wild-plants as food or medicine
finds a population lacking the important plant g a t h e ~ gskills formerly past
d o m from generation to generation.
Aside from knowing the correct plants required, the abilicy to positively
idenufy the plants and know where they are found is of uunon importance to
the beginner herbalist who wants to collect wild medicinai and edible plants.
There is now a need for a poollig of knowledge and fore education.

(Laurie Lacey and Gini ProuLu, January 1999)

Appendix 3.

Traditional Mi'kmaq Uses of Medicinal and Edible Plants: A Plant-use
Workshop Sumrnary

A Sumrnary of the January 2 1, 1999 Workshop that occurred at 6:OOpm in the Bear River

Cornmunity Band Hall

This summary was done by Lindiwe MacDonald based on a direct transcription of
the workshop. It was summarized witb the purpose of making the issues covered in
the workshop easily readable and is by no means the direct transcription. Please do
not use this summary for quotation purposes.

FEBRUARY, 1999

1.

PURPOSE AND SYNOPSIS OF WORKSHOP

The main purpose of this educationai workshop was to introduce the topic of edible and
medicinal plants and their Mi'kmaq uses to the Bear River First Nation comrnunity
members. More specifically, it was an educational forum for people to share their
knowledge and express their interests concerning this topic. The workshop aimed to be
participatory and acted as a tool to assess what level of community interest there would
be towards an educational initiative focused on plants and their traditionai Mi'kmaq uses.
This workshop has become the first in a series of events that aim to revive and foster
Mi'kmaq knowledge of edible and medicinal plants and contribute to an important aspect
of Mi'kmaq hentage and development. Events planned for the 'Traditional Mi'kmaq
Plant-Use Education Initiative' include:
1. an 'Open House' where books on medicinal and edible plants will be available
to look at, and questions will be answered by people who are knowledgeable
about plants;
2. other smaller demonstrations by local people conceming medicinal and edible
plants and mushroorns;
3. an adult education coune offered by Gini Proulx and Anne Littlewood
focused on plant identification and plant uses;
4. The formation of a community-based 'Bear River Mi'kmaq Trail Cornmittee'.
5. The planning and implementation of a Mi'krnaq trail that specifically focuses
on the Mi'kmaq culture surrounding the use of edible and medicinal plants.
The workshop also provided a forum to introduce myself to the community as a
researcher who is interested in this topic and am pursuing it for thesis research in hopes
to obtain my Master's of Environmental Studies degree. 1 also h o p to record
information conceming this topic for the cultural benefit of the Mi'kmaq people of Bear
River and for their generations to corne.

My thesis objectives include:
1.

2.

3.
4.

To produce a map and inventory of the plants that will be on the uail (this
map will not go into the thesis, but into a separate report for the Bear
River Cornmunity only).
Provide a comprehensive report of the Mi'kmaq traditional uses of edible
and medicinal plants through personal communications (oral stories,
interviews, hikes) and a review of literature.
To gather the perceptions of the Bear River community memben
conceming this educationd initiative (most specifically the trail).
To explore the potential for this initiative to contribute to comrnunitybased development.

The workshop lasted about 21/2 hours (including the meal) and approximately 50 to 60
people were in attendance. We had a lovely moose stew supper provided by the Action
Cornmittee, which began with an opening prayer. Darlene Ricker was facilitator for the
night, and I had a chance to introduce myself. Gini Proulx and Laurie Lacey gave a very
interesting and informative presentation (complete with slides) concerning identification,
location and use of medicinal and edible plants (see summary below). Anne Littlewood
helped Gini in the research of her presentation and provided mounted plant specimens for
people to look at. Gini and Anne also provided an informative layout of resource books.
Laurie brought copies of his book to sel1 after the presentation.
Due to the limited amount of time, the speakers mostly spoke about specific aspects of
the plants, that is, mainly their edible and medicinal uses (by Mi'kmaq ancestors and be
people today) and their location and identification. This workshop was not meant to give
a thorough description of every use of the plants or go into the in-depth ecology of the
plants. Towards the end of the workshop certain plants were not given a thorough
description due to lack of time.

II.

SPEAKER AND TOPIC DESCRIPTIONS:

FACILITA TOR, DARLENE RICKER
Darlene is the author of L 'sitkuk: The Story of the Bear River Mi ' h u w Cornmunity and is
a persona1 fi-iend of the Bear River community. She is a Freelance writer who contributes
to the Micmac and Maliseet Nations News and edits 'The Bear River Beat', the L'sitkuk
community newsletter.

SPEAKER, GIN.PROULX:
Gini is an amateur natwalist who has enjoyed a life-long involvement with nature. Her
special interest is in plants- both wild and cultivated. She has been actively involved in
preserving and conserving rare plants and their habitats. She is rnostly self-taught, with
(in her own words) "a lot of help fiom family and fnends". nirough reading, exploring
different habitats and membenhip in a number of nature-oriented organizations, she has
acquired her present knowledge of Nova Scotia Wildlife. In December, she completed a
biology course at Acadia University that dealt with the flora of Nova Scotia.

In 1988 she was a founding member of the Annapolis Field Nanualists Society. Since
then, throughout lectures, field trips, displays and assistance with local nature trails, Gini
has shared her love of nature with al1 ages.
For 20 years she was librarian at CFB Cornwallis. She now has an extensive nature
library of her own. Above dl, Gini has a deep respect for al1 things wild. She welcomes
any opportunity to share her appreciation of nature with others.

Gini Spoke About:
Important plant gathering skills formeriy past down from generation to
generation;
Positively identifying plants;
The ecological habitat in wbicb they are found and;
The need for a pooling of knowledge and education concerning plant
identification and use.
SPEAKER, LA URIE LACEY:
Laurie Lacey is a writer and painter from Lunenburg County NS, where he lives in a
cabin surrounded by woodland. A naturalist and outdoors' person, he has spent much of
his life gathering impressions fiom nature and researching the medicinal use of plants.
Lauie gives talks on herbal remedies and has published, Micmac Indian Medicine: A
Tmdiiional Way of Health. in 1977, Micmac Medicines: Rernedies and Recollectiom. in
1993 and most recently The Way of the Crow: Black Spirit. in 1996.
Laurie Spoke About:
Traditional Mi'kmaq use of edible and medicinal plants;
The roles that plants play in Mi'kmaq culture and spirituality;
What plants were used for specific ailments.

III.

PLANT IDENTIFICATION AND MI'KMAQ TRADITIONAL
PLANT-USE S'UMMARY:BASED ON GIN1 PROULX AM)
LAUlUE LACEY'S PRESENTATION

1. Cow Lily (Nuphar vuriegatum Engelm.):
was a very old traditional medicinal plant native to the province. It was a food plant

as well as medicinal plant. It grows in slow moving and deep water. People would
dive down into very deep water. It looks pre-historie, like something fiom Jurassic
Park and has a big round thick root and it almost looks like it has tails on it. The
roots would be collected and put under r u ~ i n gwater to get the starch out. They are
like potatoes and are really starchy. The Mi'lcrnaq would leave the root in running
water for a day or two (like a brook). They would be taken and allowed to dry and
then pounded between two rocks and pounded into a powder. This would create a
pancake like mixture. Medicinally it was used for sprained ankles and is wondefil
for reducing swelling. It is also used as an emergency food.
Identifcation: Cow Lily is found in deep water and is quite oflen found at the
shallow edges of lakes and also in slow mowig streams where usually there is a good
nch mucky bottom.

Water Lily (Nympliaeaodorata Ait.):
some people cal1 this a North American Lotus because it looks like a lotus. The
blossoms can be used as a tea. It's not very strong and is similar to green tea. The
buds were cooked as vegetables. There is nothing in it that acts like an alkaloid or a
poison that will affect you in anyway so it would be hard to overdose.
Identifiealon: The roots don't look so pre-historic or scaly. The leaves corne directly
from the root up to the surface and not from the stem. They have a purplish look to
them and are smaller then the Cow Lily. It has a nice round shape and has a more
open bloom and is beautifully fragrant with layers upon layer of white petals with a
pinkish tinge. The Water Lily opens with the sun and closes in the mid-aftemoon
when the sun leaves it. This plant can be transplanteci if you have the proper habitat
like a pond with a mucky bottom and you might need some sort of weight to hold it
down.
*Mi9kmaqHeritage Traik This plant os well os the Cow Li& ore two really
importartt ones that shorrld be on an Aboriginal Herilage tmil.

Poison Ivy (Rhus rodkans L.)
is used in homeopathy for several things including building up one's imrnunity
against poison ivy in very little doses. CAUTION:Be very careful because if you get
it once it stays in the blood for up to 8 to 10 years. It takes about 2 or 3 years to build
up irnmunity to it. One of the antidotes for poison ivy is jewelweed. Take some
jewelweed juice from the stem and it put it on where you think you were exposed to
the poison ivy and it should neutralize the oil. An old Mi'kmaq remedy for poison ivy
was sweet fern or antwood.
Identification: Leaves with three let it be! There are different species and if you see
the three leaves and a notch you can be almost certain that it is poison ivy. There are
three leaves and the middle one is on a longer stem and they're a littie wavy around
the edges. In places where they do very well there is ofien lots of sunshine over rocky
areas. They have white bemes on the vine that you might see in late summer and the
fall. They have a tendency to grow up with shnibs and trees. Sometimes they're
found in shady areas, by brooks and edges of bogs. Gini recommends wearing high
boots, pants and tucking in your socks.
4. Burdock, Common ( A r c t i m minus (Hill) Bernh.)
is used for anyone who has a skin condition. Burdock is wonderhl for psoriasis or
anything that cornes through to the skin like a rash. It's also great for poison ivy and
taken as a tea (one ounce to a pint of water). Before the water starts to boil and the

little pins start to corne up then steep the burdock for ten or fifieen minutes and take
about two or three cups of it every day for a week and it works for your blood. You
can eat burdock leaves and they are really good for the stomach. Laurie says that al1
the docks are most powerfbi in their roots. You have some leeway with burdock as
far as strength.

(L.) Cou1t.)
is good to eat and makes a nice tea too. About a tablespoonful and a cup of water and
steep it for about ten minutes. Sometimes you can add a little honey or lemon. It has
a beautifùl smell, which cornes fiom the resin. Fresh or dried leaves can be used for
taking the rnusty smell out of an old basket, hamper, or sweaty sneaken. The leaf is
what is used and it can be harvested fkom mid-July to August.
Ident~jication:Sweet Fem is a pioneer species and pops up along woods roads that
are a couple of years old.

5. Sweet Fern (Conipionia pengrino

6.Lambkill (KaIrnia angusti/olilio L.)
CAUTION is a poisonous plant. One of the examples given to Lauie was that if you
fell and sprained your ankle you would just pick off one of the leaves and put it in a
big pot of water and boil it until it tums a fairly dark green, and then you let it cool.
Put your foot in without it being too painhl and leave it in and soak it. Larnbkill
water will take the swelling dom, as well as the pain.
Identijication: The blossoms are cup shaped and not individual petals. The stamens
are a dark red or a burgundy color and they just have a Iittle notch al1 the way around
their chin. You'll find larnbkill in old pastures, maybe along roadways and bogs.
When it grows in the shade it can grow quite tall.
7. Labrador Tea (Ledunt groenlandicuin Oeder.)
goes way back and it was used in kniknik mixtures and was also used as a form of
tobacco substitute. Knicknick mixtures were a combination of plants including
bayberry, dogwood, Labrador tea, and willow species. One of the traditional uses was
as a tonic medicine to treat kidney Stones, and other ailments for the kidneys. People
used to use it as a spring tonic to remove the bad blood of winter. It's a great tea and
it goes way back not only in eastern Canada but the Cree, the Plains people the West
Coast people, they al1 know very rnuch about Labrador tea and use it for so many
things.
Identification: The m e r north it grows the stmnger it gets. In the Yukon it can be
very hallucinogenic. It's strongest here in the spnngtime, the March leaves. This plant
forms an almost umbrella like cluster of blooms and is very showy in late June. It is
evergreen and the new leaves will come out and the wooly part undemeath the leaf is
a rusty colour for the rest of the year. Gini say's that she doesn't think there's any
other kind of plant wvith the density of wool of this plant and the leaves are rolled
under towards the other side. They are ofien found in boggy areas.
*This is an excellent plant for an Aboriginal Heritage traillgarâen.
8. Skunk Cabbage (Symplocarpusfoetidus (L.)a Nutt.)
is a powerful plant. Skunk cabbage can ôe used as survival food. It has a very
strong fou1 smell. It's a very strong medicine plant. It was used for diabetes and
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many of these plants are king investigated now by conventional medicine. You
cannot overdose on the stuff but you can give yourself a very painful experience
especially if you have it in your mouth at the m n g time. It's a great medicine for a
toothache as well. Al1 you have to do is get a piece of the root and hold it on your
sore gums for five or ten minutes.
Identijcatioon: You'll mostly only find it in Digby Neck and Yarmouth County.
It is found in wet woods. Leaves are broad and oval and the flowers appear before
leaves.
* Mi'knroq Herituge Trail: You could tty to transplant it, but 1don Y know how
successful you 'd be.
9. Balsam Fir bark (Ablcs QuIsamea(Le)
Mill)

the inner bark was good as an emergency food. In the Mi'kmaq tradition many of
these plants had spirit beings associated with them. The Jesuit Missionaries recorded
an old legend where they said that there was a spirit king and the spirit creature was
very huge. The Jesuits described it as a creature as high as the ceiling and very wide
and the legend has it that its body was full of scabs. These scabs were oozing fluid
down the body and the legend went on to Say that if you were brave enough (say you
had diabetes) and you could walk up and touch that fluid, you would heal instantly.
The legend of the fiuid running down the body of this spirit being symbolims the
blisters of the fir tree when you punch them; the sap runs down the bark. The resin is
very rich in vitamin C. The Jesuits also recorded about a fishing ship in the 1760's
that became fiozen in the ice at Digby and al1 the people were coming down with
scurvy. Half the crewmembers died and the other half made their way over to Bear
River where the Mi'kmaq treated them with a conifer tree. The Jesuits didn't know
which one it was, they said it was the andeda tree. Nobody has k e n able to positively
identiQ it. Laurie believes it could have k e n the Balsam fit because of the legend
and because of its high vitamin C,but it couid have k e n the spruce or the pine,
because they both have the vitamin C that you need to treat scurvy. It can also be used
for cough medicine. Pour a little honey in a spoon and get one of the blisters. Take it
intemally down the throat and it takes away the coughing and sore throat. You don't
want to take the balsam blisters alone because they would stick your mouth shut. It's
also very good for fly and mosquito bites because it's an antiseptic.
Identifcation: Balsarn fir as everyone knows is the Christmas Tree. A balsam fir has
cones that are upright. In the winter they have matured and the scales are failing off
and they look like little candles sticking up. There are lots of cones this year (1999).

IO. Plantain (Piantugo major L.)
is an introduced plant and it came into North Arnerica on the ballast of ships. In
most European herbals it's seen as a very strong medicine and is held in high esteem.
It is well established and is one of the safest medicinals you can use. In fact in early
spring you can have it in salad. It becornes very bitter when it cornes to seed and it's
very high in vitamins A and C. Plantain is very good for stomach cramps and
stomach ulcers. The standard herbai dosage is about an ounce and a half to a pint of

water, steeped for about 15 minutes. Put it in and let it steep ten or fifieen minutes
take a cup or two and use it for upset stomach, or if your suffering fiom stomach

indigestion or a stomach dcer. It c m be used as a poultice to put on a small cut or
skin rash. Latrie's had great success using it for insect bites to take the itch out. Pull
a leaf off, rub it and get the juice running, enough to put in the fly bite. It is also an
astringent and Gini made a note fiom the Peterson's Field guide that it is a confirmed
anti-microbial and it fights germs and stimulates the healing process.
Identi/iation: This plant has the nicknarne white man Sfootprint as though it came
with the settlers. In the new Flon of Nova Scotia it's considered that its partly native
that perhaps it was here al1 along. It seems to grow in compacted soi1 where people
are travelling along.
11. Mullein, Common (Verbascun,virgatum Stokes.)
Two uses for it. It's biggest use is for asthma. The Mi'kmaq used the big long
Ieaves that would be picked green, rolled up, tied, d k d and smoked to inhale the
smoke to relieve breathing dificulties. The other use would be for children's
asthma, or breathing dificulties, you would take it and steep it like a vaporizer and
have it in a room where a child was sleeping to h i g a t e the air and relieve breathing
that way. You can drink it as a tea but you have to be very careful. CAUTION:
Laurie made the mistake of once making it without straining it well and the little
hairs can really irritate the boat.
Identi/cation: It can grow up to 7 feet ta11 and they grow in 2 years stages, in the
first year you get leaves and in the second you get a long stem and then you get the
beautifûl blossorns and you can see the little hairs on it.
12. Gold Thread (Coptis trgolia La)
is used to treat sore eyes, sores in the mouth, sore gums, and canker sores in
children. Some Mi'krnaq people have used it to treat stomach cancer or it was used
to treat people who were suffering fiom loss of appetite. You can use it for an eye
drop. Use about half an inch of gold thread to a cup of water, otherwise it's very
strong. CAUTION: When you put it in your eye you want to strain it very well.
Identifiution: The Gold thread name comes from the underground root, which are
gold in color. The evergreen leaves look very much like strawberry leafiets and the
white flowers look somewhat like the strawberry blossoms long slender petais. It
grows in woodlands, usually in mossy and shaded areas and blooms fairly early in
May.
*This important plant should be on the beritage trail because it is very
traditional in Mi'kmaw use.

13. Teaberry (Guultheriaprocumbens L.)
is a wintergreen species and is a very well known medicinal plant. It's known as
blood thinner amongst many Mi'krnaq people. Laurie knew people who have used it
Eskasoni, Shubenacadie and Conne River Newfoundland for that purpose. There

were two main ways of using it. The main way was to pick six to ten leaves and put
i: in a half a cup of water and steep it. For example he knew somebody who had a
stroke and he came home fiom the hospital and used it to prevent blood clotting and
he took about 2 cups a day for a couple of weeks to help prevent blood clotting. It is
very good as a blood thinner and has aspirin qualities and chemicals in it. Laurie
read the best way to make this plant is to get a little bottle or a little jar and fil1 it half
full of these leaves, poor boiling water over them. put a cover over it and put it in a
sunny place. Within 3 or 4 hours he had the most incredible wintergreen flavor. It
was about ten times as strong as the cup so he's sure you would only need a
tablespoonful at a time. The bemes are also very good to eat.
Identijcation: The bemes persist over the winter. It's a woodland plant and they
usually grow in colonies because like goldthread they spread by underground roots.
Even if there aren't any berries you can eat the leaves which have a lovely flavor. To
make oil of wintergreen fiom this plant, a ton of leaves would make a pound of
wintergreen oil.
14. Yellow Birch (Betula ailegheniensis Britt.):
was one of the ones mentioned to Laurie a lot by Mi'kmaq people. He stated that
one man told him that if you're out in the woods and you get the nuis al1 you got to
do is go ahead and chew some of the yellow birch bark and it would cure you right on
the spot. Also. the inner bark is saliva proof, it's got d l kinds of sugars and it's very
good and tasty. The tips of the yellow birch are very food for nourishment. The
imer bark is a survival food and the small twigs and buds have a nice minty taste.
Identi/ica?ion:On the south shore of NS yellow birch is pretty rare. You can find
some in a few mixed stands. They've been overcut. These trees grow to be very old
like maybe 300 years old. The leaves will be guite high up and if you look around in
the general area you'll probably find ledets in the undentory. Another way to
identifj yellow birch is that in the winter they have quite large upright cones.

15. Cow Parsnip (Herecleum lanatum Michx.)
is the closest plant next to bigosi and segcrbun (Indian Turnip) to a panacea of dlpurpose medicine. Some people used it for stomach cancer and some used it for
kidney problems and some people used it for arthntis. It's just incredible and some
people held it with such high esteem; they would sew it in the pocket of their pan& or
in the collar of their shirt. There is an incredible amount of legend and lore that
surounds it. If there's any one plant that you should have on your medicinal
trail you have to get the cow parsnip. It's very, very important.
Ident~ftcation:This is one plant that Gini is not sure grows in this part of Nova
Scotia. According to the Flora of Nova Scotia it is common throughout the province.
Gini has not seen it here, but has seen it in King's county and dong ditches on the
Trans Canada in Newfoundland.

16. Beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.)
was used for tuberculosis by Mi'kmaq in the1900's.

17. Pearly Everlrsting (Antennaria neodioeio Greene*):
was used by the Mi'kmaq as a tobacco substitute.
18. Juniper, Common (Juniperus cornmunis L.)
had lots of uses. It was used for fever and various other things.

19. lndian Turnip (Arisaemu Stewardsonii Britt.)

is one of the classic Mi'kmaq medicinal plants that you want to have growing on the
trail. It is known in Mi'kmaq as the 'segobun' or the 'Indiun Tumi'p'* It was held in
high esteem and people kept it on them (sewed to their cloths). It was used to treat
lung problems. He was told by a Mi'kmaq man that, "you never eat that green it's
poisonous". You cut it up like an onion and he said you put it outdoon on brown
paper or on a rock if you want to, where the sun doesn't hit it. Let it there for two
weeks and the poison goes out of it. AAer it dries you can eat it like a potato chip and
it is used for tuberculosis or any lung problem. It is used for other things as well.
Identification: You'll find the Indian turnip growing near the Shubenacadie River.
The New Brunswick species is a littie different from the Nova Scotia species. There
is a different shape in the leaf and length. It grows near or on water and one would
have to keep in mind if you were collecting the root that would be the end of the plant
so you have to be careful. The root is made up of oxalic acid, which are, what gives it
that cutting sensation if you eat it before it is dned (Laurie relayed a story concerning
his experience with segabun). You must be careful. Given the appropriate habitat
they'll grow on the side of nvers and nitrate rich soi1 like the Shubencancadie River.
If you're in the proper habitat you'll find hem but they're not what you'd cal1
common.

IV.

A FEW CHARACTERISTICS OF MI'KMAQ MEDICINE
MENTIONED IN THE WORKSHOP:

One of the main charactenstics of Mi'kmaw medicine was that everybody's medicine
was a little bit different. With mainstream western medicine there is a specific
remedy for a specific population. With Mi'kmaq medicine everybody was seen to be
different, and everybody was looked at in a difTerent way and if somebody was going
to treat you with lobelia and someone else with lobelia, they might give you a totally
diRerat dosage. It's not Iike mainstream medicine. However if you are unsure and
inexpenenced you should always consult for standard dosages.

Often another Native characteristic of medicinal remedies was that things that were
taken intemaily (e.g. teas and tonics) were steeped and things that were used
extemally (e.g. poultices) were boiled.
Presently mainstream rnedicine is investigating and recognizing the effectiveness of
Mi'kmaq and Native remedies. They're investigating the bluebeny (a traditional
Mi'kmaq remedy for diabetes) for having great potential for treating diabetes. Laurie
knew of sornebody in 1975 who said the bluebemes were good for diabetes. Now
twenty years later rnainstream medicine is investigating its medicinal quaiities.
It is difficult to trace the origin of Mi'kmaq remedies since some may have come
from the settlen and others they discovered themselves. Mi'kmaq people have been
protecting this knowledge for centuries and that too may be another reason it is
difficult to trace the origins.
Mi'kmaq medicines Vary from place to place. An exarnple of this would be the
Conne Mi'kmaq in Newfoundland who use many compound or combination
medicines. The Mi'kmaq of NS use a lot of single remedies.

V.

IMPORTANT PLANT POINTS GIM AND LAURIE SAY TO
REMEMBER!

How do I know if 1have the Rght plant?
If you're collecting plants to eat or use as medicine one very important thing is that you
want to make sure that you have the exact plant that your field guide is telling you. The
one sure way to make sure you have the right plant is to identiQ the plant by the
scientific narne in your field guide and then check for the common name.

Always be careful and selective whea harvesting plants.
There is always a danger of over-harvesting plants because even though they may look to
be very plentifid, they may not be to a certain area . You must be very selective when
hmesting plants. You have to also make sure that the watenvay that you collect these
fiom (or any other plant) is not polluted, because these plants can take up heavy metals or
other pollution. "I'd be leery about collecting and eating food plants from the Bear
River" (Gini Proulx).
When using a plant for medicine, how does one judge the strength of that medicine
to that of another in a different location?
In some cases plants that have poisons in them or are poisonous should ody be used by
skilled people. Strengths can vary from location to location not just year to year. "1 think
the general rule of thumb is that the more severe condition that a plant is growing under

the more alkaloids or chemical ingredients there will be" (Gini Proulx). A lot of people
cal1 it the personality of the plant. For example with Indian Tobacco (Lobelia), Laurie
says his grandfather use to smoke it al1 the time for emphazima, breathing problems,
asthma a d anything like that. He knew how to use it. It's not as safe, as using
something like Mullein. You can use mullein for asthma or emphazima and there you
have leeway in tenns of how much you use. The bat thiag you can do when you get
into herbs you might think are dangerous ia consult a lot of reference manuala. In
many plants you have Ieeway. But in othen it is so important for you to be much
more careful, and you should be an experienced user.
1s there o certain time of year that you should pic& the leaves?
There can be for diflerent plants. It depends a lot on the plant. There's no general nile of

thumb as to when plants should be harvested for use. Some plants are much stronger
when they are dried as opposed to using them green. Like Yarrow when it is green is
good but when you let it dry it doubles in strength.

VI.

Special Thanks

The First Nations Forestry Association and the Bear River Band Council provided
funding for this workshop. Special thanks is given to Louise Wood who was
instrumental in helping to organize the workshop, Bill McKay, Steve Meuse and the
Action Comrnittee for providing a wonderhl meal.

There seemed to be a general agreement that the workshop was successful and that there
was indeed some genuine interest within the Bear River Mi'krnaq community. The only
cornplaint to date was that it should have k e n longer, in order that people would have
had more of a chance to ask questions and look over the books and plant specimens.
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Bear River Beat
by Darlcne Rickcr
MMNN Contributor

D

id you h o w that
water lily petals
open and close
with the sun? And tfiat
plants have personalities?
And that the plants stniggle
the hardest to survive are
oftcn the strongest and most
powerful medicines in the
wild? Those who attended
the "Traditional Mi'kmaq
Uses of Medicinal and Ediblc Plants" workshop at
Bear River, leamed a11 this
and more.
The education workshop
held in January was the first
in a serics of events aiming
to revive and educate about
traditional culture surrounding the use of edible and
medicinül plants. The workshop was planncd by Lindiwe MrtcDondd, a Mastes
student at Dalhousie Univçrsity's
School
of
Research and Environmenta1 Studies. The workshop is
n component of ~indiwe's
thcsis reserirch on traditionai Mi'kmaw use of edible
and medicinal plants,
specifically focussing on

the Bear River First Nation.
Funding for the workshop was provided by the
First Nation's Forestry
Association and the Bear
River First Nation Band
Council.
After a delicious supper
of moose stew, prepared by
the Bear River First Nation
Action Cornmittee, gucst
speakers Gini Prouix and
Laurie Lacey led an open
discussion and slide presentation on wild plant ecoIogy
and identification, and on
the traditional Mi'kmiq use
of plants. They discussed
the properties and quahies
of a number of common
plants found in the ;irea.
Both speakers ernphasized
the importance of positively
identifying a plant to be
used for medicine or food.
A field guide is the only
safe way to really know
what you are gathering, they
said.
Gini is an amateur naturalist who has enjoyed a
life-long involvement with
nature. Het speciai interest
is in plants, both wild and
cultivated. She has been

actively involved in preserving and conserving rare
plants and their habitats.
The Clementsvdc residcnt
is mostly self-taught, with a
lot of help form farnily ipd
fnends, she says. Throtigh
reading, exploring different
habitats and membership in
a number of nature-oriented
organizations, she has
acquired her present knowledge of Nova Scotia
wildlife. In Decemkr she
completed a biology course
at Acadia University that
dedt with flora of Nova
Scotia.
In 1988 she was a founding member of the Annapolis Eeld Naturalists Society.
Since then throughout lectures, field trips, displays
and assistance with local
nature uails, Gini has
shared her love of nature
with d l ages. Gini h a a
deep respect for ail things
wild, and she welcomes any
opportunity to shxe her
oppreciation of nature with
others.
Gini's taik focuscd on
important plant gathering
skills formerly pass~ddown
.

-

Gini warned plant harveste= to question the eating of food plants growing
in polluted water. Laurie
mentioned that as f a as
medicine is concerned,
every herbalist 's matment
is diffemt. He suggested
consulting
standard
dosages. The more severe
the growing conditions, the
stronger the personality, or
181

fmm genention to genention; positively idcntifying
plants; the ecological habitat in which they are found;
and the need for a pooling
of knowledge and education
concerning plant identificatjon and use.'
, h u n e is a writer and
painter form Lunenburg
County Nova Scotia, where
he lives in a cabin sunounded by woodland. A naturaiist and outdoor prson, he
h a spent much of his life
gathering impressions form
nature and researching the
medicinal use of plants. His
great grandmother wris
Mi'kmaq. Laurie gives talks
on herbal rernedies and has
published Micmac Indian
Medicine: A Traditional
Way of Health, in 1977;
Micmac Medicines: Remedies and Recollections, in
1993; and most recently
The Way of the Crow: Black
Spirit, in 1996. Laurie's
humourous and entertaining
tdk emphasized the tnditiond Mi'kmaq use of the
plants for rncdicinds; the
d e s chat plants pIayed in
Mi'kmaw culture and spirituality; what plants are and
were used for specific aiiments; and sorne personal
stories about how he has
gained his knowledge form

Mi'kmaw sources.
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active ingredienls. existing
within the plant. A mle of
thumb for prepmtion concems sreepinq the plant if it
is to be taken internally, and
boiling the plant if it is to k
used externally.
Poison ivy contamination stays in the b l d cight
to ten years. One way to
identify poison ivy is to go
by the saying, "leaves of
three Let it be," srniled Gini.
The plant also carries white
berries. She stated that jewelweed juice mbbed on
exposed skin will neutralizr
the poison in poison ivy. A
wash of sweet fem juice
will get rid of the rash. Poison ivy is used in some
homeopathic medicine, she
said.
Sweet fern, or antwood.
has a nice smelling min. It
rnakes a nice spicy tea. Traditionally is used as a p i son ivy remedy.
Burdock root is a powerfut remedy for skin pmblems inciuding poison ivy
rash. The burdodc I d is
good for stomach probkms.
Lambkill takes down
swellinp. A similar looking
the
evergreen
plant,
Labrador tea, has fuzzy
undrr leaves. The new
ieaves are white and woolly
undemeath. The edges of
the leaves are rolled undsrneath. Labrador teri is used
in knikinik mixtures. as ti
tobacco. and in the treatment of kidney stones. It is
strongest in the jpring. The
plant itself is strunger in
northern regions of Canada.
explainrd Lauritt.

Skunk cabbage, although
found locally only at Easi
Ferry and dong the mil to
the Balancing Rock in
Tiverton, is a very smng
medicine plant and shouldn't bc fooled with. 'ïhc root
is traditionally used for diaktcs.

Balsam fi bark blisters
are high in vitamin C content. It can k used as a

cough medicine, and for fly
and mosquito antiseptic.
The inner bark can be eaten
as an emergency f d .
Plantain is an introduced
herb. It is one of the safcst
medicinals. In the spring it
can bc addcd to salads. It
can bc used in a poultice
form for rashes and cuts,
and intemally for stomach
cramps and ulcers.
Mullen, anothcr cornmon
plant, can bc used to ueat
asthma. Goldtfrread is a
medicine for sons in the
mouth, stomach cancer, and
cye problerns.
Teabcrry has aspinn-like
quaiitics, and is also a b l d
thinnec

Yellow birch aiso has
aspirin-iike qualitics. It will
cure the runs. The inner
bark is a swviva! food. The
srna11 twigs and buds have a
nice rniniy taste.
In other Bear River
news. congratulations CO
Krista Roop, who married
Grcg Peck of Greenland
Febntary 5. from al1 your
farniIy and friends, and students! A not-coo-surprising
surprise shower was held
for Knsta at the home of
Clara Brooks, and organrzçd by Krista's sister Lorninc Potter.

Wanda St. Louis was
treated to a baby shower ar
the Band Hall. Bcst wishes
to Wmda and her husband
Steve on the up-coming
birth of their chifd.
Councillor Steve Meuse
has berin ma&ing music in
his spare time,and by caly
March hopes to bc releasing
his first CD New Beginnings, a collection of contempotary country rock
gospel music. Produced by
tarry Walkcr and Chris
Best, a11 the music and
lyrics are wrinen by Steve.
The disc also features local
musicians Brad Hewey,
,Michad hlden Feils and
Parn Spencer. More next
tirne on this long-awaited
production.
In Hcdth Office news.
Febmary I I will be marked
at Muin Si'pu Mi'kmaq
Elementary School with a
health program. Health staff
will do a workshop on
"Healthy H e m Through
Exercise," for both the
school children and the preschool children. "Dms red
for Heart and Suoke" will
happen Fcbniary !S. The
breast scretning van wilI be
at the Annapolis Community HeaIth Centre Febmary
22 until March 3. Anyone
interested can make an
appointment by caliing 1800-565-0548.
Four Canada geese have
k e n spottcd on the Bear
River near town, and at the
highway 101 bridges. 1s
spnng realty on the way or
did these p y s take a wrong
turn? .Wso heard reports the
srnelts arc running rit
Young's Brook. St. Mary'\
Bay.

I

Appendix 6.

Wild Plant Identification Course Outline

........................................................................

Introduction to Wild Plant Identification Course
A short course (approximately 8 sessions including field trips) dealing with plants - their

identification, uses and habitats, will be offered in sprhg 1999. The instructors will be
Gini Proulx and Anne Littlewood. Input from those interested in attending can help
shape the course content to best meet the needs of the participants. With this in mind, a
tentative outline of topics to be covered follows.

Course Topics:
Parts of plant, Botanical tenns
Plant habitats
Medicinai plants- Identification
Edible plants - Identification
Wild flowers - Identification
Using plant identification keys
Collecting and pressing plant specimens
Propagation and cultivation of wild plants
Using field guides and reference books
Conservation and preservation
*Filed trips to various habitats including wetlaods, woodlands disturbed areas
and salt marshes
Please indicate other interests:

Field trips sessions will be half-day trips. The remaining topics will be discussed
during indoor sessions at the Bear River First Nation Band Hall. Please indicate your
preference of day and/or time for field ûips and indoor sessions by circling your
choice:

Field trips

Weekday

Weekend

Indoor Sessions (weekday)

Daytime

Eveaing

Appendix 7.

Interview Questions for Cornmunity Participants
1.

Do you have any knowledge concerning edible ancilor medicinal plants?
If no, then move to question #7.
Probe: If yes, please describe what you know?

2.

Do you have any knowledge of traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible
a d o r medicinal plants?
If no, then move to question #7.
Probe: If yes, could you please describe what you know?

3.

Do you gather and use edible andfor medicinal plants?
If no, then move to question #7.
Probe: If yes, Codd you please identify and descnbe the kinds of edible and/or
medicinal plants you use?
Probe: Could you describe what you use them for?

4.

Are edible andor medicinal plants significant to you?
If no, then move to M.
Probe: If yes, in what way are they significant (e.g. physically, mentally,
emotionally, spiritually)?

5.

Do you have any knowledge concerning the cultural (e.g. spiritual and
ceremonial) significance Mi'kmaq peoples historically placed on plants?
If no, theo move to question #7.
Probe: Do you place the same significance on the plants that your ancestors did?
Then move to question 7b.

6.

Are you interested in learning about traditional Mi'kmaq uses of edible and
medicinal plants?
7b. (For people who already have some knowledge of traditional Mi'kmaq
uses of plants).
Are you interested in learning more about traditional Mi'kmaq
uses of edible and medicinal plants?

7.

Are you interested in leaming about the traditional Mi'kmaq worldview, legends
and lore the peoples associateled with the plants?

8.

What do you think about the educational initiatives (in the past year) concerning
traditionai Mi'kmaq uses of edible and medicinal plants (e.g. workshops. courses,
field trips)?

Do you think this kind of education is beneficial to yourself?
If no, move to question #IO.
Probe: If yes, in what way or ways could it be beneficial to you?

Do you think this kind of education is beneficial to the Bear River
First Nation comrnunity?
If no, move to question #12.
Probe: If yes, in what way or ways could it be beneficial to the community?
Are you interested in participating in future educational initiatives
pertaining to edible and medicinal plants?
If no, then move to question #13.
Probe: If yes, what kind's of initiatives would you participate in?
Are you aware of the creation of a Bear River Mi'kmaq medicinal and

edible trail?
If no, I will explain about the initiation and creation of the trnil.
Probe: If yes, what do you think of this initiative?

Are you interested in participating in the trail project?
If no, move to question #14.
Probe: If yes, how do you perceive your involvement or participation in the trail
project (e.g. planning, physical labor. contributions of plant knowledge)?
M a t do you feel the vision (or purpose) of the trail should be?

Do you believe the creation of this trail could benefit or develop the Bear River
First Nation community? (e.g. spirinially, emotionally, physically andlor
mental1y)
Probe: If no, for what reasons?
Probe: If yes, in what way could it benefit the BRFN community?
1s there any one else you know that might be interested in

participating in this research?

Appendix 8.

Informed Consent Form for Commuaity Participants
M y name is Lindiwe Mac Donald and 1 am a second year Master's of Environmental Studies
student at the School for Resource and Environmental Studies, Dalhousie University. I have k e n
permitted by the Bear River Band Council to facilitate research conceming the relationship between
traditional Mi'kmaq use of medicinal and edible plants and Mi'kmaq community-based development.
The research is being conducted in partial fulfillment of my degree in Masters of Environmental
Studies. It is also being done in the hopes that valuable knowledge will be recorded for the future
generations of Bear River Mi'kmaq. The First Nations Forestry Association, the Bear River Band
Council and Dalhousie University is financially supporting this research.

You are being asked to participate in this research because you are a member of the Bear River
First Nation. Your participation is completely voluntary. There are no foreseeable risks to
participating in this research. If any discornfort should &se in regards to questions asked or
topics being discussed you may stop your participation at any given point or refiain from
answering a specific question.
During the research your recorded information will be kept in a locked box separate from your
participant number. If you agree to consent to an interview or have a conversation (e.g. oral
stoly telling, ethnohistories) about your experience you should understand that you can stop your
participation at any time. If there is a specific question or topic you are uncornfortable with you
do not have to answer or continue. You are welcome to ask any questions concerning
clarification of the questions asked. Finally, if permitted, information gathered from your
participation will be wntten in the content of the thesis and will be kept confidential unless you
state that you want your name in thesis. Your participation is appreciated and 1 would like to
than k-you in advance for your time.
1.

1 agree to participate in this research project and I understand that:
My participation is completely voluntary und I may terminate my involvement ut any

tirne.

2.
3.

Ail information gatheredfrom my participation wifl be confidential.

4.
5.

l f I have questions about the reseurch I cuit as& the researcherfor clmification
I can receive more information concerning the research ut a Zater date through
contacting the researcher by calling collect or writing to:

AfZ inforntufiongathered is for research purposes and is not meant to coure harm in uny
IVay.

Lindiwe Mac Donald
6014 Shirley St., Apt. #6
Halijir, NS
B3H 2Mü
Ph: (902) 322-3875
Participant's Signature
Researcher's Signature

Fay Cohen
School for Resource and Envirunmentaf
S~udies
1312 Robie Sr.
Ph: (902) 494-4632
Date

Appendix 9.
Plants Identif~edon the Bear River Mi9kmaqNphunewawti'j Medicine Trail
'

Agrimony (Med. Caution)

* Altemate Leaved Dogwood (Mi'krnaq

Large Leaved Wood Aster
Large Toothed Poplar (Mi'kmaq Med.)

Med.)
Arnerican Fly Honeysuckle
* Apple (Mi'krnaq Ed.)
* Ash, White (Mi'kmaq Utility)

Long Beech Fern
Mad-dog SkuIlcap
Mayflower (Mi'kmaq Ed.)

* Balsam Fir (Mi'kmaq Med.)

Moose Maple (Mi'kmaq Med.)

1 * Mountain Maple (Mi'kmaq Med.)
1

Bedstraw
I

B ittercress, Native

* Beech (Mi'kmaq MedJEd.)

Mullein

1
L

Beechdrops (Med.)

* B lackberry (Mi' krnaq Med./Ed.)

Native Hawthom (Med.)
New York Fern

1

Nonhem Bush Honeysuckle

1

Black-eyed Susan
Bluebead Lily

Oak (Mi'kmaq Med.)
Pearly Everlasting (Mi' kmaq Med.)

* Blueberries (Mi'kmaq Med./Ed.)
Bracken Fem
* Broad Leafed Plantain (Mi'kmaq
MedJ
Calico Aster
Cinnamon Fem (Ed.)
Clintonia
Coltsfoot
Common Speedwell (Med.)
Cow Wheat
* Eastern White Pine (Mi'krnaq Med.)
False-Lily-of-the-Valley
False Solomon Seal
Golden Saxifrage (Uncornmon)
Goldenrod

1

1

Grass leaved Goldenrod
Green-Ftowered Shinieaf
* Grey Birch (Mi'kmaq Utility)
Hazelnut (Med.)
* Hem tock (Mi'kmaq Med.)
indian Pipe (Med.)
* Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Mi'kmaq Med.)
Jewelweed (Med.)
Lambkill (Med. Caution)

Poplar (Trernbling Aspen) (Mi'kmaq
Med.)
* Partridge Beny (Mi'kmaq Med.)
Round Leafed Shinleaf
1

Sedge
Sensitive Fem
Shinleaf
* Speckled Alder (Mi'kmaq Med.)
[ Staghom Sumach
1 Stdower
St. John's Wort (Med.)
* Sugar Mapte (Mi'krnaq Ede)
* Sweetfern (Mi'kmaq Med.)
* Tea Berry (Mi'kmaq Med JEd.)
* Violets (Mi'kmaq Ed.)

Waxberry (Snowberry)
* White Birch (Mi'kmaq Utility)
Withrod
W ild-Li ly-of-the-Valley
* W ild Sarsasparilla (Mi' kmaq Med.)

Yarrow
Zigzag
Golden Rod
-

1 Total = 71 plants identified

I
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Restoring plants,
just part of aims
O

By Heather m e n

f

f
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I

"Hc taught me how to
follow the stars to go :
through the aoods nt '
night and about the :
plants and Uicir uses."
shc s+d.
The trail is not j u s t ;
about physical hcaling. 1
says Potter. but also the ,
mind and thc spirii i
"bccause it will brin2 yot: i
closcr to thc creator."
Tradi tional Mi'kmaq
culture views LI
car&
C
as =i sacred gift from the
crcator. '*Plants and
trccs hclp u s to bc
healthy and help u s to
hcai."
The idca for thc project
stnrtcd in Scptcmber.
199s. whcn Chief Frank
Meuse suggestcd r e searching traditional native medicinal and cdible
plants. A senes of mcetings and workshops :O!Iowcd and this May. a
cornmittee was formed.
Work began on the trail

Mcmbcrs of Bcar River
First Nation have begun
work on a medicihe trait
which they hope rvill hcal
the mind. body and sou1
QI Uieir community.
The trail is a restorativc project which aims
to identify tradi tional
Mi'kmaq
medicinal
plants in the area and
restore thc plants which
were native to the area.
but have disnppeared. It
"Iso aims at recovenng a
"ta1 part of Mi'krnaq
spiritualiq.
At least 66 plants have
drcady becn idcn tificd
along the tmil. which ivill
be one kilometre long
when completed.
Some plants which
have disappearcd from
the area are being imported from other provinces and wiil be plantcd
along the traiI.
Bear River elder .Qnes this surnrner.
Potter said much traditional knowledge wns
passed down bctwccn
elders and young peopk
who showed a gift for thc
art of medicinal healing.
or an interest in learning. Plant uses. which
parts are useful [or pnrticular ailmezts and the
seasonal uses of thc
local plants tiras known
to traditional Mi'kmntl
heaiers. she said.
Much of thc traditionzi
mcdicinal
kno~vlcd~i:
was iost nlong with th(Mi'kmaq ianguage. Potter said. She snid s h e ,
was fortunatc to leam a
lot of traditional plant
lore white tvalking in t h r 1
woods with her hriicr.

,
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